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The Jan.-Feb. issue laid a rather large 
egg. It was not only our worst response (3.38) 
since we began rating issues, but it formed a 
sharp conrrast to the 2.64 of the preceding 
issue which represented our best effort. 
Although it was still applauded by some who 
felt it was our bestever, Vol. 11, No. 5 will have 
to go down as a very mediocre effort. The 
scattergun, twelve article format just didn't 
make it with the majasity of the readership so 
we'll be returning tommore in-depth features. 
On an individual article basis, the lead feature 
failed to top the 1 200 point ratings for theFirst 
time ever. 

....................... Decade With Das Afrika Korps 291 

...................... The Unfought Waterloo-1704 218 
Serles Replay Stalingrad ............................ 166 

...................................... Force or Finesse.. 150 
Rlchthofen's War Anatysis ........................... 123 
Saratoga ............................................ 7B 

.......................... D-Day A ~ r b r n e  Operations 53 
Avalon Hill Philosgphy ........... ..... ............ 36 

............................ Experimental P a m r b l i t z  32 
........ Design Analy$is .................... ...... 31 

.................. France '40 That Mlpht Have 'Been. 17 
Bliakrleg .......................................... 4 
Infiltramr's Report .................................. 1 

Inquiries as to the nature of new titlesto be 
offered this hYil have been coming in with 
increased regularity. We hesitate to announce 
new titles prematurely to avoid disappointing 
people in the 611 if something happens in the 
interim. Recently. we gave up on one title after 
considerable research and playtesting 
because it j.ust didn't play right. A new game 
system was required . . .  time for which was 
not available. This brings up the matter of 
where we stand on the glayability/realism 
scale. The Avalon Hill philosophy has always 
been one of approaching wargames as games 
first and simulationssecond. Othercompanies 
tend to take the other course, emphasizing the 
historical replay or puzzle over the game 
aspects. While we attempt to make our games 
as realistic as possible we attempt to do so 
without sacrificing the fun of a game en- 
vironment. This is not a knock against those 
who take the other tack, but a statementof our 
own design philosophy. 

Even the rejection menrioned above left us 
with 9 different games in varying stages of 
development. While it is highly unlikely that 
more than 5 of these will see print in the fall we 
do hope to add at least 1 retail and 3 mail order 
games to the lineatthattime. Weare relatively 
sure of a few of the new titles however. 
Randall Reed's annual contribution will be a 
Sci Fi tactical game tentatively titled 
STARSHIP TROOPER based on the popular 
works of Robert Heinlein. This will represent a 
first in tying a novel into a simulation (itself, a 
literary form of sorts). We are in negotiations 
with Mr. Heinlein for the rights for such a tie- 
in, but should these not pan out the game will 
have to be altered toa "fictionaI"world with no 
base in popular fiction. In either case, you 
should pick up a copy of his works if you're at 
all interested in this sort of thing. 

Getting back to earth, the perennial W I I  
release wilt be an extremely tactical tankgame 
based on Rornmel's campaigns in Africa. 
Harold Hock is the designer and hissystem has 
each counter representing a single AFV or 
crew served weapon. Infantry counters 
represent 10 man squads which are reduced in 

a roster system. The game amounts to a highly 
detailed and complex miniatures treatment of 
a boardgame. We hope to have this one ready 
for a lim~ted pre-publication release in time for 
ORIGINS I. By next issue, we may have 
narrowed the selection process a bit further 
and be able to describe one or more additional 
titles you can look .for in the fall. 

Giving away the remaining obsolete parts 
from 1st edition games of JUTLAND, 
CHANCELLORSVJLLE, and ANZIO with the 
purchase of a 2nd editioncopy of the game has 
proven to be rather popular. We regret that 
many of you who'bought the games when they 
first became available missed out on this 
opportunity but we cannot afford to mail them 
to you for free. However, we will send you the 
remaining 1st edition parts to any one of these 
games free upon request when accompenied 
by any game order with which we can ship the 
parts. Notethatthis offer stands only as long as 
the supply of these parts lasts and we can 
make no guarantees of which parts you'll 
actually get other than that you'll receive one 
of everything that we still have in stock at that 
time. 

The order dept. has also asked US to inform 
you that orders of GENERAL back issues must 
be accompanied by sufficient funds to cover 
postager and handling. Postage is free on 
subscript~on but a handling charge must be 
paid for back issues. They also urge those of 
you with P.O. Box or Rural Route addresses to 
give alternate ma~ling addresses if possible. 
UPS is by far the safer and quicker parcei 
delivery service and is unavailable to these 
types wf addresses. You might be well advised 
to have packages sent c/o a neighlmr or 
relative so your order can be handled by UPS. 
We also regret to announce that we must 
discontinue the postage coupons for 
Canadians and overseas customers. The 
expense of foreign shipments forced 11- t-+=w- 
this step, much to our displeasure. 

We are continually forced to rej 
Sale" or "Wanted to Buy" ads because r 
required token 25C fee is not presentor games 
other than collector's items are involved. To 
eliminate any possibility of a mistake on our 
part we recommend you tape the quarterto the 
top of the form so it isn't lost in the mail sorting 
process. 

A.R.E.A. 
Response to the Avalon Reliability, Ex- 

perience and Ability Rating service has been 
mixed and the jury isstill out on the question of 
whether it will be implementedor not. In either 
case, don't expect any action on it before June. 
By then we'll either have it in operatinn nr 
issue refunds to those involved. 

ORIGINS I 
The lion's share of the Philosophy this time : 

around shall be devoted to the time table for i, 
ORIGINS I. Perhaps the first order of business 
is to explain that this convention is a very . 
special project. At this time, we have no plan 
to repeat it again next year as it is just too much 
of a drain on our limited staff time; time we 
need to design and playtest games. We've 

Continued on Puge 27 



An Analysis and Critique in One Package 
By Scott Duncan 

Because it can be played with so very few 
playing pieces and brought to a definite conclu- 
sion in perhaps as short a span of time as  5-10 
minutes, RICHTHOFEN'S WAR must indeed 
rank as the most elemental struggle currently in 
the Avalon Hill line. Despite attractive graphics, 
several scenarios with basicand advanced options, 
tournament and optional rules plus a campaign 
game--all indicative of a more complex gatne- 
the basic wargaming objective of positioning 
oneself such that you can inflict more damage 
upon your opponent than he can upon you is 
nowhere morevividly portrayed than in this game. 
The initial appearance of complexity and involve- 
ment on levels of play deeper than one ultimately 
learns exist is not due to any commercial'padding' 
of thecomponents to make it more marketable but 
to the associations which we bring to the product 
based on elements we see in it that suggest other 
games with 'simulation' properties. RICHTHOF- 
EN'S WAR does not stand up to much indepth 
analysis; it will not adequztely reward the kind of 
study we are used to applying to other wargames. 
If the game is approached expecting too much 
more than a few planes trying to shoot down or 
drive off a few other planes, it will inevitably find 
its way to collecting dust on a shelf or at the 
bottom of some closet. It is a good game to be 
played and not an engrossing contest to be 
studied; it will offer some genuine enjoyment but 
will fail to provide long-term strategic/tactical 
satisfaction; it exhibits numerous qualities whicha 
desirable wargame must possess but on a scale far 
smaller than is normally enough for most 
wargame buffs over extended periods of play. 

Yet it seems to me to be thisvery simplicity and 
straight-forwardness which holds the real attrac- 
tion since wargames seem to increase incomplexi- 
ty and sophistication without always correspond- 
ingly increasing in enjoyment. The game's basic 
problem is that it is strictly an air conflict 
simulation with land units merely as targets-not 
a particularly popular setting for wargames up to 
this time. Air wargames have several strikes 
against them: no real terrain over which to 

struggle so it is often hard to tell who is 'winning' 
except by damage done to planes or targets as 
expressed in a point system (also not always 
popular because of the drawn decisions it 
engenders); the limits of strategic and tactical 
machination cannot be extended too far without 
striking increasingly cumbersome. records- 
keeping requirements due to the factors which 
make up such warfare: the 'historical flavor' so 
necessary for a successful game can only occasion- 
ally be claimed by air simulations as the incidence 
of uniquely air struggles is low as they are more 
commonly adjuncts to more well-know9 landlsea 
operations. The situations of LUFTWAFFEand 
BATTLE O F  BRITAIN seem to me to be the 
unique exceptions and both are grand campaigns 
requiring several hours of playing time for even 
basic level play. WWI is possibly the only period 
where a truly tactical air battle could &simulated 
with the necessary historical identification to real- 
life situations plus the playing simplicity of many 
of the 'older' games in the Avalon Hill line: a 
desirable combination which has helped to lift 
games such as W A  TER LOO, A FRIKA KOR PS 
and STA LINGRAD to long-standing popularity 
despite consistent criticisms of the inaccuracies 
and lapses in sophistication present in each of 
them. 

1 can in no way agree, however, that RICH- 
THOFENS WAR is in any way destined toattain 
the 'cult' status of which some seem to feel it can 
honestly hope to achieve and deserves. This places 
far too great a burden and value upon a game 
which cannot hope to carry the load. Thereare too 
many fine points in RICHTHOFEWS WAR 
which work against it becoming a massively 
popular game such as DIPLOMACY or even 
STALINGRAD have attained. And while it is 
true that the object and procedures of play are 
basically very elementary in all three games, 
RICHTHOFEN'S WA Rsuffers from the fact that 
there is no readily identifiable 'game' situation 
since the numerous scenarios ar_e almost 'experi- 
ments' rather than true games-they are more 
moments of involvement. The game truly begs for 

manipulation of scenarios and aircraft through 
testing of various combinations of both (not to 
mention the auxiliary listing of aircraft for further 
experimentation). DIPLOMACY'S success rests 
upon the utter simplicity of the simultaneous play 
and the 'political' maneuvering going on behind 
the scenes, making actual moves and combat 
abstract, even symbolic, in nature. STALING- 
RA D offers a singleness of objective and clarity of 
situation without hordes of optional rules and 
scenarios to complicate matters-it is a classic 
struggle of position and maneuver formulated 
around a consistent playing situation offering a 
range of strategic tactical decisions to both sides 
plus an historical identification which gives one 
the sense of 'realism' if only in the abstract. 

I might have beena bit facetious and called this 
article "RICHTHOPEWS WAR: A Game You 
Can Count 0n"since it would have appropriately 
conveyed the significance which can be attributed 
to the many numericalfactorsduring thecourse of 
play; however, more than in some other game, 
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR yields up a good deal of 
playing enjoyment without that too familiar 
gnawing sense of necessity to premediate one's 
each and every movement. Naturally there are 
important considerations which study will reveal 
and which judicious application will reward with 
greater success in playing the game, but the 
mechanical use of statistical information and 
analysis tends to retard the motion and reduce the 
simulation quality of the game to mere counting 
and computing. Yet it can be viewed as curiously 
contradictory to say this when one realizes that 
this game above many others would probably 
reward a very detailed hex-by-hex analysis due to 
the very few pieces and relatively few options 
during play. I t  might almost seem feasible to 
attempt to uncover the mathematical formula 
which would result in the 'best' move in a given 
situation in the same way that a Tic-Tac-Toegame 
can be shown to be a draw every time if played 
properly. I do not doubt that there is somechance 
to discover such a formula; however, 1 am 
certainly highly uninterested in such analysis as it 
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would assuredly reduce RICHTHOFEN'S WAR 
to such a mechanically ekmentary level as to 
weaken it and mar its enjoyment factor quite 
distinctly. Statistical analysis, if it does not reveal 
any true flaws in the designand play of a game,can 
only assist materially by indicating trends of play 
and chances for certain die rolls. 

I say all this &cause moving and firing are 
about all you have to work with in RICHTHOF- 
EN'S WAR-should either become too routine, 
too predictable, the game will drag unbelievably. 
To exemplify my position, I find it most important 
that a time limit be placed upon the making of 
individual moves as  rapidly as possible once the 
system of play is familiar enough such that 
constant referral to the rules is no longer 
necessary. Without imposing some sort of time 
limit, play can degenerate into plotting and 
planning and numerical figuring in a fashion 
wholly uncharacteristic of and unsuited to a WWI 
air combat simulation. The kinds of decision- 
making found during this period of combat 
cannot be simulated when flere is too much time 
for tinkering with counting of hexes, etc.-there 
never was such a generous allotment of time made 
to the pilots of the era and it seernsvery reasonable 
to attempt to hang on to this bit of the feel of the 
period. Of course, it also drives home very clearly 
the message that warfare and wargaming are not 
lhe same, that the former is not conducted in a 
series of sequential 'turns.' And while some of the 
feel of air combat might be achieved even more 
suocessfully usingsimultan~ous play of some kind, 
It would probably only do so at the cost of slowing 
down the rate of play, detracting from another 
element of the simulation-six of one and half-a- 
dozen of another. 

Given my opinion of the game and how I view 
it in light of other games on the market, it is rn) 
intention in this article to reduce analysis of 
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR to as elementala levelas 
the game itself deserves while keeping it intelligent 
and, hopefully, well-informed. Aerial combat of 
the WWI era seems to me to break down into three 
major areas of importance: the individual pilot's 
skills, the characteristics of the specific aircraft in 
question and the combat factors of weaponry and 
susceptibility to damage. These three once 
understood can be applied to the specific combat 
situation under question and suggest appropriate 
action to be taken to either complete or prevent 
completion of the mission. Analysis of the game 
divides quite nicely into these three areasalthough 
the first demands very little commentary since it is 
a function of the players themselves. 

Pilot Skills & Player Knowledge- 
What makes a good pilot? He must obviouslv 

know how to fly and if we are talking about a 
combat mission, how to coordinate this flying 
with accuracy in hitting the target. How do these 
translate intogame-playing factors? Basically they 
refer to the player's knowledge of the movement 
and combat rules of the game and how well he uses 
them-xperience in recognizing certain playing 
situations will show particularly if the time limit is 
applied. Developing these abilities is the objective 
of the scenarios which will lead up to playing the 
campaign game. However, the scenarios are not 
totally sufficient in themsdves,and&is Q w k w  a 
bitofanalysisofthe Target Damage Table, critical 
hit situation, Maneuver Schedules, etc. will 
become useful. It will probably show which side in 
the conflict has a basic material edge-I have 
come to believe that i t  is the German player but 
that does not mean 1 think the Allied player is 
working on a losing cause from the outset: it's just 
an uphill fight sometimes. In any event, the 

question of pilot skills is not something we can 
really learn from the game itself: it is something 
developed by each player through his study of the 
rules and understanding -of aircraft capabilities. 
Perhaps if there were more pieces or thegame was 
not as  tactically oriented, the question of pilot 
skills would not come up; however, as the pilot 
was an important factor in W W I  aircombat, some 
mention should be made ofjust what thisentails in 
the play of the game. Perhaps theawarding of Ace 
status is the only real game element that involves 
evaluating the pilot and this can be earned 
aocording to the rules; however, it requires play 
extending past the range of a single game unless it 
is a given factor in a particular scenario. 

The Ace status seems to deserve a bit more 
comment since it carries a weight during play that 
cannot be underestimated as it not only affects the 
attack value of a plane but its defensive value in 
that it lessens attacks against it as much as  it 
enhances its own attacks against otheraircraft. As 
an  element of play it nnks  with the Critical Hit 
Table-which will be covered later-both are not 
common occurrences but their presence can be an 
important element in any game played since one 
will take its tollslowly but surelyand the otherwill 
deliver sudden blows and perhaps alter the entire 
course of play. Ace status can equalize the firing 
deficit between an A and a C aircraft since it 
carries with it the bonus for the attack and the 
bonus for the defense of the plane, making the C 
aircraft a match for the A opponent. 

The "Target Damage Tablew- 
The issue of weaponry and combat inevitably 

lead us to an investigation of the combat tables as 
they are the components over which the most 
intensive statistical concern is expended, virtually 
begging mathematical analysis. Dice and the 
probability laws which accompany the use of dice 
make it logical and beneficial to analyze the 
chances for each-type of combat unit under the 
basic combat situations present. RICHTHOF- 
EN'S WAR is no exception and has already k e n  
the subject for just such an analysis. While the 
figures have been accurately presented (See Vol. 
1 I ,  No. 5) and I do not wish to criticize the effort 
expended in the study, I think such a presentation 
is too literal a statistical effort and that a more 
useful display of the same information needs to k 
made given the real-life situation of rolling dice 
and using the TDT. The problem with usingexact 
statistical figures is basically that a fractionof a hit 
is just not present on the TDT: the figures are too 
precise for the actual playing situation especially 
when one considers the few rolls ofthe dice which 
actually occur during the course of a RICH- 
THOFEWS WAR scenario. Probability has a 
very hard time even approaching the kind of 
exactness of numerical results that a pure 
statistical survey presents, but when the range of 
tries in rolling the dice amounts to perhaps as few 
as 20-30 in a game, I do  not think that basing one's 
decisions upon purely mathematical results will be 
helpful. Statistics, in this way, can be misleading 
since the end product is all you receive and not a 
picture of how the results were achieved-the 
'Law of Averages' seems pushed very far if we 
expect to understand the play of a game like 
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR by referring to tables of 
figures. 

For example, take the situation used where we 
have a Nieuport 17ata three hex range with no die 
roll adjustment: exact statistical figures will reveal 
a 1.25 hit average using the 36 possible die rolls 
with a 45 hit total taking the sum of all possible 
results occurring once and then dividing this sum 
of 45 by the 36 rolls. Of course, there is no such 
result on the Target Damage Table for the 

statistical result reaily meansan approximate gain 
of 5 hits every 4 rolls rather than a value for a 
single roll of the dice. However, breaking down 
the possible values on the table and trying to 
derive the percentages for their occurrenoe rather 
than trying to boil down a roll to the average 
value, slightly different results occur which can 
make a big difference in how one looks a t  the 
situation. Using the Nieuport 17 example, the 
results are as follows: No Hits will occur 
approximately 27.8% of the time; I Hit, 30.6% of 
the time; 2 Hits, 33.3%; 3 Hits, 5.6%; and 4 Hits, 
2.8%. Thus you can see that the extreme results of 
3 or 4 hits will, together, occur less than 10% of the 
time while you may expect to rnissenrire!~ perhaps 
113 of the time. The major results are a miss, I hit 
or 2 hits which can be interpreted in one of two 
ways: either that you will really average only 1 hit 
per roll or that i fyou get a hit you can hope to 
average 1.5 hits per roll. Thus depending upon 
how you care to view wargaming combat and the 
odds of die rolls, you might say there are a t  kast 
three different 'averages' a t  work: 1.25, 1 .S and 
1.00. Choosing the proper one really does have to 
be a matter of what you want out of the analysis 
you plan to do. I find it more valuable to think of 
the situation, using the Nieuport t7 example, as 
the mixture of the three major results such that, 
over the course of 10 rolls, you can reasonably 
expect to have scored from 9 to 11 hits; however, I 
temper that with the knowledge that some ill luck 
with the dice can result in substantially less than 
that. And this isan important feature of the Target 
Damage Table: its randomness which simulates 
the often questionable reliability of W W I  arma- 
ments as reflected both in specific columns for 
various kinds of aircraft and the general random 
results for all aircraft in actually scoring hits at 
various ranges as caused by the rolling of the dice. 
This is the intention of the designer if I read the 
game properly and understand what the results of 
analyzing the TDT truly mean: deliberate plan- 
ning as opposed to random design. 

However, graphic presentations are often 
more striking than purely numerical ones, and for 
this reason, the numerical analysis of the four 
columns {A, B, C & D) a t  various ranges using the 
unadjusted die rolls appean here to suggest 
patterns of combat for each type of aircraft at 
various distanaes from its target. The figures were 
derived in the same way as  those for the Nieuport 
17 example above: I determined what results were 
on the chart for each column a t  each range and 
then decided what the percentages of occurrence 
for each amount of hits (including missing 
entirely). The resultant graphs reveal some 
interesting and perhaps unexpected situations. 
For example, taking Graph A (corresponding to 
the same column on the TDT), we see three very 
distinct patterns: even distribution at 1-2 hexes, a 
sharp dropping off of higher results a t  3-4 hexes 
with much higher chances fora roll of 2 Hits, and 
finally very distinct dropping off of results other 
than just 1 Hit at rangesof 5 or more hexes. Hence 
the graphs will reveal trendsand will provide very 
useful comparisons between aircraft-both of 
which will be more easily remembered during play 
than statistical summaries of just numbers. 

The patterns formed are largely what one 
would expect in that they do not reveal any gross 
flaws which alIow a weaker rated aircraft tb enjoy 
undue superiority over a supposedly stronger 
aircraft under particular circumstances which are 
merely a result of the TDTs  design and not of 
some positional advantages, etc. That is the 
graphs do not provide any gimmick for winning 
and attest to the even randomness of the TDTasa  
general condition. But there are several things 
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which show up visually that might not have been 
as obvious were we to deal only in numerical 
factors. A comparison &tween the individual 

'anes is much harder with only numbers and 
:rcentages than with a graphic display of these 

mathematical elements. One such example is 
possible by overlaying the graphs of the particular 
aircraft and comparing their relative strengthsand 
weaknesses. Taking the case of an A versus a C 
aircraft-the common situation as we shall see a 
bit later when we compare Allied and German 
rosters-the A has the expected advantage a t  all 
ranges but its advantage drops off considerably as 
the range increases since the number of hits which 
will be scored is less and less even if, in the long 

die rollsgo well since the A aircraft, while it hasn't 
the chance to score as many 5 hit results, has a very 
even distribution for all results at 1-2 hexes when 
compared to any of the other graphs. So an A 
column roll is about as likely to score a 4-6 hit 
result as a 1-3 result: he must not be too careless 
facing the B aircraft since a full 113 of the time he 
can expect to get hit more than he will hit his B 
opponent. In turn, the 0 pilot must realize that it is 
true he may inflict a 5 hit result occasionally whiie 
his opponent scores fewer hits, but he will also be 
the victim of more hits steadily than will his 

- - - I ,  an A will score more hits. This fact is 
portant as the time element results in many 

victories since scenarios are not merely based on 
shooting down aircraft but in reaching certain 
missions for recon, spotting and strafing of 
trenches and the defending aircraft are there to 
prevent too much damage to their trenches and 
too much information from being taken h c k  to 
enemy lines. The graphs indicate that the 3-4 hex 
range is the best one for the C aircraft to both 
achieve a mission while inflicting some damage 
upon the A aircraft as well-longer ranges will 
prevent much damage from being caused under 
average rolling of the dice. One further trend 
noted in this comparison which holdsup through- 
out the analysis is that as the ranges increase, the 
relative advantages between planes drops very 
sharply and the issue becomes one of time: will 
there be enough to roll up the number of hits for a 
win given the chance that only a hit or two will be 
possible and not even on each roll. (One may 
wonder why there iu the emphasis on the time 
element and the longer rangessince anyonecansee 
that the better aircraft will close and try to maul 
*L,e weaker planes; however, matters of sighting 

id altitude differences bear heavily upon the 
abilitv to do this and will make consideration of 

" 

these longer distances more important.) 
Another interesting comparison is between the m 0 Hits 

A and B aircraft since even though there is but one 
plane in the B column, adjustments may bring the 0 I tiit 

equivalent situation between an A and a C 
aircraft. Note the peaking at 5 hits for the B 2 Hits 

aircraft at I hex and the peaking a t  2 hits a t  2 
hexes: this suggests an  advantage but only Y the 3 Hits 

4 Hits 

5 Hits 

6 Hits 

7 Hits 

opponent since the B chances drop sharply around 
the peaking. As the range increases, both pilots 
will score fewer hits though the A pilot does enjoy 
the slight advantage; however, a t  the extreme 
ranges, the same thing occurs as in the A to C 
match-up: time is the factor since both players are 
sure to miss a great deal of the time and cannot 
hope to score more than a couple hits when they 
do find the mark (at least the chances for each to 
score 3 hits are the same or very, very nearly the 
same at 5-7 hexes). 

Basically except for the D column which is 
very weak indeed past 2 hexes, there is a pattern 
that suggests that at 3-4 and then higher, the A-B- 
C aircraft are not so drastically different that there 
is a sure thing for any of them and that time is 
often the issue as range increases. Luck wiilhave a 
good deal to do with certain victories andcertainly 
this is an element of the era of combat the game 
simulates-one cannot find fault with the matter 
of luck in this situation and-sell purport to being 
'realistic' himself if he does so accuse the luck 
factor to be 'unrealistic.' This is simply part of 
the game and a part with which 1 can have no 
persona1 quarrel since it gives the game some 
of the excitement which the uncertainty of 
W W l  aerial combat surely engendered in the 
men who participated in it. 

Firepower: Allied vs German- 
The object now becomes torelate some of this 

graphical information to specific instances and 
this is most usefully done by comparing the 
aircraft specifications for each side as to combat 
elements: the TDT column to be used, the 
amumulated damage and the ammo supply. Dave 
Bottger hasnoted theadvantage on the TDT when 
he correctly gives the German player an edge. Out 
of 12 planes, 8 use the A column and they are all 
fighters while, in comparison, the Allied situation 
reveals only 5 out of 22 planes in the Acolumn(al1 
fighters but that's still5 out of 16) with most Allied 
strength in the C column. Thus the Allied player 
has to count on other elements of play to bring 
down the edge the German has here. And theedge 
is not limited merely to the TDT as the German 
has the generally higher n u m k r  of bursts to be 
fired and can take a bit more damage than his 
Allied opponents. 

Continued on Page 9 
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There truly seems to be nothing the Allied 
player can do about such a situation within the 
realm of the combat situation itself: the columns 
to be used, the ammo supply and the damage are 
all things regulated by the capability of the plane 
and cannot be altered by pilot action. In fact, I 
think you will ultimately find that there is nothing 
much that can be done by the Allied player to 
alleviate this situation save through judicious 
maneuvering (something we will come to see later) 
and even that can at times do nothing more than 
gain time and prepare for a calculated attack a t  a 
close range which the German cannot return 
immediately and which might result in damage 
were  enough to prevent serious retaliation. 
Again I seem togive theedge tothe German player 
and 1 think it is very true that he does not have to 
work as hard to succeed; however, there is a great 
challenge in this situation which is the element 
which makes RICHTHOFENS WAR a truly 
interesting game to play. The quick, sudden turns 
of play coupled with the challenge to the 
individual to make good decisions every turn are 
not always evident in more sweeping campaigns 
where a few misplaced units will not necessarily 
'spell defeat (though they of course can). Previous 
to this, AFRIKA KORPS was the game which 
kkl this same situation up to scrutiny. I think 
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR gms it one better in this 
particular category and offers a short game with a 
good deal of fun-hence my title for the article. 

In the Allied player's favor is the design of 
most of the scenarios which matches planes fairly 
equally or gives the 'underdog' the mission 
requirement. The mission does not alwaysdepend 
on shots scored on enemy planes and it is often 

"aided immensely by the time factor since every 
turn a mission goes on can mean points for the 
Allied player toward victory. If a mission can be 
run successfully and the aircraft can escape with 
damage but not shot down, then there is a good 
chance the Allied player will be a winner. 
Undoubtedly, the outcome of the game will 
depend heavily upon the decisions made to either 
go after the particular aircraft carrying out the 
mission or its supporting fighter(s)-the German 
decision generally. And it is generally thecase that 
going after the aircraft carrying out the mission is 
the best decision because it is this aircraft which 
must count on having time on ita side and cannot 
afford to be distracted to fight enemy fighters. 
Accordingly, any defending fighters will have to 

, draw closer to the mission area to take on the 
attacking aircraft-there can be no drawing away 
of the attacker if he has decided upon the mission 
aircraft as his target. In this way, should it be the 
German who is attempting to stop the mission 
from being successfully completed, he will have a 
chance to stop the mission or shoot down an 
Allied fighter and divert attention to the bomber 
or recon plane. Again it is emphasized that the 
Allied player has the edge in the scenarioper se if 
k is the mission player since he must be stopped 
from accumulating too many points for success- 
fully bombed or reconned or strafed target hexes. 

Critical Hfts- 
The adds of getting a critical hit are, to be sure, 

not very high but I don't think that it is so 
important to condition our concern for the critical 
hits based on consideration of how often they 
occur. Their importance is that i j  they do occur 
they can reverse thecourse ofthe contest or drive it 
rapidly to a conclusion. Getting a critical hit can 
mean so much more thanjust scoringa few regular 
hits as it can lead to advantages to s o r e  hits that 
would not otherwise have been available. The 
'thr~ll' of getting a critical hit adds to the 

psychological flavor of the game and it can k a 
demoralizing factor upon your opponent should 
you score one. The utterly fortuitous occurrence 
of a critical hit when you really might not have a 
good chance otherwise is an attractive feature of 
play which is entirely in keeping with the combat 
situation and, as such, i s  also 'realistic' in its own 
way. 

Checking the Critical Hit Table to see what 
will happen if one occurs we find that 83% of the 
time the effect will be to hamper speed(rnaneuver 
in some way while only 22% of the time will it 
affect (directly) combat strength and of this 22%, 
14% has to do  with rear-firing guns. So the efffects 
are very heavily in favor of damage to one's 
movement (more than 100% is indicative of results 
with damage to firing and movement). This can be 
translatd then into damage to one's combat 
effectiveness (if not his combat strength) since the 
ability to move is the ability to bring combat 
weapons to bear upon the opponent: if you have 
10 bursts to 6 but can't move well enough to use 
those bursts, what good are they? In thir regard it 
has been said that the results hurt the Allied player 
more than the German as  it has been said that the 
Allied player has the maneuvering advantage. I 
am not sure that this is true as one might think 
simply because of the fact that maneuver ultimate- 
ly affects firepower and that's the element of play 
the German has going for him for sure. As to the 
issue of the Allied maneuver superiority, I don't 
think it quite matches the German combat 
advantage in the TDT; however, that issue can be 
takep up later as it is not really under considera- 
tion here. 

General Combat Conditions- 
I have been assuming the use of Tournament 

rules thus far as the use of Basic rules leaves much 
to be desired and dces seem to me to give a very 
large advantage to the German player as the'pure' 
state of no divisions between aircraft save on the 
TDT makes combat a sure thing to turn against 
the Allied player sooner or later. You may as  well 
be playing a game on the order of U-BOA Tfor all 
the challenge there is without the Tournament 
rules. Now I'm sure someone will rush to the 
defense of the Basic game, but I have not found it 
very satisfying as RICHTHOFEN'S WAR itself 
depends on these little differences and turns of 
pky to make it a worthwhile game-the strategy 
and tactical satisfaction, as previously noted, 
doesn't carry as far in this game as in others. 

The rules cavering combat which seem to 
make particular difference in play are the 
requirement to expend your last two movement 
points within the field4f-fire and the target 
altitude differences. These both have roots in 
maneuvering since they invohe position and 
movement points, but they are directly a function 
of combat values and illustrate how maneuver 
translates into combat situations very smoothly. 
The former is a function of the you-move-then-l- 
move system of sequential play where you have a 
stationary target which allows such a thing. Dave 
Bottger quite rightly notes the fact that this 
regulation emphasizes speed and not maneuver 
when in the real combat situation it seems to have 
k e n  the other way around. But perhaps without 
simultaneous play, this is the most aocurate 
representation of the situation that could be 
managed. The point is that it attempts to simulate 
the need to have a good fix on the enemy aircraft 
before you can hope to get off a good shot. In this 
respect one might argue that this ahould have been 
represented by deductions from the die roll rather 
than the inability to fire at all. Maybe so, but what 
does this rule really demand? Not very much as 
you must expend your last movement ppint i? !he 
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field-of-fire or you won't have the field-of-fire 
since the movement stops with that point being 
expended! All you are being asked todo isexpend 
ONE extra movement point to get the field-of-fire 
and sighting properly coordinated and that does 
not seem to me to be an unreasonable 
requirement-in fact it strikes me as a very logical 
one since swinging into range and sighting for the 
firing of the guns should be done before you 
depress the trigger else you'll end up with a 
velocity in a perpendicular direction sideways 
from the one you want to shoot in. Try it with a 
rubber band on your finger by turning and firing 
without coming to a full stop and you'll probably 
discover that the rubber band tends to fly off a bit 
in the direction of the turn as well as straight 
forward, curving a bit away from the intended 
target. Remember the machine guns were general- 
ly fixed in their mountings and did NOT swivel 
from side to side [they had the propellors to 
syncronize with, remember) and had to fire in the 
direction of the nose (for forward firing weapons). 

As to the altitude differences, the ruling 
suggests the rationale and importance of this: 
geometry. The use of this factor is actually more a 
matter of maneuver but it does suggest that 
combat discrepancies between planes can be 
reduced during combat by utilizing the relative 
positions of the aircraft, i.e., flying the plane 
effectively will obviously help the combat situa- 
tion. What this ruling allows is the use of time once 
again as it will permit a player to remain close in 
technical hex distance but separated from his 
opponent by altitude,giving a lengthier result as to 
range on the TDT. In this way it is possibk to 
maneuver close to an opponent without suffering 
great damage in preparation to ascend or descend 
to meet the opponent on more direct terms for a 
more heated battle on your own terms. As the 
example in the rules indicates, you can be within2 
hexes but actually a t  a combat range of 5 hexes by 
having a 250 meter difference in altitude. Perhaps 
the advantage of this is best left to discussions of 
changes in altitude, but as it affects combat it 
belongs here if only to be mentioned-I find it an 
important consideration. 

Aircraft Maneuver- 
Speed, Maneuver Schedules, climb] dive rates 

and maximums of altitude are the aircraft 
capabilities which have been felt to be the ones 
wherein the Allied player has the advantage. 
Before we discuss the relative effectsof these upon 
the individual player, let's evaluate the relative 
differences between the German and Allied 
aircraft. First we compare the maximumspeedsof 
the aircraft and discover that the Allied planes, 
even though more numerous, get the edge in speed 
with three planes rated at 11 hexes, 5 rated at 10 
hexes (German have 2) and then a fairly even 
break of 5 to 4.6 to 5 and 3 to I a t  9-8-7 hexes 
respectively. When we limit this to fighter aircraft 
we discover that, as  expected, there is littlechange 
for the Germanas most of his aircraft can function 
as  fighten; however, we see that the Allied edge 
increases somewhat since the fightersare the faster 
(all deductions being from the 8 hex rate, except 
one from 7 hexes). Minimum speed does not 
provide any truly unusual results-more Allied 
planes have a minimum of 3 but then there are 
more Allied planes-no real pattern is evident. 
Turning to maximum altitude we find the German 
craft breaking into three distinct levels: bomkrs  
stay at under 4200'; about half of the fighters are 
between the levels of 5100'/5500'; and remaining 
fighten are from 6100'/6300'. Allied aircraft 
generally rate a t  higher altitudes overall but this is, 
again, because there are more of them; however, 
most Allied bombers are below all German 
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fighters. Thus in the second category, there is not a 
truly significant edge revealed for either side- 

- again taking it on a very gross scale of evaluating 
all aircraft in a group. 

But perhaps it is a rnaximumdive/clirnb where 
one would expect to find the figures that would be 
important as it is the rate of change of altitude that 
can be considered to make the real difference in 
combat and not necessarily the maximum altitude 
to which one may operate. When we check the 
climb rates for both sides we discover that truly 
here do the Allied aircraft have an advantage as a 
group with most aircraft and most fighters 
outclimbing the German aircraft by a t  least 50 
meters per turn. In fact the Germans have but 
three aircraft over 150 meters per turn while the 
Allied player has a total of 10 (all fighters for both 
sides). A level of 200 meters seems to k the 
breaking point for the Allied advantage as below 
this level the comparisons are even-here the 
Allied numericalsuperiority shows by giving more 
aircraft to choose from a t  these levels of climbing. 
The dive rates indicate a spread similar to that in 
maximum altitude: the German player has three 
distinct groups (bombers a t  200-250, most fighters 
at 350 and a set of 3 planes at the 500 level) while 
the Allied player is spread along a fairly even 
pattern (everything, 12 planes, above or at 350 
being fighters with a few fighters and the bombers 
a t  200-250 meters per turn). It can be said that the 
Allied player hasa slight advantage here-more so 
than in maximum altitude-and so it would seem 
that there is a definite trend for Allied aircraft to 
k able to change altitude a t  a much faster rate 
than the German player can hope for. 

But wait, let's check out maximum dive speed 
as that bears upon the usefulness of being able to 
dive quickly. Here we find that the Allied player ' 

does, indeed, enjoy the edge, being able to diveat a 
maximum speed higher than his German oppo- 
nent. And a quick look at the maximum 
overdiving abilities of the aircraft reveals that the 
relationship of German to Allied planes remains 
the same as  the overdive maximum is no more 
than an addition of 1 to the normal maximum dive 
speed. Hence the Allied player can both dive 
further and faster (and climb faster) than his 
German counterpart-given many other factors 
being equal such as  the speeds being about the 
same at the moment of comparative movement 
since one cannot climb as far as one's opponent if 
the current speed is considerably lower given the 
requirement for deducting from speed to climb. 

This brings us to an analysis of the Maneuver 
Schedules. And here we find that in adding up the 
number of aircraft falling into various schedules, 
we find an approximately equal ration since the 
Allied superiority in numbers of aircraft is not a 
very crucial fact a t  this point. As the Allied player 
has more planes listed, he also has rnoreat various 
schedules making it look like he has some 
superiority. If selection of aircraft can be a 
superiority in all cases, then the Allied player has 
this superior chance to select a plane combination 
with better turning ability. More than most 
comparisons, this one would really Senefit from 
application to a particular scenario (which will be 
done for the sake of example later when the 
scenarios are evaluated). 

Given this preliminary look at the comparative 
figures for the two sides which serves to put 
perspective into a mass of numerical values, the 
application of each of these values is the next 
object of consideration. And as  we have just 
mentioned the Maneuver Schedules, why not start 
with them? The D schedule would seem to be the 
most desirable because it offers a free hexside turn 
for either direction; however, I would not too 

strenuously argue that the Sopwith Camel and 
Fokker Dr-1 have the &st of it with the E 
schedule-the ONLY ones with it, by the way. 
Given the willingness to maneuver to advantage in 
a right-turning direction, there is no question that 
this is the &st schedule as to turn left is nota'bad' 
situation by any means. The only problem is that 
the schedule is limited to two aircraft types and 
does not concern us in a general review of the 
schedules though it will be more important for 
specific analysis of individual scenarios. After this 
there is also good reason to find the C schedule a 
good one as compared to the D since any turn 
more than one hexside is the same in either 
schedule. This is important since there are many 
situations where it is desirable to turn completely 
and end up in the same hex going exactly in the 
opposite direction rather than head in the opposite 
direction but shifted a couple hexes left or right. 
This is the result of a turn with schedule D if only 
one hexside a t  a time is desired. But then the E is 
the best in this situation as a complete 180° turn is 
but 3 movement points in E while it is 5 in C o r  D. 
Again we are talking about the schedule for 
fighters as bombers on both sides use A or B 
schedules while the fighters use Band C-Allied 
numbers, as mentioned, put more fighters in Cand 
then in D (3 to the German's 1). Generally it is the 
fighters which one would expect to have better 
maneuvering characteristics and it is the fighters 
which carry out most combat as the mission 
aircraft are not expected to be concerned with 
having to wage dogfights plus do the recon, 
strafing o r  bombing. Bombers are generally 
defensive firing aircraft and assuch there isnot the 
need to have them engage in many turning 
maneuvers-if they do then the mission is 
probably in jeopardy and the question is whether 
to merely press onwith it and take your chances or 
get out of there and not push your luck. This is 
important: living to fight again another day. It is a 
basic maxim of the campaign game (scenarios 
don't always drive this home as the scenarios end 
and there isn't a 'next time' to contend with). 

The achieving of altitude and the rate of 
change of altitude are truly key issuesbecause they 
help make it possible to equalize situations and 
develop a 'ground' upon which to base your 
strategy. Fighting the opponent on your own 
terms (on your own 'ground') amounts to fighting 
him such that you can control the situation and 
this generally resolves itself into whether you can 
maneuver away from or into battle more easily 
than he does. Thus a plane with superior dive 
ability wants to fight a t  a higher altitude so he m n  
get away by diving or use this diving ability to go 
after an opponent trying to escape. The reverse is 
true for superior climbing ability: the fight is most 
desirable at lower altitudes where onecan use the 
climb rate to either get away orpursuean escaping 
opponent. Maximum altitude is an important 
issue in achieving the edge by being above your 
opponent if you can outdive him or in being abie 
to climb out of reach (even if your rate ofclimb is 
not superior). In conjunction with these is the 
maximum dive speed as it is very beneficial to be 
able to maintain a speed superior to your 
opponent even y k e  can dive further since it may 
mean he cannot always use his superior dive rate 
as effectively as he might wish. 

Examples may seem to be wantingat this point 
but that is &cause I wish to use the actual 
scenarios rather than invent ones and, when 1 do 
begin the scenario commentary, I'd like to useall 
of the factors so that the commentary is truly 
focused on the play of the scenario and not just its 
use as  a narrow example of some numerical 
value-this, I feel, would make the scenarios too 
greatly a series of practice exercises and not fully 

deserving of being played often. They are useful 
examples of the kinds of situations found in the 
Campaign Game but they have merits of play all 
their own that should not be dismissed just 
because we want to get on with it in the more 
involved thinking and planning of optional rules, 
etc. 

It would seem,as a finalcomment at this point,, 
that the Allied player dms have the general 
advantage in maneuver. This helps equalize the 
combat situation as it allows the firepower of the 
Allied planes to be brought to bear somewhat 
easier as well as make it slightly harder for the 
German aircraft to bring their own superior 
strength to full effectiveness. 

A Word About Optional Rules- 
Before going any further, there are a few 

Optional Rules which seem to deserve some 
individual mention because of the effect that their 
implementation can have upon the play of the 
game (no matter what scenario or version you 
use). 1 have in mind three in particular: Reaction 
Rule; Ace Status; Angle of Attack: Deflect~on. 
The first of these has already been briefly touched 
upon and I do not wish to extend the mention of it 
too much further; however, I would like to suggest 
that if the 10-second limit seems a bit too much to 
handle, i.e., it seems too short, or your experience 
with the game does not suffice, do not hesitate to 
institute a limit of your own (certainly 30 seconds 
should be plenty of time if you are at all 
comfortable with the rules and the pace of play). 
Delaying the use of this rule until you are more 
experienced will probably delay the rate at which 
you gain experience-nothing gives you experi- 
ence like mistakes (or those of an opponent which 
you notice as he moves within the time limit). 

The second Optional Rule has an effect that 
merely going to the TDT may not reveal 
immediately. Of course, the point is that the rule 
makes thisan 'earned' benefit which means success 
will tend to bring about more success. But the 
effect which it has is v e y  much a matter of the 
TDT and the most important element of it is NOT 
the bonus when attacking but the bonus when 
being attacked! I say this because it allows you to 
be just a bit more daring in carrying out your own 
attacks because your defensive 'value'is increased. 
An example would probably be helpful here and 
as we have discovered that the Allied fighter is 
most often a C aircraft on the TDT while the 
German is most often an A, let's take this match- 
up at a distance of say 4 hexes. If the Allied player 
is doing the attacking, we find that his chanaesare 
about 42% for missing entirely, 42% for I hit and 
14% for 2 hits (there is the slimchance ofabout3% 
for a possible 3 hits). Were he an Ace. this would 
change to be about 28% for missing, 44Sfor I hit, 
19% for 2 hits, 6% for3 hitsand a fairly remote 3% 
for4 hits. We can immediately see thatthere is 113 
less chance of missing-+ notable change; but 
more than this there is an increase in the higher 
numbers as opposed to a large increase in the 
chance for a lone hit. Wow if we assume that the 
Allied aircraft is being attacked we find that, 
without Ace status, the German player will likely 
find these percentages operating: 28% for a miss, 
3 1% for a lone hit, 39% for 2 hits and a scant 3% 
for 3 hits. If the Allied player is an Ace, these 
change to 42Fo for a miss, 3 1% for I hit and 28% 
for 2 hits. Note that in either case, the odds of a 
lone hit are the same (and they were nearly the 
same when the Allied player attacked) and the 
changes are largely between the chance of a miss 
and the larger hits with 113 more chance of a miss 
by the German player and a bit less than 113 less 
chance for 2 hits. Should similar tests be carced 
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out upon the TDT, other equally interesting little 
figures would be discovered; however, to avoid 
any further forays into mathematical fields which 
just might not interest anyone a t  this point, I 
suggest you try this witha few other TDTcolumns 
at other ranges. You might also try the effects of a 
double-Ace (in the above example where the 
Allied player defends, the German player would 
be reduced to only a ]-in4 chance for a single hit 
and 17% for 2 hits with the odds a t  58% for a miss 
while the Allied player would be working with 
odds of 16% (miss), 42% (I hit), 25% (2 hits) and 
85 (3 and 4 hits each). 

The final Optional Rule is the Angle of 
Deflection and there is not a great deal to say 
about it as it isvery straight-forward; however, it is 
of importance because of the effect it has in 
altering the die roll. My understanding of the 
rule's logic suggests that it waseasier to maintaina 
good shot on a moving target from directly ahead 
or behind since there is no lateral displacement to 
deal with as is the case in firing from the side where 
the target is moving acrom your field-of-fire. It is 
this rule which will probably provide the most 
interesting results when introduced since it will 
make the questiop of maneuvering more signifi- 
cant. I do nor feel that the Allied player can hope 
to achieve any serious advantage when such 
deflection play is adopted-perhaps some small 
boost since there isa maneuver advantage of small 
proportions which we did note-however, the 
maneuvering of greatest advantage is vertical 
rather than horizontal and the deflection rule is a 
function of horizontal maneuvering (the Maneu- 
ver Schedules) which we've seen is not vastly in the 
Allied player's advantage. 1 do recommend 
adoption of this rule since it makes maneuvering 
Important by itself irrespective of which player 
may benefit slightly. 

Other optional rulings will alter the play of the 
game but do not seem to me to be as important in 
play as these three. One may question leaving any 
of the others out YIsn't wind dimtion import- 
ant?" you might ask) but these all seem to be less 
sweeping changes to play which can be added o r  
subtracted without really changing things too 
greatly. For example, the variable defense for 
blloons would not seem to make sense in any but 
the scenarios involving balloons and this makes 
the adoption of the ruling simply a matter of 
varying one of the scenarios rather than varying 
the play of the game itself. The same can be said 
for the special characteristics listed for various 
aircraft: important when using them but not a n  
element of importance in all scenarios. The issue 
of wind direction is one which I even consider 
unimportant sometimes-often it is just a thingto 
do at the end of the turn rather than an important 
pan of play since the randomness of the went is 
fairly predictable: it'll be westerly most ofthetime 
as noted. One may argue that the Critical Hit 
chances are less important because they are more 
rare-true if that's your standard for judging the 
importanae but 1 prefer to consider the effect it 
has, even if potentially, on play and the Critical 
Hit Table can shake up play a lot more seriously 
'han the prevailing winds. 

iwnarios- 
Inevitably, one must discuss the situations 

given. They can hardly be ignored or by-passed in 
favor of rushing into the Campaign Game since 
one of the game's attractions is the faster, shorter 
play that it offers in the scenarios. 1 find the 
soenarios more than just practice sessions for the 
Campaign Game and more than just contrived 
situations to justify thegame's existence (and p r k  
tag). In fact, I find some of the scenarios much 
more interesting than the Campaign Game 

because they offer the chance for a quick, 
indisputable conclusion where there are few 
distractions and time-wasting excuses to drag the 
game out. 

Scenario #I -Obviously, this soenario is an 
ideal one to use asa  practice situation when you're 
learning to play because there are just the two to 
six planes to account for, but it seems to me to last 
beyond mere "tining' sessions and offers the 
purest level of play where the combatants have 
identical situations as to relative abilities of 
aircraft-there are very few differences between a 
Sopwith Camel and a Fokker Drl though it does 
seem to me that the climbldive statistics would 
favor the Camel over the long haul between 
otherwise equal opponents. In any event, there 
appear to be a couple strategies one a n  employ: 
try it on a one-for-one basis as the planes are 
equal; or attempt to isolate one enemy plane 
against two of yours while fending off the other 
two enemy planes with your remaining aircraft 
and occasional support from either of the other 
two. The latter strategy is one which makes for 
interesting results but it can hardly be considered a 
particularly 'safe' one. What makes it hard to say a 
great dealabout this scenario inand and of itself is 
that it is so very even that the results will very 
much depend on the individual play. Position is 
very important in this situation and thus the 
scenario is very interesting even after you have 
learned more about the play of the game-going 
back to the scenario should reveal more interest 
rather than less as basic skills will be very 
significantly emphasized. 

Scenario #2-This is nothing more than anon- 
historical version of the first scenario with a varied 
plane line-up and, as such, there is not much to say 
about it. One could go into every plane match-up 
and make comments, but a comparison of the 
characteristics of the planes involved should be 
fairly simple. For example, taking the very first 
match-up of the Nieuport 17 and Halberstadt D3, 
we find that the German plane is largely superior 
as it has a better firepower and accumulated 
damage rating as  well as a higher maximum 
altitude. The Nieuport can only hope to outciimb 
the Halberstadt for a while as it can climb faster 
but not as high-then the Halberstadt can dive 
further each turn though the Nieuport can dive at 
a slightly faster speed. The Nieuport's slightly 
superior Maneuver Schedule can be of some help 
but it looks to be a very mobile battle with perhaps 
the attempt by the German player to 'corner' the 
Allied player vertically if the Atlied plane tries to 
run. The Allied player might be hard-pressed to 
hang on in this situation-perhaps trying to waste 
enemy fire, hoping he misses, isa possible strategy 
if things look bad, getting in your own shots when 
possible, but the 4 burst12 damage factor edge of 
the German is not pleasant. 

Scenario #3-The basic and advanaed lwelare 
pretty nearly even as  to be the problem facing the 
player who must carry out the mission: how to stay 
alive and get the job done since the photo-recon 
plane is generally, as pointed out in the rules and 
notes, inferior. For example, the first situation 
gives the Allied player an even poorer shot at 
winning than in the dogfight scenarios (#2) since 
the Nieuport 12 is even more inferior to the 
Halberstadt than the Nieuport 17 was! The lower 
accumulated damage factor does not help any but 
the very low climb rate and inferior dive rates and 
speed to the Halberstadt cannot be said to be 
balanced by a higher maximum altitude UNLESS 
the Allied player gets up there fasr (which is hard 
with the climb rate being what it is). The German 
player should try to get on top and stay there 
because, ifthe Allied player does get above him, he 
can photograph all day long and not be touched. 

Admittedly, starting a t  3500 meters with the 
German player above him from the beginning 
dmsn't make the situation look good for the 
Allied player, especially when the planes start a t  
the same minimum speed and the Allied player 
does not get a big maximum speed as compared to 
the Cerman player-the one hex difference cannot 
be expected to be felt fora while. In any event, you 
can see thedificulty of the situation and 1 find that 
adding a defending fighter with the opponent 
getting a second plane is perhapsa worse situation 
than the one-on-one casz. 

Scenario #4-This situation seems to put dive 
and climb ratesat a real premiumsince the strafing 
must be done a t  3% meters or kss yet the planes 
start at some of the highest levels in any scenario. 
Thus getting down fast, strafing a bit and getting 
out are the primary requirements for the Allied 
player. The first situation pitsan Allied plane with 
equal dive speed but a slightly better climb rate. 
Couple this with thevery superior firepower of the 
German Albatross and the Allied player is very 
hard-pressed once again. The Allied player's 
chance is that he gets in a few hexes for pointsand 
then gets off OR manages to collect more points 
than the German will get for shooting down one 
plane then sacrificing one if need be-not a 
particularly pleasant alternatke but one which 
would serve to fulfill the victory conditions. 

Scenario #5-The tactical bombing mission is 
even worse than the previous missionsas far as  the 
Allied player isconcerned since the requirement to 
make the pass over the target once and then 
immediately return to actually bomb the target 
sets up the bombing aircraft for attack; however, it 
is in the points for victory that the Allied player 
has a chance though he may have to opt for 
sacrificing a plane as in the last scenario. Gettinga 
hex successfully bombed willgive you9 points and 
the enemy can only salrage 6 points for the 
destruction of the bombing aircraft. Thus if the 
Allied player can get the target and sacrifice the 
plane for the mission, he stands a vety good 
chance of winning. At this point you maybeginto 
wonder about the logic of sacrificing planes, but 
my own slim knowledge of the period does seem to 
support the 'suicide-mission' atmosphere of many 
of these situations. 

Scenario #6-This scenario looks better for 
the spotting player as he gets two aircraft; 
however, the point situation reveals the fact that 
shooting down an aircraft is worth quite a bit as 
compared to merely being in the air. If you aren't 
the spotting player, the best idea seems to be to 
meet the enemy as soon as possible to keep him 
from getting any edge in being beyond the limit 
listed for spotting. Getting in some damage to him 
before he even gets t o  the designated area will help 
s i n e  the I point per turn can build up slowly but 
surely as he tries to avoid being shot down once he 
is behind the lines. The advanced situation seems 
to throw it back in the lap of the defending player 
once more as he gets another plane and an Ace, a t  
that. 

Scenario #7-The balloon-busting situation 
struck me as  pretty interesting for a whileas it was 
very different from the others with the Basic game 
version of a static target (more or less since it can 
only lower itself by 50 meters per turn) and static 
defenses. I find that the plane usually endsupwith 
the best of it as the M G  and AA chances for a hit 
are quite slim when compared to the plane's 
combat chanws and the n u m k r  of hits it can 
inflict. The version in the advanced situation then 
turns to make it very hard for the attacking plane 
to hang on for a victory unless it really does go 

Continued on Pege 30 
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Thee More 
THE CAMPAIGNS OF JASTA 11 

Of all the units that took part in the first war in 
the air, no other British or American Squadron, 
French Escadrille, or German Jasta had quite the 
mystique or charisma of the German Air Service's 
Jasta 11. The pilots of Jasta I I, and the air battles 
they fought were, without a doubt, legendary. 
There were few Allied airmen who did not both 
respect and fear the wildly painted airplanes of 
von Richthofen's "Big Red Circus." 

Most of the high scoring German aces flew 
with Jasta I I at one time or another during their 
careers. Many of these men have become legends 
in the same right as von Richthofen himself: 

Karl Allmenr'dder (30 victories), Richthof- 
en's deputy Jastafuhrer during the Bnt half 
of 1917 and the man who led Jasta 1 1 in 
their first encounters with the Sopwith 
Triplanes of RFC No. 8 (Naval) Squadron. 

Ernsr Udet. Germany's second highest 
scoring ace with 62 victories. Richthofen 
was so impressed by Udet's abilities that he 
had him transferred from lasta 37, where 
he was commander, to take command of 
Jasta I 1 in March of 1918 (The Rittmeister 
at that time was leader of Jagdgeschwader 
Nr. 1). 

Erich Lowenhardt (56 victories) who 
would later become commander of J. G. 1. 

Werner Voss (perha s the most famous of 
Richthofen's protggls) who. a t  the ripe old 
age of twenty was transferred from Jasta 
I I ,  on Richthofen's recommendation, to 
become leader of Jasta 10 and rolled up a 
score of 48 victories before he was finally 
brought down by six pilots of the RFC's 
No. 56 Squadron in an airbattle that is 
considered an epic in aviation history. Voss 
was considered to be a pilot whose 
acrobatic flying abilities were superior to 
Richthofen. He may have only been 
Germany's fourth highest scoring Ace, but 
he was without a doubt her best dogfighter. 
So much so, that the first two Fokker Dr. 
1's delivered to the front were sent to 
Richthofen and Werner Voss. 
Between March, 1917 and April, 19 18, Jasta I 1  

was involved in two major offensive campaigns 
and numerous other airbattles. Of those, "Bloody 
April," the campaign against the RFC No. 10 
(Naval) Squadron, and the second Arras offensive 
proved to be the most influential. The first saw 
Jasta I I arise as a force to be reckoned with, the 
second almost proved their demise, and the third 
saw the death of their beloved Richthofen. 

BLOODY APRIL 

Take ihe cvlinder out of my kidneys, 
The connerring rod our of my brain, my 

brain, 
From the small o fmy  back take the camshujt 

And assemble the engine again. 

R-FC Mess Song 

During April, 1917, Jasta I I saw action 
against many of the British squadrons operating in 
the Arras area of the Western front. One of these 
squadrons, No. 48, was equipped with the new 

Bristol BRlf2a. The squadron leader was a man 
named Leefe-Robinson who had the good fortune 
to shoot down a zeppelin and the bad luck to be 
awarded the Victoria Cross for it. The British 
High Command, therefore, thought that he would 
make the perfect man to lead the new "Brisfit" 
squadron. But Leefe-Robinson knew nothing of 
the air war and he and his men were totally 
unfamiliar with the new aircraft. On April 5, 1917, 
while on their first offensive patrol, six Brisfits of 
No. 48 were jumped by von Richthofen and Jasta 
I 1 .  Leek-Robinson was the first to go along with 
three of the others. Two fell to the guns of 
Richthofen himself. In less than 10 minutes, No. 
48 lost eight men and four aircraft, a quarter of 
their squadron! 

But it was later realized that the Brisfit was no 
ordinary two-seater, and in the hands of an 
experienced pilot was, to say the least, a highly 
lethal airplane. For when attacked, the Brisfit's 
best defensewas to break formationand be used as 
a fighter with the observer's gun to cover the tail. 
Captain A. E. McKeever of No. 11 Squadron 
scored most of his 30 victories flying the Brisfit as a 
fighter. Jasta 11's later encounters withthe Bristol 
fighters would not be quite as easy as the first. 

THE BATTLE WITH THE BLACK FLIGHT 

One must first overcome the inner 
"schweinehund" 

Manfred von Richthofen 
Later that year, Jasta 1 1  would encounter a 

squadron of the Royal Naval Air Service that 
would almost cost them their reputation, and did 
cost them the life of their deputy commander. In 
June, 19 17, No. 10 (Naval) Squadron was sent 
from the relatively quiet Flanders sector to the 
Ypres sector to aid the disconcerted RFC units in 
that area. There the Sopwith Triplanes of No. 10 
wreaked havoc across the Ypres salient. Its core 
was Lt. Raymond Collishaw and the four other 
Canadian pilots who comprised the "Black Flight" 
of Naval Ten. Their reputation developed so 
rapidly that a price was put on their heads by the 
German high command and Jasta I I was sent to 
the Ypres sector to deal with ravaging Tripe- 
hounds of NavalTen. This little gun battle went on 
for two months with the end result of three pilots, 
including Allmenihder, lost and von Richthofen 
himself being shot down and wounded by the 
observer in an obsolete twoseater that was being 
escorted by the Black Flight. 

Late July saw three of the Black Flight killed 
and Collishawsent back to England. Thuscame to 
an end the brief, but fiery career of Naval Tenand 
the gallant company of Black Flight were 
disbanded. The end of the service life of the 
Sopwith Triplane came about soon afterwards 
with the introduction of the Camel. The Sopwith 
Triplane, although fragile, difficult to maintain, 
and underarmed was to be one of the best Allied 
fighter planes of the First World War. Anthony 
Fokker copied the Triplane design for his Dr. I, 
and, againa very good aircraft designgave birth to 
yet another very good aircraft design. 

THE SECOND ARRAS OFFENSIVE 

Despite the virrory, and even ( f i t  is o hard- 
nbresied victory, there is always thar sad 
regret, rhar human sympaihy for the 
victim, n-ho was, after all, anolh~rpilot likr 
onesew . . . 

Herrnann Becker 

1 
By A1 Bisasky ,. 

In March, 1918, German Chief-of-Staff Erich 
Von Ludendorff launched hisoffensive against the 
British forces in the Arras sector. The purpose of 
the offensive was to drive the British back across 
the Somme River. His plan was to defeat the Allies 
on the battlefield before the American entry into 
the war could have any effect. Unfortunately, the 
plan didn't work. After two separate offensives 
through two different parts of the Front (Michael 
and Georgette), the end of April saw an end to the 
fighting and the German Army was pushed back 
to where it started. 

Despite the fact that the British wereequipped 
with a much improved generation of aircraft, their 
losses, as usual, were heavy. This was due to the 
fact that the RFC's high command order4  its 
squadrons to bomb and shoot up anything and 
everything that wasn't on their side of No-Man's- 
Land-no matter what the cost. But quantity once 
again saved the British and quality kept it from 
being the German turkey-shoot it was the year 
before. 

During this period, the German Jastas were 
beginning to suffer from a shortage of quality 
replacement aircraft and pilots. Even the crack 
Richthofen circuses had become a potpourri of 
different aircraft types and models. The highly 
maneuverable Fokker Dr. 1 was in short supply 
and went only to the more experienced pilots(who 
were also in short supply). The Albatross D-V and 
D-Va had reached their obsolescence and the new 
Pfalz 111, while able to sustain a lot of punishment 
and dive like a brick, was, at best, only a mediocre 
fighter. 

The great strain was beginning to show on 
Jasta 1 1 in March of 1918. But the greatest blow 
was yet to come; on April 21st, von Richthofen 
was shot down and killed, and the eifects were felt 
throughout theJastas. For the Germanair service, 
after the second Arras oifensive, the handwriting 
was on the wall . . . 

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST 
THE BLACK FLIGHT 

TIME: June 25th and 27th, 1917. 
PLACE: The Ypres sector of the Western Front. 
UNITS INVOLVED: RFC No. 10 (Naval) Sqd. 
and Jasta I I .  
THESITUATI0N:Jasta 1 I ,  under the temporary 
leadership of Karl Allmenroder has been ordered 
to the Ypres sector to seek out and destroy the 
Triplanes of No. 10 Squadron. 
BlSTORICAL NOTES: This campaign against 
Naval Ten actually lasted over a period of two 
months. This time span. however, is too great to 
condense into campaign-scenario form, so only 
the first two days in which the units engaged are 
covered. During these two days Jasta I I engaged 
only the planes from NavaI Ten's Black Flight. 
SPECIAL GAME NOTES: This Campaign 
Game is recommended only for multi-player 
games due to the number of aircraft allowable on 
the board simultaneously. The limit of 3 planes ger 
side on board at one time is suspended. Players 
may put two boards into play. 
GAME RULES: Tournament level Campaign 
Game rules No. 10.1 I and 12and Forced-Landing 
rules. 

ORDERS OF BATTLE 
No. 10 (Naval) Sqd.: 5 SOPITri, 5 pilots 
(designate one ace), one replacement aircraft and 
pilot available for the second day. 
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ORDERS OF BATTLE

*******************
THE SECOND

ARRAS OFFENSIVE

GERMAN ALLIED
lASTA 11 No.6 (Naval) No. 48

LAIRCRAF..:T .12(8.ALB/.d3,_4_ALB f..d2)_1 O.(all.N!E U7J.7)_12~(all.BE./.f2a)1

PI LOT_S 12 ~gnate 3 ACES) 10 (designate 1 ACE) 12 (no ACES)
OBSERYERS O .O 12 _

RESERVE AIRCRAFT 3 (ALB/d2) 4 (NIEU/17) 4 (BR/f2a)
[REP.LACEM{NT_PILO.T,S 3.!...W.9.f.1}J 4:..Ti1,87.l.7.) 4'" (i17.ID.DO

REPLACEMENT OBSERVERS 0 0 4* (4/8/17)
*Earliest date of arrival for replacements

Jasta I I: 6 ALB/ d3, 6 pilots (designate 2 aces),
two replacement aircraft and pilots available for
the second day.

MISSION SCHEDULE

April 25th: 5 SOP/Tri at 2500 meters vs 6 Alb/d3
at 3000 meters. British player moves first.
April 27th: all available Allied aircraft at 3000
meters vs all available German aircraft; half of
which enter at 2500 meters, the other half at 3500
meters. British player moves first. German player
enters low squadron on turn I, high squadron on
turn 3. Victory Points system as per Dogfight
scenario card.

***
THE FIRST

ARRAS CAMPAIGN

GAME RULES: Utilize all Tournament level and

Campaign Game rules including photo-recon,
tactical bombing, and Ace rules. Game lasts one
week.

TIME: April, 1917-Prelude to the Arras
Offensive.

PLACE: The Douai-Oisy sector ofthe Arras area.
UNITS INVOLVED: RFC No.6 (Naval) Sqd.,
RFC No. 48 Sqd., and Jasta II.
THE SITUATION: While most of the British

squadrons involved in the Arras Offensive were
assigned to line and close offensive patrols, the 6th
and 48th were assigned to conduct distant
offensive patrols as far east as Douai and south to
Oisy.
HISTORICAL NOTES: The greatest disad
vantage the British had was the fact that the
Douai-Oisy sector lay well behind the German
lines. They had, however, the advantage of the use
of the new Bristol BR/ f2a instead of the slow and
fragile FE/ 2's and BE/ 2's. They also had the great
misfortune of working the sector patrolled by von
Richthofen's Jasta II.
SPECIAL RULES:

I. Because this area was so far behind the

German lines ignore all trenchlines and apply the
Forced-Landing Table only to German aircraft.

2. The German player may enter and exit
anywhere on the east mapboard edge only.

3. The British player may enter and exit on the
west though hexes AA39 to A52 only.

4. Because of the critical shortage of pilots and
observers during this period, the British would
often send replacements to the front with only the
minimum of training and little or no experience
with the aircraft type they would fly in cDmbat. To
portray this deficiency, subtract I from the die roll
for all attacks made by British replacement pilots
and observers during their first day in combat.

5. Photo-recon targets (II road hexes each):
E31 to E21; W20 to 025; W20 to GGI4; KKl6 to
NN 10; Q29 to X21; S38 to P31; F34 to P31; Q29 to
X24; HHI7 to FFIO.

6. Bombing targets: W20; X19; Z18; KKI6;
HHI7; IlI3; JJ12; LLlI; FFIO; F32; Q29; V19.

7. Use BR/ f2b counters for No. 48 Sqd. The
capabilities of the BR/ f2a can be found on the
Auxiliary Aircraft Capabilities Chart in the Battle
Manual.

8. Use the Victory Point system on the
Campaign Game scenario card.

MISSION SCHEDULE

April 6 and 7
AM PM

BRITISH

No. 54 Sqd.

F - Fog (No flying possible)
C - Clear (Flying possible)

WEA THER EFFECTS TABLE

March 24 to 27
DIE ROLL AM PM

GERMANS:

a). 8 points for each scheduled bombing mission
NOT successfully completed by a British player.
b). 6 points for each enemy aircraft destroyed.

VICTORY POINT SCHEDULE
BRITISH:

a.) 10 points for each successful bombing mission.
b). I point for every three trench hexes strafed.
Retain fractions.

c). 3 points for each enemy aircraft destroyed.

Mission scheduling must be done prior to
determining weather conditions. Missions that
must be "scrubbed" in the AM portion of a day
may be flown in the place of those scheduled in the
PM portion of those AM missions, if successful,
would give the British player more victory points.

4. Ground fire was responsible for many losses
on both sides. To depict this allow both sides the
use of six machine gun units to be placed within
two hexes of each side's trenchlines. Once placed
these units may not be moved. However, they may
be redeployed prior to each day's flying.

5. Target hexes for British bombing missions
may be selected from those appearing on the
Tactical Bombing scenario card.
GAMES RULES: Tournament, Campaign
Game, Anti-aircraft fire, Tactical Bombing,
Trench strafing, Ace and Double-Ace rules.

ORDERS OF BATTLE
GERMAN
lAST A 11

2

(.:'M'~
s.QP& 1
Snipe

~ 1

MISSION SCHEDULE

TRENCH STRAFING BOMBINGDATE

RESER VE AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT

TIME: March and April, 1918- The Ludendorff
Offensives on Arras

PLACE: The Lys Battlefield
UNITS INVOLVED: RFC SQD. Nos. 54 & 84
and Jasta II
THE SITUATION: During this period air-to-air
combat took a back seat to air-to-ground tactics as
both sides concentrated on the close support of

infantry troops. The British were ordered to bomb
and strafe advancing German infantry no matter
what the cost. The J agdstaffeln assigned to the
sector were ordered to achieve local air

superiority.
HISTORICAL NOTES: During the offensive,
each side came to regard the poor weather
conditions as much an enemy as the other's
aircraft. Fog became the German ground force's
most effective "air cover". For although it meant
their own air force could not support them, it kept
the British on the ground as well.
SPECIAL GAME NOTES:

I.British may assign joint squadron flights (to
the three-plane-per-side maximum). Either
squadron may bomb or strafe.

2. British player must attempt to fly four
missions per day-two missions per each 'AM'
and 'PM' portion of the day.

3. To depict the poor weather conditions the
British player must roll the die and consult the
Weather Effects Table prior to each day's AM and
PM missions to determine if flying is possible.

No. 84 Sqd.

12 (4 FOK/drl, 5 ALB/d5a 10 (all SOP/Cam) 10 (all SE/5a) ,

I 3 PEALW I
PILOTS 12 (designate 1 Double-Ace, 10 (no Aces) 10 (designate

md2Are~ lA~
r(One FOK7C1rl, 3 PFAL/ 4 (SOP/Cam) 4 (SE75a)

I d3) _
REPLACEMENT PILOTS 4* (3/27/18) 4* (3/25/18) 4* (3/25/18)

*Earliest date of arrival for replacements

BOMBING

2
3
1
o
1
1
1

PHOTO-RECON

2
1
2
2
2
3
2

DATE

4/5/17
4/6/17
4/7/17
4/8/17
4/9/17
4/10/17
4/11/17

•
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Prof essiond 
Russian 

PanzerBlitz Notes of a Profmional R w b :  
The Combined Arms Offensive 

by Carl Hoflman 

Why, the reader will ask, why that ridiculous 
title? No self-respecting PanzerBlirz player will 
soon forget Dean Miller's admirable analysis of 
Situation 10, in which he lambasted the "profes- 
sional Russian" from Kursk to Prochorovka and 
back again. The truth of the matter is that Mr. 
Miller's article set the wheels turning in the mind 
of at least one perennial Soviet player, trying to 
determine if it's really that easy to be the Russians. 

Mind you, I didn't kcome a "professional 
Russian" by choice. To this day the superiority of 
some of the German AFV counters makes my 
mouth water, especially tho= with names instead 
of numbers: Panther, Hummel, Nashorn, Wespe. 
The thought of maneuvering them across the 
gameboard, even in limited numbers, sends me 
into temporary nirvana. My naturally cooperative 
disposition, however, combined with the psycho- 
logical propensities of my opponents, have 
condemned me to "professional Russian-hood" 
for the simple reason that nobody I play ever 
wants to beanything butthe hideous Hun,and I'm 
not the person to stand in their way. By force of 
circumstances I've played the Slavic fall guy for a 
halfdozen or so pbm and ftf opponents bent on 
following Mr. Miller's lead as attackers "moving 
aggressively against overwhelming odds." My 
yean on the steppes, however, have not been spent 
in vain. 

One thing I've learned, for instance, is that by 
and large it's easier to be the Russian than the 
German in PanzerBlirz - the way it's easier for a 
novice to fly a Sturmovik than a Messerschmitt 
262. The Russian is often able to make up in mass 
what he lacks in finesse, a Iuxury the German 
cannot afford, and in early games this may be the 
margin between, if not victory and defeat, a t  least 
defeat and ignominious defeat. As a matter of fact, 
I think it advisable that even the most stalwart 
"professional German" serve a middling-long 
apprenticeship where he commands only Russians 
against more experienced opponents. That way 
he'll learn the basics without gaining too many 
painful memories, and will afterwards be able to 
go on to better things-ither command of the 
more sophisticated German forces, or more 
sophisticated command of the Soviets. For, 
despite what its detractors may say, the Red Army 
of PanzerBlitz is more than just mass. Superior 
Russian play is nearly as intricate and challenging 
as superior German play, hinging on a proper 
combination of the three basic combat arms - 
infantry, armor, and artillery. As always, this fact 
comes most clearly into focus in those scenarios 
where each side commands a mobile force. 

Tank freaks who play PanzerBIirz (and let's 
face it, how many of its playenaren't tank freaks?) 
know that only four of the twelve scenarios that 
come with the game are satisfactory duels of 
armor: Situations4,6,7,and 10.Ofthese,7and 10 
are more or less hopelessly one-sided in favor of 
the Russians simply because of the way the rules 
are written. Situation 4's victory conditions are 
flawed so as to make for another easy Soviet 
triumph; however, these can always be changed 
for a more wen game. Situation 6 isalso lopsided, 
this time towards the Germans, but it is in nowhere 

near the shape of 7 or 10. Of the quartetof"armor3' 
(i.e, mobik) scenarios then, only 4 and 6 are 
salvageable without completely overhauling the 
original rules (which, by the way, AH has to large 
extent done with Pamer Lm&r). It is with these 
two scenarios that the remainder of thisarticle will 
be concerned, for it is in them that the Russian's 
skill as an offensive fghter is most decisively 
tested, and most especially his prowess a t  
orchestrating a mobile "combined arms" offen- 
sive. 

At first glance there is a fair resernblam 
between the two situations. In both of thema large 
Russian force is pitted against a much weaker 
German battlegroup, the two doing battle the 
length of the three boards with the Germans trying 
to delay the Soviets and the latter attempting to 
destroy units and attain the farther end of the 
board. In each case the composition of the 
German f o m s  is approximately the same, single 
Wespe and Hurnrnel 'SPA units accompanied by 
two or three tank or TD platoons and various 
supporting infantry and anti-tank artillery. The 
Russian forces vary somewhat more, as does the 
terrain, matters which will be taken up briefly 
when we examine the individual situations. The 
most important similarity between the two 
xenarios, however, is that they each are exercises 
in movement. The Russian player is faced with the 
necessity of outmaneuvering (that is, getting 
behind) his opponent and at the same time seeking 
to maintain the mobility which will enable him to 
pursue the German to his ultimate destruction. 
This mobility must never be allowed to slip away 
by unloading too much infantry or  artillery unless 
a large advantage mn be obtained. By the same 
token, the German is under the heavy burden of 
not staying too long in one place; if he dawdles he 
may find himself up to his eyebrows in T-34's. 

Speaking of T-34's: these are the Russian's 
main weapon in this mechanized duel, and despite 
the range and firepower deficiencies of the 'T" 
model, they are admirably suited for the job, 
combining a moderate protection factor with one 
of the best movement factors in tho p m e .  There 
have been a multitude of occasions when that "I 1" 
in the lower right-hand corner of the counter has 
enabled my T-34's to move the extra hex necessary 
to complete an encirclement. Given the constant 
necessity for exposure, however, the T-34, and 
especially the T-34c, wnnot function alone. The 
Russian will soon find himself in a treadless waste 
if he doesn't provide the se.cond major ingredient 
of this brand of warfare, counterfire. For this he 
must roll up "big guns" in the formof SU-85'sand 
SU-152's. These are my favorite Russian units, 

both with good attack, defense, and range factors. 
Where the T-34's provide the immediate threat to 
German positions, the SU's provide the punch to 
remove them. In effect they say: 'Go ahead, you 
lousy kraut, go ahead and wipe out those T-34's. 
See what you'll get." 

Of course this outline is a little too stratified: 
both SU45's and SU-152's can and should take 
the place of T-34's in up-front spotting work, but 
the SU's are the heart of any Soviet mobile 
offensive, and the Russian player will do  well to 
follow where they lead. With this general plan in 
mind, let us move on to consider the scenarios 
individually, and see where the other two 
branches, infantry and artillery, fit into the 
"combined arms" overview. 

Situation 4 has always been one of the easiest 
PanzerBIitz scenarios for me to visualize. Being 
originally from the Midwest and knowingwhat it's 
like in the summertime, I don't find it hard to 
imagine the sunblasted plains near Minsk in July, 
1944, the clouds of dust raised by mechanized 
columns, the sweating individual soldiers (this 
may not k the way the battle actually was, but it's 
the way I picture it). In this smnario the opposing 
sides meet mainly on boards 2 and 3, decidedly 
level terrain, and the Russian finds himself in 
command of a force rich in infantry as well as 
armor and guns. There are a good many problems 
with the victory conditions in Situation 4 because 
the Russian must reach only board 3 (the central 
of the three boards laid end- toad)  to prevent h i  
opponent from winning, and he gets to advance 
more than half the distance to it on Turn 1 before 
the German is even on the map. It seems to me the 
easiest way to improve the victory conditions 
would & to let the German set up on the map 
before the Russian enters, or perhaps make board 
I, the mapboard most distant, the necessary goal, 
adding two or three game turns. Other players of 
my acquaintance have proposed reinforcing the 
German battlegroup and making the west side of 
the north-south gully on board 3 "paydirt." In any 
of these variants, however, along with the usual 
tactics of movement and counterfire, the Russian 
should keep in mind the possibility of what I like 
to call a "tidal wave" attack. This tactic is 
particularly suited to the open country, victory 
conditions, and infantry-heavy Russian force of 
Situation 4, and is as subtle and potentially 
devastating as a Stalin tank. This is how it works: 

The chances are that the German will be 
employing the time-honored tactic of deploying 
his SPA and other long-range units to the rear, at 
the same time positioning a screen of transport 
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and infantry (perhaps buttressed by a tank 
platoon or two) well forward to impede the 
Russian's progress and expose him to bombard- 
ment from the big guns. In Situation4, asamatter 
of fact, the almost-predictable first move by the 
German is advancing light units to hill 129, the 
gulky and road hexes around 2-G-9,and the woods 
near 2-1-4, with Wespe and Hummel in Golod in 
anticipation of falling back to the slopes of hill 107 
on Turn 2. However, unless the German is very 
precise about the deployment of the forward units 
there is a strong possibility he will leavesome hole 
open, through which the Russian can advance one 
or more tank companies to threaten the SPA's. 
With Wespe and Humrnel and the other big guns 
faced with the choice of firing at the forward 
Russian tanks or retreating, the Soviets can then 
surround the German screening units with masses 
of infnntry and artillery. This is the 'Yidal wave;" 
the Russian should rank his units two o r  three 
deep around the forward Germans, leaving the 
unhappy Hun with the choice of using his heavy 

' guns to blow a hole in the Slavic multitude for the 
surrounded units (and in all probability finding 
himself Hummel-less on the following turn), or 
retreating with the heavies and leaving the screen 
to whatever mercy is in the Russian's heart. I t  
should be noted here that though the crest of the 
tidal wave is necessarily the infantry (everytime 1 
ffaze upon one of those Rifle companies with its 
defense factor of 16 soft points my eyescloud with 
tears of gratitude), the anti-tank guns also play 
their role. At close range a 76.2mm AT battery is 
as effective as a company of T-34c's, and even 
though their defense factor isn't spectacular, they 
make one more target the German must disperse 
or destroy to ensure the safety of his forward units. 
And against halftracks, the kind of target they are 
likely to sight in on, they can be devastating. 
This, then, is the routine for Situation 4, a 

relentless tango of movement and counterfire, 
tank probes and tidal waves. The Russian should 
pursue, pursue, pursue his opponent, keeping his 
eyes open for a tidal wave attack by which he can 
surround and destroy carelessly placed enemy 
units. 

It's rather a different story in SituationB. Here 
the Russian gets a few more tanks, in the shape of 
T-34c's, but he's not as well supplied with infantry, 
the terrain is against him, and the victory 
conditions are stiff, requiring ten Russianunitson 
board 3, the one farthest away, by the end of the 
game for a marginalvictory. This is no smallorder 
given the slightly larger German battlegroup and 
horrendous terrain over which tho fighting takes 
place. Additionally, the tidal wave is invalidated 
because the number of German units destroyed is 
largely irrelevant according to the victory con- 
ditions, and the many Russians required to 
execute it would only slow down the offensive.To 
put it succinctly, in Situation 6 the Russian is up 
the Dnieper. The solution for these problems is 
simple indeed; given the same basic setup, the 
Russian should be allowed to move first. This will 
enable him to reach the "C" row of board 1 on the 
initial turn, but he won't have enough movement 
points to wcupy either hills 104 or 129, the latter 
being the German's favorite nest for SPA's. From 
there, given the "channeling" terrain of board 2, it 
should still be an exciting race (perhaps limited to 
8 or 9 turns) to board 3. 

At this point the reader can be heard snorting 
almost audibly: all right, smart aleck, what's the 
surefire method of winning Situation 6? Un- 
leashing the Cossacks? Turning loose the Mongol 
horde? T h e  answer, of course, is obvious: there is 
no surefire method. The Russian can only play his 

Continued on Page 20, Column 3 
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STRATEGIC SIMULATION AND GAME DESIGN 
By John Prados 

With a Game Development Addenda 
By Donald Greenwood 

Strategic simulations are still a recent innova- 
tion of gaming but they seem to be catching on 
rapidly. There was a time, only a couple of years 
back, when people at gamecompanies were saying 
that strategic games ought to be avoided like the 
plague. The few that had been done were largely 
regarded as  failures. Today I can think of several 
strategic games already out and as many more that 
are still in various stages of development. 

It may be that what makes a grand strategic 
game is its great scope. But it is precisely this scope 
that makes the strategic game the most difficult to 
handle in terms of design and development. In this 
article I want to address some of the problems of 
designing the strategic simulation, framing the 
discussion in terms of the Third Reichgame. 7hird 
Reich is, I think, a groundbreaker in bringing 
certain types of activity withinagame framework. 

Strategic Simulation and Realism 
Fundamentally, a game tries to Ix realistic in 

two ways: for war games the ways are simulating 
the battlefield environment and duplicating the 
forces involved in an actual situation. The 
historical evolution of game design, however, has 
made realism more difficult to secure in the design 
of a strategic simulation. Tactics 11, the first of the 
widely distributed designs, was an operationat- 
level game, using division-sized units. The early 
Gettysburg amounted to a tactical game which 
was only slightly different than the operational 
design of Tactics II. Since then, considerable 
progress has been made in the directionof refining 
tactical and operational designs, but strategic 
design has lagged. 

Why has it been easier to improve tactical 
designs, having started from the operational 
game? Much of the answer lies in the fact that 
designers had a natural advantage working from 
the operational level to the tactical one. The 
divisionakquivalent units used in the operational 
simulation contained a mix of units within itsown 
structure. As designers moved down the TOE 
ladder from the division to the platoon and squad 
game they found that a t  each point improving a 
design wasacase of distinguishing the functionsof 
different types of units for weapons. By the time of 
Ponserblirz one could see a countermix with a 
number of different types of infantry, armor, o r  
artillery units, each with specific rules governing 
its employment. The tactical simulation may lay 
the claim to being closest to reality because once 
the different patterns of using weapons were 
distinguished from each other and worked into a 
design, the game as a whole was able to give an 
excellent impression of the development of a 
battle. 

The strategic simulation offers a different 
problem. With the strategic simulation the 
difficulty lies in the fact that the tactical uses of 
formations must be aggregated and brought 
together rather than separated and distinguished. 
The strategic game enthusiast will agree that it is 

impossible to learn much about World War l l a s  a 
whole from playing Panzerblita. In fact the 
strategic simulation seeksa different aim altogeth- 
er than the tactical one. This has been the dilemma 
of strategic game design. With the tactical design 
one can make design decisions with a reasonable 
confidence of their accuracy. For example, the 
ability of an anti-tank unit to destroy an 
approaching tank unit is a function of a few 
variables that can be controlled with fair ease. The 
number of variables involved in a strategic 
simulation is much greater, and the variables 
themselves tend to be more difficult to deal with. 

STRATEGIC VERSUS OPERATIONAL 
Designers have tried two approaches to 

simulations that might be of strategic scope. The 
first of these is the simple expansion of the 
operational-level simulation to a massive set of 
thousands of pieces and many boards. This has 
been the operational freaks' dream by and large, 
with Eastern Front games leading the pack. The 
trouble with this approach is that a player has to 
make so many individual decisions, regarding 
attacking and so forth, on his turn that a game 
takes forever to play. At the same time, the game 
itself is frozen within a certaindefined context that 
ignores events of even more global importance 
that could affect the operational situation being 
portrayed in the game. Consequently, massive 
expansion of an operational simulation is not the 
aniwer to the strategic simulation dilemma. 

A second approach has been to design games 
that are explicitly strategic in their orientation. 
Here a start has k e n  made with Third Reiph. Here 
again, however, major differences in approachare 
apparent, basically kcause of the difficulties 
confronted by the strategic designer. The strategic 
designer must figure out exactly which factors are 
important enough to simulate. 

A good example of the problem for a strategic 
designer is the selection of a unit size for the 
counterrnix. A division-level unit is clearly too 
small for his purposes, but an army-levelunit may 
well be too large. In the case of a simulation of 
World War 11 in Europe, army-size units would 
mean that some armies like the Norwegian and 
Dutch would be overrated. These countries'forces 
would then be more powerful than warranted by 
history. It was with this in mind that the mwd 
Reich counters range between a corps andan army 
in size, depending upon the nation a p i ~ e  belongs 
to and that nation's military system. 

Another difficulty of the strategic simulation is 
the selection of a mapboard. As the simulation 
increases in scope the rationale for a hexagon 
system disappears. Hexes are supposed to allow 
representation of terrain with minimal distortion 
so that terrain can serve as a playing area. The 
importance of terrain is that it channels maneuver. 
But in the strategic simulation one reaches a 
certain stage a t  which terrain tends to lose all 
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importance. Consider the case of a global 
mapboard, in which all of Western Europe might 
cover only three to five hexes. What maneuver can 
there be on such a scale? Strategic designers have 
made the error of not giving thought to the 
usefulness of an area game system in cases like 
this. 

In Third Reich, the track taken was somewhat 
different. Here it was felt that the players' 
strongest identification with thegame would come 
through such opportunities for maneuver. The 
idea was to make sure there was board space to 
move around a little, in every country. It was 
necessary therefore, to provide a map with the 
largest phy area possible, and to divide that area 
into hexagons. The relatively smaller size of the 
units that counters represent in the game fitted 
quite easily into this pattern along with the 
breakthrough rule and air rules that create the 
operational fine points of Tkird Reich. 

SELECTING VARIABLES FOR 
STRATEGIC SIMULATION 

rhird Reich used three key variables: war 
effort, airpower, and armored capability, to 
recreate the atmosphere of World War I1 in 
Europe. The game works off a Basic Resource 
Point (BRP) base because World War I1 was a 
technology war. Offensive capability, in fact any 
capability, had to be purchased with labor and raw 
materials and then maintained. Trained manpow- 
er was the same. In the real war, German 
resistance continued to be coherent until Febru- 
ary. 1945. Then the Germans suddenly collapx.d, 
not just their army, buteverything. Ingame terms, 
this is exactly what happens to the German player 
who spends himself out  of BRPs. But in game 
terms, the BRP system might have been managed 
in other ways as well: take. for examp4  a BRP- 
Force Pool set-up where the player had to wait a 
certain number of turns to receivea new unit after 
he has paid for it. This of course isa more realistic 
system than that actuaUy in TAird Reich, but to 
make it work requires paperwork and extends 
play. Waiting for the new unit makes for tension 
and frustration in the p l a ~ r .  And to make a 
system like this really interesting requires the use 
of many distinct types of uni& thus making play 
more complicated. A good strategic game has so 
intricate and varied a pattemofpmible strategies 
to follow, that every effort must be k n t  to make 
the mechanics of phy  as straightforward as 
possible. And the course we decided upon; i.e., to 
give the player his newly created units after 
combat does indeed represent a 3 month delay. 

Airpower and armor were injected into Third 
Reich in order to give a feel for the styk of 
operations in the war. In a simulation of this scope 
the pressure is on the designer to knock all the 
intermediate steps out between the start of a 
campaign and its results. One might instead call 
combat results tables in these games "campaign 
results tables." Combat under such a system was 
too cerebral, perhaps a fine quality in a diplomacy 
game, but not in a simulation that wasexpected to 
k a good war game a t  the same time. (I might say 
parenthetically that nird Reich is best as a 
wargame using the 1942 Scenario in a coalition 
version with two players.) In World War 11, itwas 
the correct application of asequance of techniques 
(tactical air, concentration, breakthrough, and 
armored exploitation), that won all the great 
battks. Armor and airpower were deliberately 
made the most important offensive forces and the 
playing area of the board was made as large as 
possible to permit maneuver. 

In a given historical situation there are a few 
elements. maybe even one, which exercised a 
determining influence. Game design has sought to 
capture the historical situation, recreating the 
feeling for the player. But if the historical result of 
the real world were the outcome of the game each 
time, then it would not be a game. The point has 
been made that "quirky" things happen in nird  
Reich. There is no quirkiness here, there are only 
players unwilling to adhere to sound strategies. 
Here we are speaking of turns that represent three 
months' time. Can you think of a minor county  in 
the war which was not overrun in less time? Greece 
is the lone exception. but even then only against 
the Italians. In the game they can. The point is that 
in Tkivd Reich practically everything is left up to 
the players. The rules are no more than an agreed 
method of procedure and resolution. I would 
argue that this is the only way it can be. The 
alternative amounts to no more than an opera- 
tional game system illegitimately expanded to 
strategic scope. This has been precisely the 
problem in most of the strategic games 1 have seen. 

Different historical situations have different 
determinate elements. World War II, betraw it 
was technological, was a war that depended on 
industrial basead raw material. The Punic W m ,  
on the other hand, were decided far more upon 
manpower mobilization and population. The 
game has to represent that element m rempmre 
the past, like the great phom iiconveysa feeling of 
a time when things hppming. The famima- 
tion of the strategic wme is ib gihqxe at the 
possible worlds there might have k n .  

PLAYABILITY AND THE GLOBAL SCALE 
Ideally, the strategicgame apywudeschess in 

its number of plausibly winningstrategies. Agood 
player will analyze severaldiHerent lines of play. 
For this reason alone turns 'Fake some time. Ever 
wonder why it takes so b n g  to pJay a good four- 
man Risk game? This characteristic of strategic 
games means the designer should make the 
mechanics as simple as possible. This is the old 
"playability versus realism" argument at a new 
level. Realism must distinguishevery function, but 
is not that approach impossibIe at the strategic 
level? You could turn phases ad inJnitum. The 
truth is that strategic games will never be realistic 
enough. Strategic realism is impossible to achieve 
in tactical terms. 

Granting the impossibility of such realism, 
what can a game design do? This game design 
chose to emphasize free choice and player 
identification elements. For this purpose armor- 
and airpower-use were made "tactics" and units 
were given identifications. The system teaches 
much about the dynamics of World War 11, but 
the game has to be played' before it can be 
appreciated. Playability is a valid alternative to 
realism. It was for playability that navies were de- 
emphasized and strategic attrition substituted for 
unit combat. Playability also means no bookkeep- 
ing and that precluded a time-creation B R P  
system for activating units in the Force Pool. The 
cost, in game time, from such a system outweighs 
the gains in realism. 

Before rejecting realism completely, there is 
one important point which I must make. Realism 
of a sort is possible in strategic simulation. It is 
possible for players in the course of the game to 
make the same maneuvers as actually occurred in 
193945 for their own purposes. This amounts to 
saying that realism in design consists of establish- 
ing a logic in the game which leads players 
inexorably to decisions simllar to those ofhistory. 
Realism cannot be imposed by rules for such a 
p m e  would simulate nothing. This ig the measure 

of the strategic simulation. The wheel, however, 
comes full circle for this realism must be the result 
of playability. 

CONCLUSION 
Recently some figures were shown to me that 

indicated a third ofgamers are mostly interested in 
strategic simulations. This was quite an encourag- 
ing figure because it showed substantial interest in 
a gaming field that has been little touched in the 
past. We can expect to see a great number of new 
strategic designs. This is important for two 
reasons. First, designers must be much more 
conscious of "infrastructure" elements within 
which events occur (things like BRPs). Second, 
and of greater importance, now is the time to begin 
toarticulateand refine concepts of strategicdesign 
in the literature of the hoby. 

GAME DEVELOPMENT 
ADDENDA 

Third Reich, perhaps more than any other 
game we've ever done, underwent much playtest- 
ing to eliminate possible "perfect plan" solutions 
which might stagnate play possibilities. Agame of 
this scope and with such bizarre mechanics is 
esmfiQy p m e  a such problems. Such was our 
concern with wmding out these "solutions* that it 
preoccupied the pester part of our development 
time-time that could have been used for a 
restmctmrimgd'the rules ina  more concise format. 
Given time limitations trowever we decided to 
spend mr -game design BR Ps" on further witch 
hunts fur perfect plans and merely amended or 
added to the original Prados rules rather than 
compIetely 8rmgamizing them. The result was a 
bulky, alb& largely complete, set of rules which 
bears several readings for full comprehension. 

Many questions h e  arisen as to why certain 
aspects of The design are handled the way they 
appear in the game. This article will attempt to 
answer those queries as well as list the most 
frequently asked questions on the rules. I hesitate 
to refer to this as  m errata list (although many of 
you willclaim it 9o;)'hecause most of the questions 
asked are answered i n  the mdles. However, for the 
sake of listing the most common questions 
conveniently in one place they are presented below 
for the edification of all involved. What follows is 
not undertaken in aryprecise order but rather isa 
frank, behind-the-scenes rational answer for the 
many decisions which went into making Third 
Reich. And lest it appear otherwise, let me hasten 
to add that the game has been widely acclaimed as 
a stunning success. 

The gameboard has drawn its share of 
criticism for being simplistic and not encompass:- 
ing the super realistic 4 color printing of a I914 or 
1776. Our defense can be readily anticipated from 
the Prados design prologue above. High piece 
density is so paramount a feature of 7hird Reich 
that it was considered imperative totdo whatever 
was possible to make the terrain readily recognu- 
able at a glance without lifting stacks ofcounters. 
Thus, the mountain symbols fill each hex rather 
than following a more picturesque natural curve. 
Similiarly, the usual tan press varnish is not 
present for fear of obscurring the beach hexes. 
And for those who dislike the "cuts" in the board 
created by thedifferent board sections we can only 
offer you your choice; a mounted board or a paper 
one. The latter would certainly save us a lot of 
money, but the vast majority of garners still favor 
mounted boards. This remains true even in the 
case of nird Reich where the board is so large 
that the panels can't k taped together due to 
excessive ,pressure on the tape during as,w,pbQ. 
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missing. 9 each. I pay postage. Stew 
Wlrrholomew, lW5 Ithaca, Boulder CO 80303, 
4P4-5023. 
Opponents for pbm Alliance 3R. Any AH $ a m  
nf wmtern IL area. For aak OrQiml Cvilk. 
%IS.#. Bab Fru~oli. 121 S. 7th St.. Monmouth, 
I L  61482. 
FOR SALE: C'vilk, Gctt (hex), Guad. 'Flieuchess, 
U - h t ,  $20 mch. Dispatcher, $15. I pay posfage. 
Brian Libby, 816 Gradwte House, hst ,West 

AH and many other games. AI& haw dombt 
Cakuhtora for sak. New gaming aid. 52.50 
mtmid. Tom Ckawr, #US Camlyn Rd., 
Louhvilk, KY. 365-6380. 
FOR S A L E  19t4. Guad, U-Boat. Biddin# starts 
at 515.00. wanted in ~wensbo& arca. 
J a  Harrison, RR 3, Philpot. KY 42366(502)729- 
4911. 
?bm or RF Alex., am selling 1914. Mint condition 
%IS or trade lor any two AH games (1  pay 
postage). Steven Wolfc, 154 Wcadcksier Dr., 
~t#s&ut Hill, M A  02167 (617) 3324630. 
a m  mint condition 1914to trade for Jut or dl for 
512.00. All ienen answered. Brett Hunt, 1703 
Sherwood Rd., Silver Spring, MD 881-7453. 
For Sate: Abdutthr mint condition U-Bnat. 525; 
also lao ld  BB S~.,'?IZ, excellent condition. Jeff 
wi, t 183 W d n o l l  Dr.. Flint, M1485Q7 (313) 
7fg2752. 
Pbm Alexander the Great, eitkr aide advanced 
ruks. .Will trade new unused Gmd. for m m -  
para& Bismarck. William Niebling, 707 
Whittier, Saline MI 48176. 429-4545. 
SELLING: Anzio, Guad, Civil W&r, best offer 
accepted. Craig Handky,a&BO Pm, Overland MQ 
b3114, 4 2 B m .  
FOR SALE: Excclknt condition JUT for $15. 
Send offers to: Keith Vine. St3 Austin Ave., 
L F A  

Average Smcr (14) wishes to start pbm career 
with RW, BB, Blitz, 1776 and 1914. All letten 
answered. A h  1914 for suk, St4.00. First corm, 
first wwc. Jocy Studholm. 4 1 Hartshore Rd.. 
Locust, NJ (201) 291-3318.' 
will sell Gett hex-tyk lair condition, B s p t c h t r  
g d  cond. each to hinhcst bidder. Weed ftf for 
most A H  games. ~a;ital District NY. L a r q  
Koiota, 12 Wood Ihk Dr., Ballston Lab, N Y  
877-9373. 
Any garnets in Coop City area'! L will ptay ill! 
comers no matter how g d .  Ftf only in AK, 
Guad, RW, Mid. For Sak. JUT. Vulius Anthonv 
Thompson, 120-27 &nchly Pi.. Bmayx, W? 
10475, 374-3. 
Willing to sell original Jut and Anzio to binhest 
bid&. or may tmtlt for new AH p-. Emin 
Donohue, 7 Hatrington Ave., Conland. N Y  
13045. 753-187 l. 
For M e :  f914 exmlbnt condition, box shabby. 
Best offer. WiH a m w r  aH ktters sent More 
51 1 / 75. Will p y  pastas. Send no money. Greg 
Brunson. Washington Sp. Rd., Palisades, NY 

ALE: Jut (good mndition). S 15.00. 1913 
(never d, units inpunchad), 520.00. A h  Iseed 
ftC in OKC-M WC area. Pbm mssibk. Am colkac 
aged novice. Ken witmi, 43i2 SE 9th No. 6. &I 
City, OK 731 15, 672-6476. 
kl l ing 1914 only 5 13.00. txoellent condition,Cirst 
offer received gets game. Wayne Fmte, 6lOO SW 
Alfred St., Portland, OR 97216, 2464895. 
kor Sale: 3 recent store-bunht coaies of U-0 at 
$ I S  per gmc. Egon  att tit^: I* N. warnut st., 
Boycrtown, PA 18512 (215) 367-7037, 
For Sak: Original '59 Gett., good condition. I 
counter missing, S75.W. Will trade oriainal TAC 
for Guad. or Bismarck. Craig A. ~ r i s r .  331 -5. 
Royai St., York, PA 17402, 757-2049, 
First edition Anzio,012. Ex~elknt 1914.1 12. First 
offer for each p m e  a w p t d .  ~ w i n - ~ e d r ~ x ,  
5205 River Oaks Dr., Corpus Christi, TX 7841 3, 
09 1 X 0 7 A  > . . - - - - , 
FOR SALE: Brand new 1914, 51% Brand new 
Original JUT. 516; Original TAC 11, a; Original 
Anrio. $12. All pmcompkie,Tim Christewtn, 
61 I Lazy River Dr., Dumnvilb. TX 751 t4. 
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i Europan Theatre of WWII 

i 1nsTRuM70PtS: Rmdl u u ~ e r d  by placing a 
nu* fm 1 rhrrru0h B in W p. 

to him 11 r q u w t w e x d  
m 6-; M @um4b&1. EXCEPTION: 
Rta lm" Plo. I o i n * r ~ o l m l ~ - y  
t o p l r l ~ n W i n t Q m i n u a ~  - EXAMPLE: It yadrs fovrxl Vlat it tau 
o m m d ~ h d f h W &  FIIAHCE 1W.w 
mid gk. it a M E  LENGTH r M M  of "19." 

-hmomiawrmbilvouur 

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -----..+-- - I - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ 4 _ _  -_- 
Opponent Wanted 
\. W m W % 1 $  bP xELW mly.mW wnrrd m Lis Imm. 
2. For UP. T d .  m Ws&+by & WH bl EMQI~ ~b Y ~ . R  lh, an dtdird with CdJ.CId1 itdsn*<wR 

m laoar d s b h  tmm AHJnmi pa acfwrps*nd by a l h  2 k  h 
3 . 1 ~ 1 1  a r c  ruyrlred on lhpr prwYd a d  ~ p r l r ~  a m ,  pddrea. d phme m t e r  where pwW. 
4. W n t e  @r: tZ=@& y w r  d wItl urn k ~fcmpld.  
5. A& wL1 bt u c p l a i  onb oa rmms rrcm ik ht e%ropl In h c.se4uhera no % a m t s l l a o l d  

r a m r p p s n d H t h m i n w .  
6. So $&I a mrny sds can e p - l d  m pas* &kin ow limiud m. wz quPst y w  w r l r  t * w h  

m Y b m  is w m b g  yovt a4. vi+ %it abbrnlsllrm~ 
Art#, yep.. AK; A h d m  tE. C w  . A**: A W ,  B&H Str-g. = fl% 81: bllh ei thr Dm@ = 8B: 
MrtM Smmw. Bw L; W i a ;  PDq.  * MI: F m W  S t s ~ e g  = FT St; F r P m .  IW - F*'dO:Fee-IpFxe 

F'EF:(;rtryriburl= -it: G u r W d  =GusP: I u r W '  l U 7 ; R r ~ I - ~ r b g ; l u f ~ & e ~  Luft.Mldrrg - 
W: $914; WR~ d YWl . O W ;  Ihtdmr SumM = Oul: h n b l l r t  = PAN: Psm Ladtr - h n  Ld: 
&+-I- W;w-  * PP; XdUd.n's W r  . nw: I n s :  SLJlnyd. G a d : T ~ i k I I  .TAC: 
T W  Uki~ *3R;Wnmlmf  W s l  

Brcctions far 1.- &a,$ cr's R q - z e  
Pa*: 
I .  Cut out all sa" k~~~~ ' Do ' "- "Y 
twoseparatcsc m o n t l  a m e ,  d 
paw. 

LODGING 
LODGING REQUKST: W-registmtion must be comphted by Jum 15th. 

Make check pyabk to Johns Hopkins University and m i l  to: 
Off& of Residential Life 
Alumni Itc~idenws 
Johns Hopkins Univenity 
34M) CLrln  St. 
&Idmore, MD 21218 
ATTN: ORIGINS 1 Ldging Request 

a mom for mp at the following wtes for July 25th-26th: 
Doubk mom: -2 offupants for 2 days 
Singk room: 113-1 w x u p n 1  for 2 day$ 

Name: 
Address: City: 
State: Zip: 

There will be a 53.00 depo~it on mom keys. Keys chouid be picked' -*  

up bctwten 4 and 8 PM Friday evening at the registration desk- -- 

Those arriving later m y  not be able to @in eatram to their: 
- 

rooms until tht following day. The deposit will bc refunded when, ' , : 
room keys are returned to the regi~tration area. Conventio~, ' 

i[ attendees should be surt to park only in designated avaihbk ' 

-, parking areas. Those who p r k  on the streets indixriminatelF - - 

t may k towed away. Check in at Lewriq Hall For conventio4 . "7.. 

program, badges, and room assignments. I t  is hoped that conven~ - -  ,': . 
t tion attendees will khave thernsclvcs in a fashion which speaks , 

I well of warpming so that the authorities at JHU wit1 not regre8 .:. 
I 
1 

-----* inity the!. "-vc so graciousiy extended us. Have a g o 4  - 

I "' 
I 

: I I 
CONTEST NO. 65 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
t 
I 
1 

I 
I I 

1 
I 

w all of the uMts rhovrn to v 
pasiliwtl. Show this tq drawiw m 
mtrm from 1 unit'm pmaant pmifian to 
tha mw k M i o n .  In the event d t b ~ ,  
d M W  WjmrnIQ mwmiy.tw! 
winnwn. ' . . 

, , - -  - 
I 

ISSUE AS A WHOLE.. . . . . . . . ( R ~ t T r o m  1 tu 1% *i!h l equalz~g exwkmm ID= ImiW 1 



IMPORTANT! DO NOT RETURN AS POSTCARDS 

I O R I G ~ N S  I PREREGISTRATION FORMS 
s 

ADMISSION & EVENTS 
Rymnt  lot all prc-rcgiwrations on thir krm mmt It br pqabk to 

iNfEREST GROUP BALTIMORE rqanlkae ot tk qonmn imohed. Mail 
p t l r  FbeFlr to t.G.8. c/o Avllon Hill. 4511 b r b d  Rd., L l l imm.  MD 21214. 

, < . A '  

Mmki~1 -$3 .00  for catire 
. .  . .- ' 1  !- 

PWA-A- HIY 58) . - T ~ A T I V E  - ; ~ ~ H E ~ U L E  FOR ORlGlNS I 
' 

a U.00 
U a.9 PWA mmbers 

FAtDhY 
4P1W ~ O p l n * n d R l p b t r a l + m & W m  

CI Id round-Fridey I1 FM em t ~ i ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ w d s r ~ m k r m  
t3 1st md-Saturtlay at I0 AM 8 #a tothip iruo Ouqeem B D r w  

B ~ k l  ~ s r  roar& M SnwsW 
, , - . - 

- -7 . . .- 7 P M  w a f i n * I s m m  
PANLEB LEADER MACRO GAME ,' , ,; .. , ., ,,, . 

'A 15f xe9T-"' 7 PM Wl i m  m u d @  RNA--A)I m 
[3 f 1.08- . I  Front 0 52.a)-2 Fronts ronn 7 PNI Z r d  rwnd M U  Stra#gv 

8 FM 3d WAM Fwlbcn Rralqr 
Front 6 PM Friday B VM 44h nrurrd F d H  §usurp* 

[3 Front 10 AM Saturd~y 2 A M  W e -  
O fmnt b Phl Saturday 
El Front 10 AM Sunday 

UTURDhV 
O M  Doerlopan 

10 AM 2Rd F m l  Prruer L w d w  #uw 0- 
WAR IN f HE EAST-Prp-k#~iralio~ QnF t o m  s p ~ ~ p t m u n d d R I Y ~ - A H s m  

- , . . .  .. 
r .  . . . .  10 AU mh Tosticd 

S5.W per p h y ~  - I .  - .  10 AM 8 b  h 6 r ~  T o u r ~ m a n t  $ a p h  
13$p.oopr3plilyerwm ,,- 

. - - l O A M  2ndTtipinin- 

10 4M hmi.Flnaka Fu&kU Str- 
. - 

. - 12 FW F imb-mu SWaW 
IWIPERIAUSAI r pm 2nd Rwnd --An #W 

0 $Jim -.. ' . .  
r PM OIpbmavr Twm~mnl Beg- 

* - .  ?I. - ,  
' - . .  a . ,. !.. ' 

1 PM 5P1 m 
.<.& : <-.- . i pna u a m & ~ r o n b n y n + t a  

~ N C E O W ~ ~ - ~ X K C ~ - ~  - ' I PM wit IS! r a d  orma mrma- 
4 PM lmpsrialiam T m n m m  

t) tiair-l f rip S2.00-2 Trips S3AO-2 7 4 W  % d ~ d M 4 S m  
D Trip 6 PIW Friday 6 M  g u r ~ - P r o m ~ B O D h  
O Trip 19 A M  Saturday S P M  ~ t l ~ r o u r r d w n w ~ u w  

7 PM 4th thd WA-AH am 
Q Trip 6 FM Saturday 6w  1 # 3 n l m P a m ~ ~ o C S I r m  

Trip I0 A M  w a y  6 ?M 3rd Trip inm D u ~  
B P M  2ndrwntl -miMam 

MWTMLL STRAYECY-fk-Rcgitrration Only 10- wllroundrW*-M600 
2 AM Drrewo CWn 

JI.W 
BUM0 CLr 

IWk CENTURY f ACTICAL SflWM)U? 
9 A M  DaMmn 

10 AM 4th F r m  P a w l  L e  MBom CiMla 

0 s1.m 10 AM S*mi-Finak P W A 4  500 
10 AM m Tt* inm BvqeC0-a 
10 AM R i c h t M f  Ww D a w n  DPrbv 

0LUE & GRAY 10AM ~ O r ~ T - r n  
1 PM J m  ol dbarra  a r r . ~  I FM k r l ~  

, - 2 PW R-liar d hwrda  

sn NAP~LEONIE - . I .  . - - .  . Q PM C& 
- 

,_  
+. - -: 

[J s1.w -::,: , . - , L : l  

. -<I, 

u 5t.m The 
AVALUN H . L  

82.00 b. ,=kdividwl %.# pet 3 m n  Ram 
[3 1 PM Shtiim rim la reund D 5 PM Sufi* time 1st round 

4517 Harford Road, 
RICHTHOFEN% WAR DEROOLlnDN b!t i~rs .  Md. 21214 
a $ 1 . ~  LAST CHANCE. . a 

ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II . . . io r e s u b c r i b  at the old rate. E f f e c t i v e  
0 %i.W May 31m a o m  year subscription wilt cost 

87.m a two year subfieriptbn-lf 2.00. 
All $S.D0puymenD mew after May 31st 

1 • 5I.m will h e n t a d a s  four i~ "trialsubscrip- 
i 

,(I. 
tiwrs." Sing& and k c k  issue price will 

r DIPLOMACY rise ta al.50 each. You rnw extend w r  

a s1.m current sttbeription of the okl r a m  any 
1 time prior to May 31st bv =bending your 

BIO1IAYA DISPLAY: * 
c h d  for 15.00 iper war nrrtanded) to: The 

- 7  - 
. A . f  - -  

A v a ~  Hi// GENERAL. 451 7 Harlard M.. 
[3 $I.tM(entry Tml enlriec , : -;& BaItimore, MD 21214. 

- L= 
-v- ?:-!..- b , :*-- 9. 
.. . 6 -,;-.:.? 

> *, A 

, --. ?:, 
M a i m :  NAME - - ' v  A m =  

ww: 
Cicy: State: Zip: - an  ATE zlr - 

w 
- >  -*. -,f-; TL -7: ,. - - ,  .. < 1 , w,  , - , :.-x-':->-< ?---- -- - +-- ,-':-'. , .; ..; ,h'-,; $7 ,: :..-- ,= - 
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take tha rim ta print on the beck of each cwnter the n u m b  1 to 9 a w i n g  m in arrival in the PAA Ordsr af 
A p p a r ~ m .  Tha counter can thsn seslly bu placed an ttlecard In its proper pos#&n with u iliJ?imum o? time. Ths remaining AB 
unim should bs ckrsignatd on the remm side with e lwr  an Nor QB to tacilitateinhialsst-updunils in HivelM and Quatre Bras. 
Similarly, the French units starting at a e l i s a  end Mrrrchisnne au Pont 8hwrM be desqnatsd with E G of M. Units with 
mrkinp on the back are then f m  b r  initial set-up within the Prusaian and Fmmh etartirrp a m .  

P am, Juna 16 R w d  to C u d s  I I om. Juns lb  Rood to Bmim lo U t e  
1 

I pm, June 16 R w d  to Bnrlrals 

7 am. June I7 Rocrd to b i n *  fa Ccmk 

5 pm. June I 7  

WATERLOO 
Playing Aid 0 

I pm. Junr ., RwdtoHa! . -  
, - .. . . -  A 

- . .  , 
- .  

- a  

- 

EE mi a; or. 
@ U M 6 4 6 4  1 4 -  

s 

7 em, June I8 

7 om, Jum 13 E i h r  Phe m d  
to Hol or [Irusmls 
rrt the hnglc-hllkd 
(;mm~ndev'r aption 

C 

WATERLOO 
T h  new WAmRLOO ruiaa are naw 

PBM EQUIPMENT 
wsitbler from the Parts Dept. for 61.25. While Timd of pt~ying solitaim w hmilibting Eaeh kit sells for %4.w j a i d  @Ed 
the wme mmairrs m n t i a l k  the same. the p w # ~  opp~bent day a fm l y ?  YOU m y  IwIud~ Blaweh materials to P ~ W  vlrtuatly 
~trilqsr la r h r  and forest r u b  affmting rn in ynur game mrn but what can doxem of wmM, Ineluding &m&m &eta 
mc;vbmntwi l lWrbbalmrpla~balar tee ~ & ~ i ~ e ~ p ~ r y w f r m ~ h w  whichlinuffiFilgidcawdimeafwfho# 
cxlns-rably in favor of the f rmnck player. The psrt of tt# cwntry? T W ~  only m way rn not & l W y  W n g  1- 
old battle menuel b inmrpamtecl into the nsw t, find wt - play thsm by milt PRM $3 sn special &arts and CRf 8 for play. 
ruler aa am direction8 for printing %rid co- --to-lwrn d --wt-twa d Kia am waihh fw tb fdlowinp pm%; 
ordinates on the board. Numarous amall ployiw hilow - me mtion, A AFRtKA WRPS KRIEQSP1EL c h a + ~ ~  male whkh are &@ym mia~ CRT a d  ombat m l u t i o n  ~yrtem . BLInICRIEQ 
go into here but consist primarib of removing m4kbl it lmpwsiMe to c.tl P8M on 

LUFIWAFFE 
ambiguities fromthealdruiea Donat expectto mtirdy diff-t experlance frrwn 

BULGE 19# 
find the nmw r u b  in a raeently purchwd PDAY * PANZERBLlTZ 
WATERLOO pame as it will probabty t&e s faoe play* I t  has wtm of GETTYIBWRG sTALIMGRAD 

year to errbupt current st& of atre* many wim tried it. and th-wb WATmt.00 
assembled grim. The new rules wit! h manerd it. Is rha Only way 

available only from t b  P a m  blept. for the tima partic- in msny nstionsl muma- 
being. This p r ~  wlll pr&abty increamg afiw m t s  h i d  r ~ l w l ~  for Amlm m. 
June 3 3 h  tocow tberpense of our rsdesign 
effort. - 
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HE GENERAL 

It  is ironic that a game ascomplicated as 7bird 

ple. The realism advocates desire explanations 
hy battalion sued actions can't be recreated in 
game, increasd tehcnology isn't present, and 
n. The most recurring complaint involved the 

imple exchange of air and navalfactors with only 
token differentiations made in losses for superior 

$forces. Such critics would have been even further 
$distraught had we not amended the rules as they 
know exist. Prados originally called for straight 

hanges of naval and air forces with automatic 
a1 interception capability and unlimited 
dom to choose the level of casualties. It took 
siderabk effort to get him to compromise to 
present system. All of which is to say that there 
almost infinite additions that can be made to 
game to increase realism, but each one will 

detract from playability to some degree. The 
playability/ realism line had to be drawn some- 

f place, and having drawn it we'll leave it to others 
overstep it in their own variants of the game. 
Others attack certain historical aspectssuch as 

@ Allies being free to attack Minor Neutrals. 
%y point out, quitecorrectly, that Britain would 
not have invaded Belgium having just fought the 
G m t  War to guarantee Belgian neutrality. Yet, 

er areas are not nearly so clear cut. Britain did 
,n to invade Norway and was saved the label of 
gressor" only by the fact that the Germans beat 
m to the draw. However, rather than create 
ficial rules which limit the strategic options 
ilable, we chose to let common sense be our 
.ricting rule. An Allied invasion of the Low 
untries is an extremely foolish move which will 
rewarded in the game by granting the German 
lat amounts to free declarations of war against 
ffer states which she must take to get at France 
vway-plus the bonus of Allied-neutral 
ualties that would otherwise oppose the 
man. Generally speaking, the game reinforces 
und strategic decisions without imposing 
ditional limiting rules and time tables for the 
~yers to adhere to. In the Questions &Answers 
p e n t  which follows rulings which constitute 
anges or especially frequent questions will be 
signated by a 

, Why are air units flying Wefensive Air Support 
)AS) eliminated if the battle is lost? Similiarty, 
ly can't fleets fire shore bombardment defen- 
-ely? 
Keep in mind that these are 3 month turns. 

ling DAS implies an overall committment to 
:tk which if unsuccessful carries with it 
mination as an effective fighting force. Even if 
s opposing player hasn't used air units-his 
tack is considered to have normal token air 
lpport from local accompanying air units not 
:presented on the board. And in game terms it is 
:essay to keep the game from bogging down 

.o a defensive slugfest. The defender must be 
Iling to pay the price for DAS-lest he use it 

wly without fear of loss and rob the game of its 
.ovement. Fleets can't fire Defensive Shore 

I Bombardment because they can't move in their 
opponent's turn except to intercept and no fleet 
stays anchored in port to provide artillery support 
while a hostile army approaches. In short, the 

tiative isa prime requirement for effective use of 
lore bombardment and thus it is allowed only aa 
I offensive option. 
. How do you redeploy to an island without a 

This is a legitimate foul-up in the rules. You 
lay Strategically Redeploy (SR) to and from 

without ports only if they are friendly to 
I. Otherwise, they must be amphibiously 
aulted. 

Q. Why isn't Helsinki a port? 
A. Making Helsinki a port makes it too easy for 
the German to reinforce Finland. A strong 
German commitment of force in Finland makes it 
extremely difficult for the Russian to defend his 
entire front and subsequently to stay in the game. 
Note that the German can deploy up to 20 factors 
in Finland at the start of the game-see 3.582. 
Q. Why are so many obvious historical ports 
inactive in this eame? 
A. Again, simplicity . . . rather than rate each 
port differently (and virtually every hex would 
have had a port) we gave all ports a set capacity. 
If every actual port were given that capability, 
any one coastline would have far exceeded its 
total advisable capcity. Resorting to variable 
port capacity would have in turn broken down 
the basic 9 factor fleet simplification. So ports 
were selected to give a reasonable spread along 
any one coast. The same reasoning applies to 
beaches-for example-Anzio. On this scale, 
practically every hex could have been invaded 
a t  some point which would have made any 
attempt a t  shore defense impossible. Thus, 
token landing areas were chosen that repre- 
sented the % advisability of amphibious opera- 
tions along that particular coastline. 

Q. The two hexes south of Oslo are obstructed by 
the red boundary line. Can fleets move up the 
water area of these hexes to bombard Oslo? 
A. No-this is why the red boundary line was 
drawn in sucha way as to obstruct the water hexes. 
Although poSsib1e to pass large forces up the Oslo 
Fjord in peacetime, such action was suicide 
against the strong Norwegian coastal defenses. 
The Germans tried it during their invasionand lost 
the heavy cruiser Blucher for their trouble. The 
force was turned away with heavy losses and was 
not able to enter Oslo until two days later after the 
city had been already taken by land foms. In no 
case are fleets allowed to penetrate rivers such as 
the Nile regardless of the width of the opening. 

Q. 1s a unit in the Maginot Line assumed to have 
the advantage of fortification if attacked from the 
rear? D o  other fortresses extend their defensive 
benefits to an invader after he has captured them7 
A. French forces in the Maginot Line are still 
quadrupled on defense when attacked from the 
rear or flank and sirniliarly unaffected by ZOC of 
German armor units to their rear. The same 
applies to Germanunits in the West Wallofthe.44 
scenario. Permanent fortress hexes bestow for- 
tress benefits to whoever controls them. 

I Q. Does a ZOCextend out of a fortress?across red 
arrowhead crossing areas? across the Suez?across 
rivers? 
A. Yes, no, yes, yes. 

Q. May an intercepting fleet in turn be intercepted 
by uncommitted naval farces of the moving 
player? 
A. Yes but note this applies to naval 
interception-not air. 

Q. May both the American & British player 
allocate 40 BRPs to Murmansk in one turn or is 
the total Allied limit 40? 
A. The latter 

Q. Can Italy declare war on Poland and thus 
obtain a state of war with England & France for 
only 10 BRPs? 
A. No. 3.6 of the rules states that 10 BRPs are 
assessed for a declaration against a minor neutral. 
Since Poland starts the game a t  war in an active 

alIiance with England and France it is no longer 
neutral and thus a declaration against it is 
considered the same as an attack on a colony and 
costs 35 BRPs. 

mQ. The rulebook and situation cards contradict 
each other as to when Russia can declare war on 
(Termany. Which is correct? 
A. The former. The Soviet Union cannot declare 
war on Germany until the Fall, 1941 turn. 

Q. May Germany refuse toconquer Poland just to, 
keep the Russians f rom taking their half? 
A. Not d l y .  If ttae Germans d m 1  occupy Warsaw 
on the first turn-the Russians are free to attack 
from the east-overrun the boundary line and 
take it themselves. Regardless of who takes 
Warsaw-the spoils are divided as usualalongthe 
dotted border and neither side gets any benefits 
until Warsaw is taken by one side or the other. 
However, Germany must continue to attack with 
either offensive or attrition options until Poland 
falls. Note that Germany must have 25 factors on 
the Eastern Front a t  all times-not just at the end 
of his turn and that combat of some type is 
mandatory. If Germany d m s  not place sufficient 
forces there to meet these criterion she is indefault 
of the rules and thus forfeits the game. 

Q. Suppose the Germans isolate the bulk of the 
French army in France. Can the British supply 
them through a friendly port? 
A. No. As long as Paris is controlled by the 
French. French mainland forces must trace their 
supply from Paris. If Paris falls, a supply line from 
Britain can be traced for one turn to attempt a 
counterattack. 

Q. Suppose the Germans take Marseilles--are the 
French fleets stationed there eliminated? 
A. No-they would go to a French overseas 
possession awaiting Strategic Redeployment to a 
French port in the Atlantic. When Paris falls they 
return to mainland France and suffer reduction in 
the normal manner when determining Vichy 
forces. If all 3 fleets survive intact, two become 
Vichy and one is scuttled. The rule is necessary to 
keep the French from turning their k t  over to the 
British by gambling on it becoming Free French. 

Q. Reference: 3.583-is "through" the same as 
"into"; i.e., if Russia declares waron Rumania but 
doesn't actually attack it, can Germany then 
garrison it? 
A. Yes-in which case the Russians could not 
proceed with their attack on Rumania prior to 
Fall, I94t. 

Q. Reference: 6.2-what constitutes occupationof 
the Nazi-Soviet Pact area and how long does the 
Russian have to accomplish it? 
A. Occupation of allcities in the "cedegarea must 
be accomplished within 2 turns or the Russian 
must declare war on the areas separately, if a t  all. 
Such occupation, of necessity, requires an 
offensive option so it is to the Russian's advantage 
to complete the wcupation in one turn. 

Q. Can air units lend DAS to other air units k i n e  
subjected to Counteraiff 
A. No 

Q. I know the Soviet Union cannot be taken by 
capture of Moscow but in this event where does 
the Russian draw his supply from? 
A. Off the east edge of the board. 

Q. Can you move freely overland from the 
mainknd to an island in the same hex? If so, can 
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Athens be attacked overland from two hexes? 
A. No to both. 

Q. Can supply be traced at any point in a turn or 
only at the beginning? 
A. Only at the beginning. 

Q. Does the Anglo-French cooperation rule 
prevent the British and French'from combining 
naval and air attacks and using British armor in 
exploitation after French breakthrough? Dces it 
prevent British ships from carrying French troops 
and vice versa? 
A. Yes 

mQ. Are Italy's BRPs added to the Axis total to 
determine who moves first even before the Italians 
declare war on the Allies? 
A. Yes . . . unlike the Russians who are not 
counted until they are at war with the Axis. 

Q. Can defending survivors of Counterair 
missions engage in offensive options in their half 
of the turn? 
A. No 

Q. If forced tocounterattackatodds worse than I -  
4 is the defender eliminated? 
A. Yes 

Q .  Can neutrals attack forces across their border? 
A. Yes-as long as they do not leave theircountry 
and are a t  war with the country in question. 

Q. In the 1942 Scenario it is impossible to stop 
Germany after adding everything she gets at start 
for conquest of captured territories. 
A. Read the 2nd paragraph on Pg. 6 and try 
playing again. Nothing is added to her BRP totals 
except 45 for her German Minor Allies and 
whatever she isable to conquerfrom that point on. 

Q. The Germans have taken Parisand the French 
counterattack results in an exchange which 
destroys all units involved. Neither side occupies 
Paris. Who controls it? 
A. The Germans who were last to occupy it. 
France falls. 

Q. France conquers' Spain and then falls to 
Germany. What happens to Spain, the French 
forces there and on Corsica? 
A. Spain and Corsica are now German DOSSeS- 
sions. All French units are divided between Vichy 
status and elimination. Only the French African 
possessions are rolled for to determine Free 
French status. German units can SR into Spainat 
will. 

Q. Must Minor German Allies in the Mediterra- 
nean exercise the same option used by Italy on that 
Iron t? 
A. Yes-or take a pass option. 

Q. At least I minor neutral ground unit must be 
placed on its capital when first invaded. Must it 
remain there? 
A. No . Q. Can you amphibiously assault any port-or 
only those on beach hexes? 
A. Only those on beach squares. Gibraltar is a 
special case and like all ports-if garrisoned by a 
fleet, is immune to amphibious assault. 

Error: The  list of objective hexes on Pg 13 lists 
Kharkov twice. One of them should be replaced by 
Krakow. 

Q. If more than4 units occupy a breakthrough hex 
and proceed to attack an adjacent hex, can the 
exploiting player move more than2 units into that 
hex? 
A. No-unless one is an airborne unit whose elite 
status allows it to ignore stacking limits. The only 
time pieces can be stacked in excess of the stacking 
limits is when the situation has beencaused by an 
attrition option-and the defender must correct 
this situation in his very next move. 

Q. Are the hexes containing Antwerp and the 
Hague and the hex northwest of it, considered 
adjacent for purposes of ground combat? 
A. Yes 

Q. Do the Allowable Builds limit what you can 
replace each turn such that France cannot replace 
any air units? 
A. No-losses are always replaceable subject to 
BRP limits. Allowable Builds merely show the 
maximum number of new forces it is possible to 
build beyond those given At Start. 

Q. In the '42 Scenario can Italians be set up in 
Greece despite German possession or Axis units in 
Vichy French possessions? 
A. No-they can be deployed there during play 
however. Forces must start in the areas they 
control as listed on their Scenario cards. 

Q. Can more than twoarmored unitsattack out of 
a bridgehead as the rewlt of a breakthmugh? 
A. Yes-but only in Exploitation-unless one is 
an airborne unit. 

Q. If France is conquered do the Free French 
colonies or conquered Vichy colonies add to 
British BRP totals? 
A.  Yes and if Free French or conquered Vichy 
colonies are taken by the Germans the BRPs are 
added to Germany. But while Vichy, no one gets 
their BRPs. 

Q. Apparently. the Turkish navy cannot be used in 
the Black Sea to stop a Russian invasion. 
A.  Correct, unless Turkey is allied with Rumania 
in which case they can base their fleet in Constan- 
ta. 

Q. Does the Suez Canal require navalassistance to 
cross? 
A. No-treat it exactly the same as a river. The 
only difference is that fleets can traverse the Canal 
whereas they cannot enter a river. Suez itself 
cannot be used as a port if enemy forces occupy 
either bank of the canal. 

. If a fleet sails from Kiel through the Baltic and 
hunches an invasion in southern Norway do the 
Germans have to pay for an offensive option on 
both fronts or just one? 
A. Just one-the western. The front which 
receives the action must be paid for. See 3.2 

Q.  If Russia invades Turkey, can Italy intervene 
without involving Cermany? 
A. Yes-if 1 taly and Germany are not yet actively 
allied. However. doing so would be a very foolish 
move because it would prohibit ltaly from ever 
activating its alliance with Germany for fear of 
bringing the Russians down on the German rear 
too soon. 

Q. If Russia declares war on Germany, does 
Germany have to declare war on Russia (pay 
BRPs)'! 
A. No-only the initiator of war pays. 

Q. Why didn't you underline the 6 and 9 on the 
4 

variant counters? It is impossible to distinguish 
them otherwise. 
A. Oops! Suggest you do so. 

Q. If naval losses are taken in Shore Bombard- 
ment to satisfy a n  exchange are they taken at 1 
fleet = 9 factors or the shore bombardment rate of 
I fleet = 3 factors? 
A. The latter. 

Q. If a bridgehead is attacked and'a CA is the 
result do 2 or 5 units CA? 
A. All 5. This isa different situation than an attack 
from a beachhead. Since all 5 units defended the 
beachhead all 5 must CA. 

Q. Can you put replaaements adjacent to enemy 
armor units at your border if not yet at war? 
A. Yes 

Q. Is reduction of BRPs due to strategic warfare 
permanent? 
A. Yes, if reduced below the base BRP level there 
is a new base until further strategic warfare or 
economic growth changes it. 

Q. Can the intervening power in Belligerent 
Intervention use S R  to move directly into the 
country in question and stack with their fleet, air 
and ground units? 
A. Yes 

Q. Assuming the Germans retake the Baltic states 
does the Russian subtract the 25 BRPs immediate- 
ly or is this a special situation where youdon't lose 
BRPs for losing an area? 
A. Immediately. . . however allcities of eastern 
Poland and Bessarabia must be taken as well. 
lnc~dentally, Bessarabia was not part of the Nazi- 
Soviet Pact. Russia grabbed the province when 
war in the west and a Hungarian-Rumanian 
incident distracted attention. It was only later that 
Hitler. concerned for his Rumanian oil supplies, 
cemented relations with the Rumanians and 
enlisted them in an  anti-Soviet crusade. 

Q. Can the U.S. make Strategic Warfare builds in 
the 1942 Year Start sequence even though it 
doesn't come into the game until Spring'? 
A. Yes 

Q. Suppose the Russians take Turkey and wish to 
sail their fleet into the Mediterranean and hence to 
the Baltic. Are they allowed to use British portson 
the way? 
A. Yes-in this case the restriction against basing 
in English ports is lifted-but only for fleets from 
the Black Sea. . 

Q. Once fallen, can the Axis take a German Minor 
Ally and resurrect its forces for the German force 
pool? 
A. No 

Q. Are air units eliminated without loss to the 
attacker in a counterair mission if attacked in the 
turn of construction since they can't be used? 
A. No 

Q. What do you do with captured Russian airbase 
counters after Moscow falls? 
A.  Place them to the east of the Urals from where 
they must be strategically redeployed to be 
constructed again closer to the front. 

Q. Can Italy & France build forces in their 
possessions such as Sicily or Corsica? 
A. No 
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, Q. I l a  land unit uses all of its movement factor to 
lget to a port is it allowed to make an amphibious 
rassault that turn? And if a land unit uses only part 
I of its movement factor to get to a port, may it use 
!the rest after landing on a Naval Transport 
I Mission? 
A. No, Yes 

Q. If Russia refuses to take the Baltic States mn 
Germany do so at the same cost and rewardsas the 
Russian? 

' A. Yes-but Germany need not oocupy Kishinev 
or Cernauti as these would remain under Rurnani- 
an control. 

i ~ .  Can out-of-supply units take part in Atrition 
Options? 
A. Yes-but they cannot move and thus cannot 
force a defender to vacate his hex. A unit must be 
supplied to move into the defender's hex. 

i ~ .  Are there any exceptions to the Russian winter 
rule? 
A. Yes-it doesn't affect Finnish forces and is in 
effect only through 1941. 

Q. Can units be attritioned out of Luxemburg? 
A. Yes-because it has no capital. 

Q. When can Option 10 on the Axis Minor 
Variation Chart be played? A. During the 1943 
Strategic Warfare sequence. 

Q. Can German units pass the Nazi-Soviet 
partition lineas long as they withdraw after the fall 
of Poland? 
A. Yes 

Q. An invasion fleet forces a sub-9 factor 
defending fleet from a kachlpor t  hex. Can it 
choose to remove none of it's own force and if so 
what happens to the defending fleet? 
A. Yes. The defending fleet merely moves to 
another port although it could choose to intercept 
and force an exchange. 

Q,. 5.7 states partisans cannot be created two turns 
in a row. Does this mean all partisan units or just 
those in a particular country? 
A. The latter. 

Q. Does ruk 8.3 apply prior to 1944 in the 
Campaign Game? 
A. Yes 

Q. Under Axis Minor Variation Chart Option #2 
how does the British player divert his 10 factors to 
Ireland? 
A. Either by Naval Transport or Strategic Rede- 
ployment. 

Q. Can units exploit off an undefended beach? 
A. Only armor and the beach is considered the 
breakthrough hex and must k occupied by at 
least one armored unit. 

Q. Can the British amphibiously assault Copen- 
hagen without a port on the Baltic? 
A. No 

Q. When the German gains control of either Suez 
or Gibraltar does he have to hold it against any 
counterattack before deducting the BRPs? 
A. No 

3. Exnlain the U.S. BRP situation. -.- ,- 
Q. If Turkey is a German Minor Ally do German 

A. The U.S. cannot loan BRPs until the SR phase 
of the Spring, 1942 turn when they enter the game. 

units there count towards the East Front garrison? U,S. BRPs can be used in the 942 Year . .. . . 
A. N O  seauence for Stratenic Warfare builds but other- 

Q .  The British 1939 air allotment is confusing. 
A. The British get two 5 4 a i r  unitsand four 14a i r  
units to meet deployment requirements. They may 
build another 5 4  air unit and if all the 1-4's are 
eliminated or combined they may build 1 
additional factor for a maximum strength of four 
54 air units. 

wiie the U.S. is not considered in the game at that 
point and must pay Declaration of War costs in 
the Spring turn. As such, her BRPs are not 
totalled for determination of who moves first. The 
1942 Scenario is an exception in that the U.S. is 
considered already at war and need not pay for a 
Declaration of War. 

Q. In a Second Conquest situationdoes control of 
Qn The rules allow and to be unoccupied (and hence "f reer)  hexes of the 
used as supply sources but if it isn'tdefined further country revert to the new conqueror immdiately 
units can never be surrounded in these countries. upon taking the capital or must you wait until the *' must k traced to any port these origiml conqueror has had hischance to retake it? 
colonies. A. The latter. In addition, since in a Second 

Conquest situation there is no minor country 
Q' Are subject re- army to disappear, all hexes of the country do not 
quirernents? automatically become friendly to the new 
A. No-partisans are never isolated. conqueror-only those hexes behind the lines of 

Q. May a fleet be Strategically Redeployed and 
provide Sea Escort in the same turn? 
A. No 

the new conqukror are friendly to him. Those 
behind the retreating original conqueror are still 
his until he gives them up. The same principle 
applies to Belligerent Intervention forces also. 

Q. What is the maximum number of air factors 
which can be based in t hex? 
A. 15 in hexes such as Portsmouth or Essen which 
already contain two bases. 

Q. Can naval units k taken as losses under the 
Attrition Option? 
A. No 

Q. When the German Minor AKiesareactivakd in 
the Summer '41 turnare they consideredautomat- 
ically at war with Germany's enemiesor must they 
pay Declaration of War costs? 
A. They are automatically at war. 

Q. If the "I chance to retake a capital" should 
come in a following year after the next Year Start 
Sequence does theconqueror get gypped out of his 
points for a year? 
A. No-in this case the BRPs can be addedtsub- 
tracted after the Spring turn of the new year. 

0. The "initiative" rule wherein players are 
constantly checking their BRP totah-and that of 
their opponent to secure or guard against two 
moves in a row is a drag on the action. Can the 
game be played without it? 
A, Yes, if both players agree beforehand. We+were 
in favor of making this a n  optional rule but gave 

way to Prados'objections. The initiative rule does 
strange things to the game-some good and some 
bad. You should play both ways before making up 
your mind. 

Q. Russia can get around not attacking Germany 
until Fall. 1941 by declaring war on Italy and thus 
being at war with Germany. 
A. Come on now-a little common sense should 
prevail! If Russia isn't allowed to attack Germany 
why should she be allowed to attack Italy when it 
automatically results in a Declaration of War 
against Germany also? 

Q. If the Italian has lent 10 factors to the German 
for use in Africa--are they considered to be 
supplied by the German; i.e., if the Maita rule is 
utilized are these forces considered part of the 18 
maximum German factors in Africa and can they 
be moved given maximum British strength on 
Malta? 
A. No-Italian lent forces are not counted against 
the 18 factor limit, although the Italians were not 
supplied any better than .the Germans, (in fact, 
usually when petrol was in short supply it was the 
Italians who were left behind). The purpose of the 
rule is to limit overall strength capabilities in 
Africa rather than limit indivudual units. Wation- 
ality just happens to be the most convenient way of '  
doing that. Also note that German units unable to 
"move" because of Malta can still be strategically 
redeployed. 

Q. 1s the hex N E  o i  the port in East Prussia 
obscured by the board edge traversible? 
A. No 

Q. Can German units be SR through or into ltaly 
while it is neutral? 
A. Yes . . . providing the Italian player allows it. 

Q. Can Italy lend SR to Germany while the former 
is neutral? 
A. No 

Q. Can naval units change bases during a Pass 
Option? 
A. N o  . . . unless there are no enemy fleets 
presently based on that front. Fleets can always 
change bases through SR. 

Q. If Spain o r  Turkey are to become Axis Minor 
Allies can the Axis move forces into or through 
them before they become active? 
A. No-unlike German Minor Allies-they are 
not inactive-they are neutral until activated. 
Were the Axis to move through them before they 
were activated it would be tantamount to a 
Declaration of War despite the chit drawn. 

aQ. It is &coming a "perfect strategy" for the Axis 
to mass his airpower in the channel ports and 
attempt a 1-1 air assault on London which cannot 
be prevented--at least on the first turn of the '42 
Scenario. The Italian air force then provides DAS 
during the British turn making it impossible toget 
better than a 1-1 counterattack. 
A. This is a genuine problem which was not 
brought out during the playtest and does lend 
itself to the "optimum solution" school of thought 
which can ruin a game-although it is primarily 
true only of the opening turn of the 1942 Scenario. 
Most problems the British experience in defending 
Britain are rooted in too much trust in the Navy 
and the Channel to protect them such that they 

- send the army and airforce in too hrge quantities 
to the Mediterranean and thus are inviting 
disaster. Britain must stabilize the situation- 
which takes time-before she can go on the 
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counteroffensive. The British player who forces 
his recovery of the initiative too soon is merely 
leaving himself open for the "unrealistic" fall of 
England. He must wait until the German has been 
committed to other fronts and other battles. Yet, 
we will grant that England would probably have 
continued to fight on alter the fall of London- 
especially if the only opposition was a German 
airborne corps. Yet, rather than obstruct the game 
system we will make official two slight changes 
which do not take away the possibility of the 
airborne landing but merely make it more 
expensive. To  wii: 

m4.71 The elimination+zvery-time aspect of the 
C R T  does not mean that every man in the units 
involved has been killed. Rather, the force has 
suffered enough casualties and disorganization 
that it is no longer effective and must be 
withdrawn for rest and refitting at the expense of 
the game's BRP system. There would always be 
some remnant of a unit upon which to rebuild. 
However, any airborne f o r e  unsuccessfully 
dropped in Britain would be subject to complete 
annihilation. Therefore, if an Axisairborne unit is 

*-+. lost in Britain it cannot be replaced until Britain 
actually falls. 

m 5 3 1  Reflect the nature of the more determined 
resistance of the English people by allowing the 
British to stack their replacement (1-0) units 6 high 
in London-in addition to the normal stacking 
limit of 2 units per hex. The British player may 
also opt to Start the '42 Scenario with all 6 
replacement counters on board in lieu of two 3 4  
infantry counters which would be Allowable 
Builds instead. If attacked by conventional 
ground forces the British player may defend 
London via the normal stacking limits and any 
excess defense factors caused by overslacking are 
ignored. 

These rules make the maximum attack on a 
well defended London in Spring '42 a 36-33, 
chancy I-I. The British player in his turn could 
muster a guaranteed 10-6 counter-attack which 
would give them an 83% chance of retaking 
London. Failure by the Cerman may wellcost him 
the game just as it certainly would for the Allies. It 
is now a much less palatable risk for the,German, 
yet a possibility for a coup still exists if Britain 
does not defend realistically. 

Q. Why didn't you include a PBM sy tern? 
A. Between the different ohases an% defensive 

forces directly adjacent to the capital. 
A. Not necessarily. You still can trace a line of 
supply from a colony or ally. 

Q. Can airborne units take a port and then use 
Naval Transport to bring in forces that same turn? 
A. Yes, but only if the port is ungarrisoned. If 
combat is necessary to take the port you could not 
utilize Naval Transport into it that turn. You 
could Strategically. Redeploy into it if it is not 
adjacent to an enemy however. 

Q. Can British units set u p  in France a t  the 
beginning of the game? 
A. No-initial set up is limited to areas controlled 
by each country in question. 

Q. Suppose a beach hex is being amphibiously 
assaulted in conjunction with a normal ground 
attack from an adjacent hex. 1s the defender 
doubled or tripled? 
A. Tripled. 

Q. Assuming partisans are able to regain control 
of their capital and hold it against attack for one 
turn, and the Germans are unable to forfeit the 
BRPs derived from that country, what happens? 
A. The German BRP track is reduced to 0 and the 
balance due plus an additional 10 BRPs is 
subtracted from the amount due the German in 
the next Year Start Sequence. This does not affect 
his BRP base-only the sum total of BRPs he can 
expect in the coming year. Note also that the 
German cannot lose BRPs in this manner in the 
1942 or I944 Scenarios because the German 
already controlled the territories at the start ofthe 
game. 

Q. Are units which start their turn in supply but 
end it out of supply eliminated at the end of the 
turn? 
A. No-See 4.3 which states that units which are 
not in supply and remain so at the end of their 
turn, are eliminated. 

Q. If acapitol falls, how can you counterattack it if 
your units are out of supply? 
A. See 4.3 which states that units are in supply 
whenever they can trace a line of hexes free of 
enemy ZOC overland through controlled hexes to 
"a conquered nation, or an allied country" at the 
beginning of their turn. 

Q. Does the "at least 1 hex away from enemv 
intereptcapabi)ities, p ~ ~ h i d n ' t  look very]ike]y units" criteria apply across sea hkx sides also? 
for this game. In addition, the charts printed on A. NO-for example, the Germans could SR into 
the mapboard would make a comprehensive grid Calais despite British units in Dover. 
system difficult to print without adding another 
feature the mapboard to be explained and Q .  Suppose an airborne unit drops on an enemy 
confuse the novice. However. for those of You unit and both are lost in the exchange. Who 
attempting to play the game by mail we offer the controls the hex? 
following grid system courtesy of Tom Oleson. A. The defender. 

The horizontal rows are lettered A-NN from 
North to South. The diagonal columns are 
numbered 1-66 starting in the Southwest corner 
and running to the Northeast. Reference points 
would be: Marrakech-EE2, Lisbon-V8, 
Dublin-H22, Rome-Y22, Berlin-L31, 
Helsinki-D41, Moscow-H47, Stalingrad- 
N49. and Perrna D61. 

Q. Can fleets exercise shore bombardment in 
support of an exploitation battle? 
A. No 

Q. If a capital is captured what good does it do to 
have a turn to counterattack? With all your forces 
out of supply, you could only attack with those 

Q. When sending BRP's from the U.S. to Russia, 
must the required Sea Escort fleets be based in the 
U.S.? 
A. Not at the start of the turn. Remember, fleets 
can change bases within a front during the 
movement portion of a turn. So fleets in Britain 
could move to the U.S. and still perform the 
required Sea Escort that turn. Their homebase 
would then be the United States and they would 
have to return there at the conclusion of SR. This 
means that these fleets are at the maximum 
interception range for any interceptionattempt on 
the Western Front during the opponent's next 
move. 

Professional Russian Continued from Page 15 

best and hope for an opening. As always, 
movement and counterfire are the keys,and the T- 
34 with its fine mobility stands ready to blow 
through any gaps which appear in the German 
line. It's a good idea to unload as little infantry as 
possible because there are only six SMG corn- 
panies and it takes a minimum of two turns to get 
one loaded and moving again. On the other hand, 
the Russian can feel free about dismounting his 
auxiliary mortars and AT guns; as mentioned, 
these are sometimes as effective as tanks up close 
and may help overburden the German line. 
Besides, in a mobile game they can do little else. 
Another thing the Russian must never hesitate to 
do is advance. It's a long way to board 3 and the 
threatened German will oftentimes fall back 
rather than risk a fight in which he may lose some 
units. The player who dismounts more than is 
necessary is Iost. 

This, then, is combined arms. It should be 
obvious by now that it is the proper coordination 
of the three combat arms, infantry, armor, and 
artillety, that is essential to a successful Russian 
offensive in PanzerBlitz situations 4 and 6. In 
these scenarios, where the Russian is faced with 
mounting a mobile attack a t  once balanced and 
devastating, the situation is truly one in which, 
paraphrasing Washington, "Without combined 
arms, nothing can be done; with them, everything 
can." 

***** Q 
Series Replay Conrinwd from Page 25 

move. Therefore, simultaneous invasions of 
Turkey and the Baltic are not possible unless the 
Russian takes an Attrition Option against the 
Turks. This rules out any landing at Samsounand 
probably will result in Turkey lasting 3 turns (and 
into 1941-making its capture far less than a 
breakeven proposition). In any case, Turkey will 
never fall in one turn given a competent defense. 
Therefore, I would seriously doubt the wisdom of 
taking Turkey at the expense of having the Baltic 
States in hand for the 1940 YearJStart Sequence. 
Only if the German unduly prolongs the fighting 
in Poland, should the Russian have even the 
slightest provocation to expand in Turkey. The 
best Russian course is simply to play a waiting 
game-building forces and BRPs for as long as 
possible before the onslaught begins. 

The French and British players do not favor us 
with a commentary so we can be less critical of 
them. The fact that the French player was put out 
should not be held against him-such is the fate of 
France in the game, barring a disastrous courseof 
events for the German. Indeed, the Prados-lsby 
team should be congratulated for holding onto the 
country that long. For the German to win he 
usually must have France by the Fall, 1940 turn. If 
it goes in the Summer, 1940 turn he is in relatively 
good shape. If he waits until winter he is usually 
fighting an uphill battle the rest of the way. 
Barbarossa should be launched as early as possible 
in the 1941 Campaign season and it usually takes 
two turns to fully redeploy to the newfront and set 
up the western defenses. We canassume then, that 
Mr. Prados handled his forces in fine fashion. Mr. 
lsby must also be given part of the credit as French 
defense is inexorably tied to British cooperation. 
And we cannot overlook the British manner of 
bringing the game to a close. Although one is 
tempted to caste more blame on the German than 
praise on the British, anerror not taken advantage 

Continued on Page 28 
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that our players are all "names" of considerable sides, but getting burned is often the only way to 
pute in the wargaming field having profession- learn not to play with fire. Regardless ofwhat you 

ITALY 
I 1 

By Albert A. Nofi  

Playing ltaly in Third Rrirh presents a 
ting set 01- problems. Italy is considerahl 
than any of the four other piayers in th 

me. Indeed. several of the neutral countries- 
~tdmely Spain and Turkey-actually have largr 
ground combat forces available to them than doc 
Italy at the beginning of the game. Evcn when th 
Italian force pool has been exploited to its fulles 

d assuming no irreplaceable losses, Italy still 
krior in ground combat strength to what Franc 
s on the first turnof the game. But, ofcourse, b 
i t  point it is assumed that France will have hee 
nwn out of the game hy Italy's Axis partne 
rmany. 
Germany is not merely an ally of Italy's i 

, i ~ - r f  Rrich, it is a necessary fac! of life. A-nt 
:'- 'he situation is  not completely one-sided, 

I readily demonstrated that ltaly need 
rman assistance far more orten than German 
:ds Italian assistance. But illis is where a 

ting situation seems to develop. German 
.-.. .uhole-hearted and complete Italian coopei 
on to strike in Southern France, thcreh 
minr  a left wing to I ~ E  mnssivc German force 
Icn will smash into Northern and Easter 
4nce on the first turns ofthegame. I f  Italy doe 
F. Germany can knock Francc out of the wa 
ickly. Failure in this means that when the AHie 

-gin to collect tvgetherenough strength to enobl 
them to start looking for places to pick up, th 
Gcr~nans will bc unable to spare resources togo t 
Italy's aid in the Mediterranean. So cooperatio 

h Germany must be a cornerstone of Italia 
....a tegy. even in a game with separate victor 
conditiuns. 

The next important consideration in ltalia 
strategy is the defense of Italy. ltaly is thc rnor 

ncfable of the players, with several practicabl 
... ding beaches within easy reach of Rome. Thes 
must be held at all costs, necessitating a rathe 

I--rsidcrablcgarrison in Italy itself. Obviously. th 
:essity will severely hamper Italian offensiv 
1 defensive operations on virtually all front: 
t there isa way in which the Italianscanassum 

I a moderately aggressive posture, while sti 
rnwerving sulhcient s t ~ n g t h  for the defense o 

Iy. This is thc cvncuation of Libyn. 

Usually, games of Third Rezch result in 
I---ssive Axis commitment of forccs to Nort~ 

krl, with the conquest of Egypt and its t w ~  

OPERATION STALL- 
BARBAROSSA 

By Lenny GIynn 

For the Soviet Player, the 1939 scenario is a 
situation characterized by a few basic facts: A) He 
cannot attack Germany until the Fall, 1941 turn; 
B) If the German player garrisons his minorallies: 
Rumania, Hungary, Finland, and Bulgaria, they 
are also invulnerable to Soviet attack until Fall, 
1941; C) Germany will invariably be deeply 
involved in a Western Front campaign for a t  least 
three or four turns. Even an anti-communist 
allianae with the Western Powers to conduct a 
"Phony War" whik the Germans invade Russia 
can't work. The Allies are not allowed to make a 
true, formal peace with Germany, so their armies 
in France represent a major threat that must be 
watched, and until the Allied position in France is 
eroded, the German cannot afford to invade the 
Soviet Union. The combination of these facton 
dictates Soviet strategy. 

Assuming that tho Germangarrisons his minor 
allies, the Soviet player's =arch for Basic 
Resource Points to meet the inevitable German 
invasion is canalized southward, toward Turkey. 
In Turkey, the Soviet player finds th t ty  BRPs 
available to help him replace units that the 
German invasion will destroy. But the conquest of 
Turkey consumes between two and three turns, 
since the Turkish armed f o m s  are the most 
powerful of the minor nations in thegame, next to 
Spain, and their capital, Ankara, is not easy to get 
at. Because the campaign takes time and requires 
the deployment of most Soviet forces, it should 
begin as soon as possible. In our test game, my 
plan was to invade Turkey by Spring 1940 a t  the 
latest, but even that would have involved 
substantial and unreasonable delays. The proper 
move is to head into Turkey on the first turn of the 
game, using all but four or five of the weakest 
Soviet infantry units. A half dozen Soviet 2-3's 
should be used to screen the Soviet border with the 
Reich, in case an hysterical, megalomaniacal 
German player decides to open a two front war. 
These six units are more than enough to establish 
Soviet presence in the zone of Eastern Europe 
reserved to the Russian player under the provi- 
sions of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

For the Turkish invasion; two of the Soviet 
fleets should be deployed in the Black Sea to 
facilitate amphibious landings and the first Soviet 
turn should see builds of all possible forces to aid 
in the invasion. The declaration of war plus 

MfLITARY CONSE 
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whether the ltalian player should stage a relative11 
early withdrawal from Libya, is whether or no 
the German player is willing to commit himself ic 
a massive redeployment of forces to Africa. Tht 
Italians cannot go i t  alone in ACrica. They can i r  
the Balkans, where the Allics are somewha, 
restricted in their ability to intervene effectivey 
Yugoslavia, which almost always falls in one turn 
is worth 20 BRPs, four times what Libya is 
worth and it also possesses an objective. Greece 
is worth 10 BRPs and has yet another objective. 
Thc forces evacuated from Libya can be more 
effectively deployed to the Balkans where 

1 several ohjec~ives and considerable resources 
; a r e  available for relatively little effort. To be 
sure, the Allies are also able to utilire some o l  

I the forces they might otherwise have employed 
in North Africa. In fact, they usually send a 
portion o f  their North African contingent intr 
firecce. But the Allies must still maintain crediblr 
garrisons in North Africa, for the ltalians willstil 1 retain thecapacity to make an amphibious rwool 

I on Egypt. Thus. evacuation from North Africa, 
I which could be timed so that the Allies arealready I committed there in e massive way, helps the Axi: 
cause in two ways. First, the Allies are stil 
required to devote resources to secure the arcr 
and, second, the Italians are able to reiieve thr 
Germans in covering the Balkans. 

So, we come to an understanding that Italian j 
strategy in Third Kcich should revolve arvund 
three principal points: 

1 .  The defense of Italy 
2. Cooperation with Germany in France 
3. Confinement of offensive operations I 

to the Balkans. 
' (lncidentally, in a game in whicheach player is I pursuing separate victory conditions these princi- I 

ples need not change. Italy &gins the game with I 
four obj~ctivcs in hand. Giving up Libya, but I 
overrunning Yugoslavia and  Greece results in a 
net gain ol one. This is five, which is one short of I 

' an  Italian marginal victory and only three short of 
: a n  Italian decisive victory. And, assuming thc 

I lialian bas been careful in his deployment, his 
forces will be within two hexes oTan additional 

1,f;ve objectives once he has completed thcse 
operations--Marseilles, Lyons, Budapest. Ploesti 
and Istanbul. Needless to say in the face of a ,  
collapsing Germany. or of a Germany trrurnphant I 
in Russia, the Italian should be able to acquireat I 
least some or those five, whether through seizure / 
or adroit  diplomacy.) 

So, now that we have established an optimum i 
Italian stratcgy kt us examine what happens in a ; 
real casc, when much of the above was as yet;  
unclear. The case referred to. of coursc, is that to : 
which thc bulk of this article is devoted. 

ITALY IN THE WAR OF 1939-1942 
At the onset o f  this game 1 assumed, as the' 

Italian Player, that any operations 1 would I undertake would be aimed towards r cooperative 
axis victory. In negotiations with the German 
Playcr, it was agreed that the Italians should 
devote themselves to a massive involvement in 
Southern France, while marginally strcngthenini 
their positions in other theaters. This was hon 
things stootl a t  the start. But then the Allie: 
undcrtook some Machiavellian diplomacy. 

The Allied playcrs offered tu assist Italy in itr 
objectives in the 3alkans if ltaly would stay out 0 1  
the war in France. This uffer was too tempting IC 
be ture and was turned down. But the Allies w e n  
persistent and kept lrying tu make a deal 
Eventually one was worked out. This was for thc 

offensive option against Turkey costs the Soviet 
player 25 BRP and the occuktion of the Soviet 
zones of East Europe costs an additional I0 BRP. 
The remaining ten BRP that the Soviets may 
expend on the first game turn must be used to 
build infantry units close to Turkey, and a 
combination of 3-5 armor and 3-3 infantry units to 
support the Russian invasion should bc added the 
very next turn. Two Soviet air units should be 
based on Swastopol to support an invasion at 
Samsoun if the Turk hasn't overwhelmingly 
garrisoned the beach there. If Samsoun can& 
seized and held by the Soviets, Ankara,and with it 
Turkey, will fall swiftly. If not, Turkish resistance 
may drag out two or three turns. The Soviet player 
should carefully calculate the odds of an air- 
supported sea invasion at Sarnsoun, to take 
account o f  the possibility of losing expensive and 
difficult-to-replace naval and air units in exchan- 

The Soviet Black Sea Strategy outlined here 
was the one I adoptcdgoing into our test game. But 
the failure of the German player to garrison his I I"' 
minor allies fomd me to adopia more aggressive 

I 
Balkans game. The ripe fruit -Rumania, Bulgar- 
ia, and Hungary-was there for the harvest. This 
colossal blunder cost him his Balkan allies in the 
first six turns of the game, sharply cut into his 
F o m  Pool (and BRP capabilities for the years 
following). Russian players should not anticipte 
such German errors. Once burned, twice wise. 
Few Germans will fail to make the investment of 
half a dozen combat factors to bar the Russian 
from the Balkans and Finland. 

The Soviet problem then is how seriously to 
take the German threat at various stages of the 
action, how to prepare for the expected invasion, 
and how to stymu it when it comes. On the first 
point, the Soviet player need not worry. 'A 
German invasion of the Motherland before the 
Fall of France is almost impossible. In many 
respects, however, such an invasion is strongly in 
the Soviet interest since as long as France and 
England are actively fighting on the Western 
Front the German cannot afford to throw the full 
weight of his resources into Russia. Thus, the goal 
of Soviet-Allied Diplomacy should k to trigger a 
premature hrbarossa, playing on the gullibility 
of the German player. The Soviet player has 
nothing to gain from placating the German, and 
whenever possible should seek to irritate him and 
draw him into a n  attack against Russia bzfom 
France falls. Of course, if the German garrisons 
his minor allies, the Soviet will be hard pressed to 
find ways to irritate Germany, but if the German 
fails to hold any of his allies, the Soviets should 
attack it immediately, both to seize the turf, and its 
BRPs, and topmvoktthe German to intervene. 
One possible Russian move would be to agree with 
the Allies to lure the Germans into Russia in 
exchange For 3 free Allied hand against Italy. This 
is a safe strategy. If the German buys i t  and 
invades Russia, while the Allies attack ltaly and its 
colonies, the Allies wilI have the option of 

. switching immediately to the attack on the 
Western Front, forcing Germany to pull forces out 
o r  Russia. Yet Russia and Gennany will be 
engaged-in the second front of a two-front war. 
In any case, even if the Western Allies would like 
to betray the Russians, they simply cannot afford 
to, since a German victory in the East inevitably 
himplies their defeat: the sheer number of objective 
hexes in Russia overmn by the German would 
preclude an AIlied win. 

If the German is shrewd and sets out 
systematically to destroy the West, the Russian i s  
in most respects helpless. Barred by German 
garrisons from invading the Balkans o r  Finland, 

(as an example of how important the economa  j 



atis, 
cxchange for .an.  to ' 

fighting in France for one game-turn. Now, 
course, this sort of deal was attractive. Howet 
on the other hand it did have the disadvantage 
+:riding to harm mutual Axis interests. Withc 
talian support Germany would not be able 
wrrun Francc as quickly as necessary for a ral 
?deployment into other theaters. Yet, the d 

I was not binding beyond one game-turn: th 
lvould be no way fox the Allies to retrieve Ma 
houtd the ltalian player later rcnege. Sc 
ccepted the offer. Needless to say, my A 
IarLncr was extremely unappreciative. On t 

I note, the game began. 

Came Turn I: (Fall 1939) While Germ; 
overran Poland, Bclgiu~n and Luxembourg, .... 
Italians stood down from offensive positions on 
'he French frontier and transferred naval forces to 
Malta. By not involving myself in the fighting. I 

I was also able to conscrve BRP and thereby 
managcd to build up my entire Force Pool, save 

r the additional naval unit. Meanwhile, the 
,,itis11 evacuated Malta, leaving the Italian Fleet 
in possession. and began beefing up their forces in 
Francc: the F~ench, by stripping their Alpine 
frontier, were able to form a lairly solid line 
igains~ the Gcrmans; and the Russians, having 
lgrccd to partition the Ralkans withGermany and 
Italy, began an invasion of Rumania. At this 
point. two things were stillnotclear. Although'"- 
Germans were tied down in France, the ltali 
had available considerable forces, and were not 
yet involved in any fighting. This left considerable 
lexihility to the Axis. But much would hinge on 
what the Allies did. 1 had no illusions about their 
friendship, but 1 did calculate that events in 
France, plus thelrcurrent rate of BRPexpenditure 
would prekent them acting In concert against me 
lor at least two more t11ros (i.e.. until Spring, 
IY40), during which time I would try 10 rip olT a 
piece o i  territory or two, reinforce my people in 
4frica and begin to tranhler troops to the support 
)I Germanv. -1'hin~s did not work out quite so 
leatly liowever. (Turn I R R P  = 75-18 expended 
In Force Pool dcvelopmcni, leaving 57.) 

Came Turn 2 (Winter 1939) This turn found the 
Cicrrnans still grinding away in France, knocking 
back the Allics but suffering a steady loss of units. 
Meanwhile. 1 used the Italian Fleet, plus forces 
-.-viously deployed to Albania to launch a 

lbined land-sea invasion of Greece and 

I overran the entire country save for one unit in 
.4thens. .At the end of this more, after replacing 
some minor losses suflered in Greece and 
developing my linal naval unit, (thus achieving a 
full Force Pool) 1 begnn to re-deploy to reinforce 
the Germans, shifting some air units to the North 
and also beefing up  my people in Africa. I 
reasoned t l ~ t  due to Allied commitments in 
France, pius the cltrrent state of their BRPs, I 
would have one more turn before thcy were able to 
jump me. 1 was wrong. While the AHies main- 
tained their positions in France, they managed to 
scrape together sufficient naval and ground 
strength to land behind my lines in ltaly itself, 
which was but poorly garrisoned. A quick advance 
up the peninsula and a hard fight before Rome 
gave them the capi~al and me a tremendous 
headache. Meanwhile, the Russians completed 
their occupation of Rumania and began to set-up 
for further conquests. 

Game Turn 3 (Spring 1940): Thc Italian situation 
was pretty grim at the beginning of this turn. With 
Italian forces hcattered thro ' >ut G 
Albania and Libya and the is11 a 

the only way he can gain more BRPs is in Turkey. 
: Once the Turkish conquest is finished though, 
there is little he can do but wait for the German 
initiative. Finishing Turkey by Summer, 1940 
gives the Russian an additional 55 BRPs plus 
thirty per cent of any BRPs left unexpended to 
maximizegrowth in the 1941 Year Start Sequence, 
a year in which German invasion is virtually 
certain. 

Conservatively, the Soviet player should enter 
1941 with almost 160 BRPs. These should be used 
to bring Soviet strength to the maximum allowed 
in the scenario Force Pool. When the invasion 
comes, in Spring or Summer, Soviet strength 
should be deployed in depth in front of the 
German main thrust, with strong armor reserves 
to snap at any breakthrough units and to pose the 
threat of possible Soviet counter offensives. 
Tactically, the Soviets should attempt to stay in 
touch with units threatened with being sur- 
rounded; they should try to find a weak link inany 
German encirclements and punch through to 
surrounded units. Recontacted and resupplied 
units snould be withdrawn by strategic redeploy- 
ment, whenever possible. Always take a proffered 
chance to surround substantial German forces. 
The threat of losing armored units and the time 
consumed in extricating them wears down 
German morale and exhausts BRPs. If the Soviet 
has planned his first year and a half of moves well, 
he will have ample BRPs to spend replacing units 
lost to the Germans in such aggressive and risky 
action so Turkey, the Soviet zone in Eastern 
Europe, andany German minor allies he may have 
seized become money in the bank for the Soviet 
player to expend stopping the German. No major 
commitment of main armor and air reserves 
should bz made, however, unless the German 
extends an armored column too far and presents 
the Soviet with a fifty-fifty chance of inflicting 
heavy casualties. One or two such defeats in 
Russia and the German is through. The Soviet 
armor should be used behind the main sector of 
fighting to keep the German on guard against such 
a possibility. 

Weaker Soviet units should be used in t h ~  
forefront: 1-3's and 2-3's with 3-3's and 2-3's in i 

second line of defense. Such a deployment face 
the German with trouble in executingexploitatio~ 
attacks and enables the Soviet player to yield onl: 
a hex or two per turn. Since German invasion 
before Spring 1941 are unlikely, and since t h ~  
game ends in Summer 1942, theGermans' chances 
of putting Russia out of the war are slim. 
However, their chances of seizing five of the 
Soviets objective hexes: Riga, Lvov, Dneprope- 
trovsk, Kharkov, and Smolensk are very good 
unless the Sovieldefends well. Riga and Smolensk 
will probably be seized whatever the Russian dws: 
but timely offensives against German spearheads 
directed a t  the other objective hexes will help to 
stop the Nazi. Finally, if they have conquered it. 
the Russians should hold European Turkey as 
strongly as  they can afford to without endangering 
the Motherland. That will force the German to 
fight to get the Istanbul objective hex, or screen 
the Russian f o m s  strongly to protect Athens and 
Ploesti. TheSoviet fleet, based in Tzmir, should be 
made available for cooperative action against the 
Italians in the Med as soon as Germany invades 
Russia. British action in the Balkans should be a 
quidpro quo in any such Soviet naval adventure. 
The Finnish front should simply be screened and 
ignored unless the German foolishly starts strong 
,forces there. Riga should be fought for, and the 
Russian should attempt to draw the German in a 
salient toward Smolensk which can be threatened 
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italian survival. But it was not all that bad. While 
he German player continued his operations in 
:ranee, he managed to make available five ground 
:ombat units to cover Northern Italy. And then 
he Italian Fleet began pulling in troops from 
Libya, Albania and Greece, accumulatinga dozen 
loints of ground combat strength in that fashion. 
This, added to the few troops still in Italy. the 
Italian a i r  units, and the newly raised naval unit, 
were able to destroy a major British army and 
iberate Rome. Of course, this left minimal forces 
:o contain the Greeks and hold Libya and Malta. 

I Since losses had been hcavy, 1 attended to 
rebuilding as much as possible, while redeploying 
to isolate two additional groups of Allied units in 
Italy. The Allies, seeing the way the situation was 
leveloping, wisely abandoned one contingent to 
t s  fate, while evacuating the other. Then they 
attacked, throwing rwo groups of units into 
Greece; landing on Malta; and overrunning Libya. 
The Russians. meanwhile. leisurely acquired 
Bulgaria. In general this turn had not gone badly 1 for the Axis. Although Malta and Libya had been 
lost, and although the bituation in Greece was 
highly unsatisfactory, the Allies had been badly 
bandied in their Italian adventure. Moreover, the 
Allies had stretched themselves to the limit and 
had reached the end of their resources. The.  
situation, if not overwhelmingly favorable, might 1 
still turn out well for the Axis. 
Came Turn 4 (Summer 1940): Having cleared the 

I Allies from Italy itself, the ltalians proceeded on 
two fronts. Air units wcre transferred to Germany 
to support the German drive on Paris, which' 
succeeded in taking the city a t  great loss to the 
defenders, while ltalo-German ground forces were ~ 
transterred to  Greece in hopes of improving the 

.situation thew. Meanwhile, the rcbuilding of1 
forces went o n .  The Allies,although unable to act 
in the Mediterranean, wereable to scrape together 

, sufficient strength to drive the Germans out of 
Paris. a lthn~lgll incurring great losses thernselvcs. 
And the Russians paused, apparently watching 
developments in the West. 
Game Turn 5 (Fall 1940) This turn, and the three 
immediately foHuwing it, were more or less 'flat' 
periods in the game, corresponding historically to 
the periods of equilibrium which prevailed in 
Europc in 1940-194 1 .  early 1942, early 1943 and 
early 1944. The Italians and Allies passed in the 

,Mediterranean, and in the East, Russia took 
Hungnry. But all sides paused to rebuild and 
reorganize. 

Came Turn 6 (Winter 1940) The fall of Paris 
meant the establishment of a Vichy regime. The 
Germans moved to occupy most of France and set 
up defensesagainst an Allied invasion. Meanwhile 
they began to redeploy to facc the Russians. The 
ltalians, assisted by the return of their air units 
from France, were able to capture Athens, in spite 
of a major British effort i o  reiieic the city by sea. 1 
which resulled in a considerable naval battle with 
attendant heavy losses on both sides.Thisleft only 
a British army at Saloniktl on European soil. And 
while the Italians and Germans rebuilt and 
redeployed, the British and Russians passed. 

Game Turn 7 (Spring 1941) This was the quietesl 
turn of the game. aseveryone strove to rebuild his 
losses and reorganize his forces. The British 
position in Greece being tuo strong to cope with 

adeU~ateIY.  the ltalian player joined h e  Germans. 
1 Russians and British in passing. 

'Game Turn 8 (Summer 194I)-l-he lralians were the 
!only people active in this turn. Whileeveryone else 
remained oassive oractuallv retrcatcd, the ltalians 

by attacks out of the Riga bridgehead and the 
Pripet marshes. 

N o  resources should be yielded to the German 
without making him pay in BRPs. Empty hexes 
may be abandoned to rationalize lines, but no 
cities that will become air bases, no objective hexes 
to contribute to his victory. Not one heavy 
machine_ tool comrade! Not one ear of corn! One 
last note: If by some chance, the German has failed 
to knock out the French by Fall 1941, the Soviet 
player must strike-fot Krakow, Ploesti, Warsaw 
and, yes, Breslau, using the Carpathian mountains 
as a shield for the left flank of a thrust into 
Germany: dropping an invasion fleet against 
Rumania only two hexes from Ploesti. This 
possibility assumes massive German losses in the 
west, and offers the prospect of Berlin's fall by 
scenario's end. So, my principal advice to Soviet 
strategists is this: Either invade Turkey soon, or 
consider yourself one. 

Overall Commentary 

By Donald Greenwood 

Even one playing of n i r d  h i c k  is a great 
learning experience. Apparently, this statement 
holds true in this game because the commentaries 
on strategy included in this 'trial run replay'are, by 
and large, much more erudite than the play 
demonstrated in the game. Were these same 
players to attempt another game I'msure thegame 
would be quite different as a result of the 
experiences derived the first time around. How- 
ever, even though we are talking in terms of 
strategic misconceptions rather than tactical 
errors, their after-game comments are still open to 
considerable debate. 

The German player seems t o  have lost in 
remarkable fashion not so much because he made 
mistakes, but because he made more costly errors 
than did his opponents. Nevertheless, he lost the 
aame in a auite unsuitable manner so he is a logical 
place to start. His sudden downfall in early I942 
was not due to any colossal undertaking by the 
British but merely a logical and expected conse- 
quence of his own completely unrealisticdefenses. 
Had he merely placed a fleet in Wilhelmshaven 
with a token ground force the beach would have 
been impregnable. Although air raids could 
gradually reduce this fleet it couldn't be done in 
the same turn as an invasion and additional naval 
forces could be strategically redeployed to the 
threatened area to maintain the shore defenszs. It 
is possible to make a landing in the North Sea but 
only against either avery foolish German player or 
a very hassled one who has suffered severe naval 
losses. A conservative German player should be 
able to protect both the North Seaand Norway for 
a n  entire Campaign Game with a minimum of 
force. The other major German error which has 
already been pointed out by his co-players is the 
completely inexcusable failure togarrison Finland 
and Rumania. For an  investment of 6 factors of 
infantry, a yearly allotment of 45 BRPs plus an 
addition to the German Force Pool of 32 infantry 
and 4 air factors could have been saved. And only 
3 factors must come from the German initial 
forces, as an infantry or even a replacement unit 
can k built and redeployed to Rumania after the 
combat phase of the Fall turn. While perhaps the 
initial oversight is excusable, standing by while the 
Russian captured an additional ally with each 
succeeding turn is not! Not when aninvestment of 
a single B R P  and SR would have saved them! 
Although Germany's dependence on her Minor 
Allies is not as important in the '39 Scenario as 
in the Campaign Game or later scenarios they are 

still a maior factor i n a n y  German win. The 
German pkyer is forced to walk such an  incredibly 
taut tightroue to win in ThirdReich thata mistake - .  
of this magnitude can not be compensated for 
without an equally costly mistake on the part of 
the 4llies. Indeed, I would go so far as to say  that 
given competent play the Germanscan nat win the 
Campaign Game if they lose Rumania. Her cheap 
and readily accessible f o m s  are necessary to 
supply bulk for the German efforts in the East 
when their lines are stretched incredibly thin. 

If we forget these two colossal blunders, the 
German theories are primarily sound. A policy of 
economic expansion and BRP attrition is viable 
but hard to achieve. Care must be taken to provide 
maximum DAS and garrison forces in the low 
countries to prevent them from being retaken by 
the Allies just prior to the 1940 Year Start 
Sequence. This can be quite embarrassing when 
you not only come up empty-handed after your 
declarations of war and offensive investments but 
you've handed those same BRPs to the Allies for 
the price of an offensive option. I t  is especially 
important to take Norway as soon as possible lest 
the British beat you to it. The British do not have 
the armor to attempt a one turn takeover in Fall, 
I939 and will probably be too busy ferrying units 
to France to attempt such an invasion on the 
Winter turn. However. as soon as you see two 
armor units sitting in Br,itain you had best make 
sure Norway is yours on the next turn. O n e  taken, 
it is extremely difficult to  retake from a well 
handled garrison force. As for Sweden, it is 
definitely not worth the BRPs Mr. Euler would 
have you spending on a Declaration of War plus 
several offensive options. It best serves Germany 
as  a neutral-only to be defended if the British 
attack it from Norway in hopes of gaininga Baitic 
port. If the Russians want it-let them have it. 
They won't be able to get back their BRP 
investment from it in time to help them stop a 
determined German offensive and every Russian 
unit tied down on garrison duty is one less to fight 
before the gates of Moscow, in short, a theoryof 
economic expansion must be approached 
realistically-taking only those countries which 
can be used economically and which must be 
occupied to improve the German's strategic 
position. 
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rnika and the Russians virtually abmdoncd 
uary. And everyone tsepn deployin# and 
~ilding with greater fewer. Althaugh no aflE 
aware of it a t  tht  time, I taly had racticplly 
,king, Bot  iu bolt m the game. d t h  a fulb 
:toped Force Pool (ka only one naval unit), 

t r r  Italians wcre now at the end of thtk resources 
and were just abk to cover Italy itself, Grtecc, 
Albania and Yugoslavia whik holding a small  
mobik force in a central I w t i o n  to counter any 
Allkd or Russian threats. f he g m e  would no1 
up to the truc 'Great Powers'. 

I 

G m  Turn 9 (FtU 1941) This war thc turn:  
everyone had k n  waiting for. thc Ruwo-German 
War. rtre Germans. moving rapidly. were abk to 
hit and isolate an tntirc Russian army group in tht  
Balkans, thereby destroying it, whiie pinning the 
Russians all along their front in Poland. Mean- 
.while, the Italians b e p n  to redcplay to cover their 
territories and the Allks parsed, preferring to wait 
out their time and rebuild their forces further. 

1,Gnmc Turn 10 ( W h h  1941) The Italians again 
rd ,  although preparing to assume axupation 

I 
"~,cs in Bul$ari and Rumania. Meanwhile, the 
Germans drove the Russians out of most of 
Rumania and Southern Poland. Then the Allies 
m&, springing a surpriw invasion of Germany 
itstlf through the North Sea Coast, which was but 
thinly defended. The Allies had m a n a d  to 
accumulate the forces necessary for thk operation 
"' --refully pull~ng naval units out of 'L- 

rnrranean and bringing them to Bri! 

I 
where they combined with newly formed ground 
forces. In  a massive battle around Berlin involving 
wven separate die-roils. the German defense was 
+*,rhed. Meanwhile, the Russians helped pin 

In krge German forces in thc East. 

Gpmo Turn 11 (Spring 1942) The Ital 
attempted to send forcer northwards into u r -  
many in an effort to assist in the relief of Berlin but 

,were unable to intervene decisively. The Germans, 
unable to scrape up more than ahandfuloftrmps 

t to retrieve thtir capital, collapsed. With the fall of 
Berlin, the players, by mutual agreement, decided 
to end the game. 

The end of the game was purely by a$mmenl 
and based on the logical and obvious fact thal 

y could not stand againu the Allks a1 
..,hnically, however, Italy might actually 1 .,.. 
emerged.the winner. W t  were, afkr all, pfaying thc 
1939 scenario, which ends In Summer, 1942 
According to the individual victory conditionsfol 
that scenario, Italy needs tight objectives to win 
the game decisively. On the turn in which the game 
ended, Italy already possessed five obJEetivei 
(Rome. Milan, Ccnoa. Athens and Belgrade). P 
further five wtrc within two hexte of Italian-hclc 

itoty (Lyon, Marseilles, Budapest, Ploesti 
nbul), all but one of which werc compb 

I 
undefended. Now, given the existing Allied 
Russian dispositions at the cnd of the game . 
not irnpossi)le that Italy mhht  have grabbed a< 
Last four of these on the h s t  turn, and jus' 
possibly held at Last two against all comcrs. (Ir 

)int of fact thcrc would have k c n  few comn 
~rtlcuhrly in the case of Lyon and M ~ r s e i f h )  

I This would have given Italy seven objectives 
*nqugh for an unmiistic. though bgul tmtka  

tory. But the key point d the p m e  i s  that it iar  
i t .  In World War I 1  itoly was incapable o 
riving the collapnc of Germany. In mirdRrd 
, but only to the extent of t k  pmc's ariificia 
: limits - 

The Italian player has handled himself in a. 
much less questionable manner but still could 
have improved on his game to a great degree. The 
British raid which took Rome in one turn could 
and should have been prevented. While the ltalian 
really can't stop such raids it is fully within his 
power to limit their effectiveness. He should build 
all 6 replacement counters on the initial turn in 
and N W of Naplesas wellas ina  linedirectly south 
of the Adriatic beach. The beaches themselves do 
not have to be defended. This cheap deployment 
guarantees that Rome cannot be taken in one turn 
as happened to Mr. Nofi and insures that the 
British must invest in two offensive options if they 
are to attempt to take the city. It buys time for the 
Italian to transfer or build forces for his home 
defense and forewarns the German that his 
services may be required to the south in the next 
turn. The net result is a much more expensive raid 
for the British and one which the Axis can depend 
on defeating with regularity without leaving to 
chance a 1-1 desperation counter-attack. Fre- 
quently, the best course to follow against such a 
raid is purely defensive-letting the British player 
use his BRPs while you take advantage of the 
terrain. Offensive options should be restricted to 
necessary counter-attacks should Rome fall or the 
Allies have sufficient force and position to both 
take Rome and exploit around it. Otherwise, 
making sure you can always get a 2-1 on Rome 

, should it fall is satisfactoa and often means that 
: the British pIayer is wasting more BRPs in his 

attack than you are in defense of your homeland. 
I would also take exception to the statement 

: that Yugoslavia will always fall in one turn. I have 

1 yet to see the Italians take Yugoslavia against a 
competent defense in one turn without consider- 
able German assistance. Were it not the case, I 
would always take Yugoslaviaon the first turn and 
declare war on France in the second. However, 
usually 1 have to settle for an attrition option on 
the first turn against the Yugoslavs, giving them 
the coup de grace one turn laterjust in time for the 
1940 Year Start Sequence. Greece is not worth 
attacking at this stage of the game as its; conquest 
will take several turns and is best left until France 
has fallen. I would also caution against a pre- 
mature withdrawal from Libya. Although 1 agree 
that the ltalian stands little chance of making 
significant gains in Egypt, his presence in Africa 
causes problems for the British. If Libya is simply 
abandoned the British can take it with combined 
naval landings in one offensive option. lf 
garrisoned properly, the British player can be 
forced to expend many more BRPs on additional 
Offensive Options if he is to secure Libya. The few 
forces this requires are not needed all that much 
elsewhere to merit their withdrawal. One must 
give a certain amount of credence to the matter of 
keeping open all your options. lf Libya is 
abandoned, any later Axis moves to Africa will 
have to be amphibious assaults at the risk of the 
ltalian fleet. If Libya is maintained, strategic 
redeployments will always make troop transports 
h t h  safe and available. 

The matter of the ltalian trade ofa  turn's peace 
for Malta is an extremely interesting proposition 
and, on the surface a t  least, a highly enticing one. 
The major drawback to diplomacy in TRird k i c k  
however is that the game naturally foilows historic 
allinoe lines and deals are not enforced. There is 
nothing to prevent the British from reneging on 
their offer and holding on to Malta after the 
Italian turn has passed. In fact, 1 would be highly 
suspicious of any such offer unless the British 
player wanted still more from me on later turns. 1 
wonder why Isby actually withdrew from Malta. 
He had no reason to honor his bargain other than 
to get something more later on-probably a 

continued pledge not to attack France. The Italian 
player must be extremely wary of such offers 
because he does not have the punch to punish 
those who would stab him. His f o m s  are just large 
enough to make the all important difference a t  
certain crucial points in the game. Once those 
points have passed and Axis strength is on the 
wane the Italian's feelings can be cast aside with 
impunity. Italy is nothing without a strong 
Germany as Mr. Nofi so correctly relates. So if 
Germany is denied a fast kill in France noamount 
of double talk will win the game for the Italians. A 
snubkd  German certainly won't help you when 
it's too late for him to win the game,and without a 
strong German threat Italy can easily be dismem- 
bered. Therefore, any such diplomatic deals 
entered into should only be done after consulta- 
tion with the German. If nothing will be lost 
anyway, i.e. the Germans have no plans to attack 
France proper in 1939, then feel free to make the 
trade and maybe if you look gullibleenough while 
you're doing it the Allies will think you dumb 
enough to play for more and willactually give you 
what they've promised. But in general, beware 
Englishmen bearing gifts. 

The Russian player who benefited from the 
German mistakes in the Balkans is, nevertheless, 
subject tocriticism. I contest quite enthusiastically 
his premise that invasion of Turkey isa good idea. 
His rationale for the move is to gain BRPs, yet 
considering the time he will probably be able to 
hold it he is actually detracting from his B R P  
possibilities by such a move. Assuming his 
conquest takes two moves itwillcost him 40 BRPs 
plus losses taken against the Turks. Turkey is 
worth only 30-so unless the invasion is successful 
by the 1940 Yearistart Sequence the Russian can 
expect a net loss of 10 BRPs by the time. of 
Barbarossaplus whatever losses he has incurred in 
his attacks. In Spring, 1941 those 40 would be 
worth 52+ BRPs. These BRPs should be spent 
building forces in 1939 so 1940 will see a surplus 
and resulting gain in the BRP base for 1941. 
Turkey is a source of BRPs only so long as Russia 
can hold it. I t  is a prime target for Axis advances 
and often if thecampaign in the west is a short one, 
the German will precede Barbarossa with an 
attack on Turkey-motivated less by the BRPs 
than by the flanking position it affords against 
Russia. By knocking off the Turks early, the 
Russians are doing the Germans a favor by 
eliminating one of their own buffer zones. 
Furthermore, 1 doubt the wisdom of lengthening 
the Russian front by taking Turkey. A conserva-. 
tive Russian player who prepares his forces well 
will have just enough forces to defend in sufficient 
depth along the western border to prevent massive 
German breakthroughs. By stretching his re- 
sources to defend too much, he defends nothing. 
Although lengthening the front is usually consid- 
ered disadvantageous to the German, this is far 
less true this close to the Axis Minor Neutrals 
which can quickly supply fodder to fill holes. Only 
when the lines retract deep into Russia such that 
the German must tax his SR limits to bring up 
replacements d m s  a longer front favor the 
Russians. Otherwise, it is to the advantage of he 
who holds the initiative and at this point in time 
that should be the German: 

So much for errors of  theory-now for those 
of fact. The Soviet occupation of Eastern Europe 
costs not 10 BRPs but 25-asan Offensive Option 
must be paid for to enter the Baltic States. A Pass 
Option is not possible because you can't move 
across uncontrolled hexes in a Pass Option. 
Similiarly, an Attrition Option is out because 
there are no enemy units to attriteat the end of the 

- Con finued on page 20 
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1776 OPERATIONS 
Strategy Notes for Greene's Campaign in 1776 

by 
Jack Greene Jr., Simulations Director for 

Conflicr 

"We jighr. get k u t ,  rise, and fighi again" 
. . . Nathanael Greene 

One of the best features of 1776 are the mini- 
games whereby one can play an interesting and 
exciting game in a short period of time. This is a 
,feature that certainly does not appear in enough 
games on the market today, as not everyone can 
devote an entire afternoon to a game all the time. 

Greene's Southern Campaign Scenario (#3) is 
one that I constantly play and enjoy. There are 
several thoughts and strategies that I would like to 
present concerning it. There are four main sections 
that should be presented. They are, a general 
overview of the scenario, the basic strategy of the 
British player, the basic strategy of the American 
player, and, finally, a modified victory condition. 
It would k k s t  for the reader to set up the 
scenario before reading further. 

Greene's campaign is the prelude to Yorktown 
which would take place a year later. The entire 
idea of his campaign was to keep the rebellion 
alive in the Deep South. The essence of the 
campaign and presence of the British troops was 
to establish the iron rule of England in the south 
and then move upon Virginia and Maryland. 
General Greene's campaign prevented this from 
being accomplished. 

Statistically 1 feel that with the present victory 
conditions the British player will usually, at best, 
draw. I have witnessed one American victory in 
which there were approximately 5 American 
combat factors present on theentire board on the 
April turn with the British army largely intact! I 
would suggest a statistical average of victories as 
follows: American win 50%, British 20% with 
30% draw. 

This is particularly interesting in light of the 
fact that at the start of the game the British have 
the interior lines. Further, the British have 19 
combat factors versus 15 American combat 
factors, of which 3 of the latter must be released by 
a Continental unit going to Virginia. Overall, the 
American strength never rises more than 17 
combat factors, and if the British convert their 
magazine in Camden to a supply unit, the 
Americans are out-supplied 3 to2. The Americans 
have a slight edge in mobility with their movement 
factors of 8, but T o y  mounted militia numbers 2 
factors to the American I giving a slight but 
important edge here too. 

Turning to the basic British strategy Cornwal- 
lis has a twofold goal. He must protect his 
conquered territories plus move North and take 
Hillsboro. To do this, the best strategy is to 
destroy the enemy armies. Cornwallis has but five 
turns to do  this in and the Americans have the last 
move. If a city is Left uncovered to the American 
player all is lost. 

Cornwallis can usually expect the American 
player to split his force between the main army 
covering Hillsboro and threatening Camden and 
Morgan's force@) in the mountains to the west. 
Cornwallis shouid first convert the magazine in 
Camden and move it to Fort 96. Cornwallis then 
should concentrate his main striking force a t  0-18 
with 1 supply unit, the Tory unit in Georgetown, 
the main army, the Camden force, plus the 
mounted Tory unit from Fort 96. This gives one a 
total striking force of two mounted units, two 
regular Tory units, and nine British regulars. 
Tarleton's force will concentrate at Fort 96 and 
.wilIconsist of everything else. Strip the interior 
garrisons for they are needed during the opening 
turns. However, Fort 96 should always be 

garrisoned by one factor. Tarleton's force will not 
receive all of its strength until the January turn, 
but should follow as nearly as possible Cornwallis' 
original orders of, "If Morgan is still . . . any- 
where within your reach, I, should wish you to 
push him to the utmost . . . No time is to be 
lost . . . " 

Thereare three exceptions to the above. One, if 
the American deploys a force or forces tooclose to 
your armies than attack immediately. If Marion's 
force down near Georgetown remains there in the 
January turn, then it must be destroyed. Thirdly, if 
the American player deploys units in the Georgia 
swamp area, than these must be watched and dealt 
with. 

Returning to Cornwallis' main army, one has 
two options. One could attempt a force march 
over the river, without supply and engage the 
American main army. This is a potentially 
hazardous operation. It could blow thegame wide 
open on the December turn. The second option is 
to pursue and develop the campaign in North 
Carolina. Make excellent use of your Tory force. 
Smash any small groups you can, especially the 
American cavalry unit. Another upsetting move is 
to attack (and destroy) the American Continental 
unit heading North to release the Virginia militia. 
If possible, slip the Wilmington garrison into your 
main force or use it as  bait to bring an American 
force within striking range. If the Americanplayer 
offers battle, accept it and fight him. Though 
supply cannot force march, if you can catch an 
American force at a disadvantage, force march 
and attack. The British player has the strength 
to fight battles, but not the mobility to pursue. 
Therefore destroy those who venture too close, 
push the American's into the mountains or up 
North. 

What should happen is, assuming no impor- 
tant errors by the American player, Tarleton 
should be able to chase Morgan into the 
mountains. Do not pursue too lar, just keep him 
away from the lowlands. Cornwallis should be 
nearing the Virginia border. If you have been 
unable to catch and destroy the American army 
than concentrate at Hillsboro, possibly with the 
supply unit coming up from Wilmington, and 
light. Tactically, if you are present in a town 
needed for victory on the 5th turn with an 
American unit, one has no  choice but to frontal 
assault every time, unless one can totally "Psyche 
out" one's opponent. 

Decoy units can totally destroy the British 
game if Greene handles them well. Whenever 
possible send scouts to uncover odd forces of 
Americans wandering about before attacking 
them. The Tory cavalry is excellent for this. 

In sum, speed is the key. Push the Americans 
back and away, than cover your cities within 
enemy striking range so he must a t  least fight a 
battle to take them. Always be willing to engage 
the enemy. 

The American strategy is one of a Fabian 
nature. It starts on  the First turn when Greene sets 
up and can place, even then, Cornwallis on the 
horns of dilemma. The main force of Greene's 
must be placed on the northern side of the Yedkin 
(P-18). Marion's force should be placed on M-2I, 
Morgan's a t  L-9, the other militia unit at K-8. 
Here comes a decisive placement. One can either 
place the 2 militia factors somewhere up in the 
mountains or with Greene's force on the Yedkin. 
No matter what, a decoy should be placed with 
Greene's force. Combine units so that the enemy 

cannot figure out easily if a 3-8 militia is w l r u  

Morgan or a 1-8 (orevena 2-8)! Usually I prefer to 
keep the two rebel militia units together but it can 
surprise the British if two decoys and one actual 
unit are placed in the swamps of Georgia. There is 
a definite element of poker or a giant shell game 
here that must be totally exploited. Finally, one 
may want to give Greene's main force the 
capability, on wcasion, to split up and let the 
British guess which one is a shamand which one is 
real. 

Morgan's orders should be the same ones that 
Greene gave. They were, "This force (Morgan's) 
and such others as  may join you from Georgia you 
will employ against the enemy . . . either offen- 
sively or defensively as your own prudence and 
discretion may direct, acting with caution and 
avoiding surprises by every possible precaution." 
Remember, survive and than force march to  the 
enemy's towns. Ifyoucandefeata British force, by 
all means do so. But do not be baited into a trap. 

Greene's main force should retreat before 
Cornwallis if he should advance. Either retreat 
upon, or releasea force to raise the Virginia militia 
so that it may join your main army. Make sure 
detached forces can fend against a surprise by the 
Tory's cavalry. Bring in Marion's horse on the 
December turn. Possibly, you may wish to slip it 
to Morgan later in the game. Always stay a safe 
distance from the British, either ahead of them or 
on their western flank. As General Greene wrote 
to Henry Knox, "There are few generals that have 
run oftener, or more lustily than I have done. But I 
have taken not to run too far, and commonly have 
run as fast forward as backward, to convince the 
enemy that we were like a crab, that could run 
either way." The only force that may have trouble 
joining Greene's main army is Marion's infantry. 
Keep it alive and on the coast in that case as it 
becomes something else for Cornwallis to  worry 
about. 

One American strategy that I fault is where 
Morgan retreats northward, in the mountains, 
sometimes joining Greene. I feel that this strategy 
narrows the front that the British must cover 
unduly. Further it takes one away from the 
heartland of the South. 

To summarize, the American player must not 
be too headstrongand should bide his time. But he 
must also be ready to seize opportunitiesand keep 
the British player guessing. A general without 
discipline will throw his chance for victory away. 

One of the weaknesses of this scenario is in its 
victory conditions. 11 sometimes causes the 
American player to spread all his forces out and 
run for a town. To  repair this situation I'd like to 
suggest the following victory conditions. All 

.eliminated combat factors are worth one Victory 
point. The only exception to this are the mounted 
units which are worth two points each. Hillsboro 
is worth four points for either side having it. If 
both have units in it at theend, than the side with a 
2 to 1 margin of strength points gets the victory 
points for it. If none of these conditions are met 
than neither side receives points. If the Americans 
control or have units in any of the Deep South 
towns than they receive four points for each town. 
They only need to equal or outnumber the enemy 
troops present to receive the points. This victory 
point schedule tends to make an Americanvictory 
much harder than in the past. 
the tactical battles much more important. 
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en into this first attempt in a big way to help 
mote simulation gaming with a showplace 

raliof itsfollowing. It isourgoaltostimulate 
e hobby as a whole as well as promote 
eater mutual co-oneration within the in- 
stry itself. Over 200 military minded 
nufacturers and groups were invited to 
ticipate in ORIGINS I. Most of the true 
rgame oriented concerns have responded 

ith widespread support. We hope that in 
ure years othercompanieswill stepforward 
shoulder the burden of a national show in 
eir geographic region on a rotating basis so 

ers from all parts of the countrywill have 8 
nce to attend a national con and the hobby 
be promoted in the fashion it deserves. If 

ers receive the co-operation we've had in 
aniring ORIGINS I it should not bedifficult. 
ling this, I.G.B. may attempt to repeat in 

altimore in 1 978 but this is uncertain. Avalon 

nsor an extravaganza of this sort again for 
least several years. All of which goes to say 

should make every possible effort toattend 
IGlNS I as it may never be done again on 

Included in this issue are pre-registration 
r entrance, lodging, and the various 
ions to be held at ORIGINS I. You are 
carefully read all details contained 
d then mail the respective forms with 
or full payment ASAP. We have on- 
odging for only the first 550 pre- 

In addition, many of the activities 
olely to pre-registration and will be 

e not so pre-registered. Still 

d while trying not to 
we should mention 
preclude occupancy 

le at any one time on 
us. So one would be 
of gaining entrance 

t distance. Lastly, (but 
of view) we need the 
plan accordingly. 

Treadway Mohawk Inn 
1701 Rus~al l  St. 21 230 

Sheraton Inn 
Broedway & Orleans 

Stetler Hilton 
101 W. Fayette 21 201 

North Avenue Motel 
1 1 0  W. North Ave. 21201 

Holiday Inn 
301 W. Lombard 21201 S: 824.M): 0:  628.W 

Lord Baltbmore notel 
Hanover & Baltimore S: 824.W: 0:  828.00 

New Howard Hotel 
8 N. Howard 21201 S: 815.98: 0:  $20.80 

All these hotels are located in Baltimore within a 10 min- 
Ute bus trip of JHU. 

Snacks will beavailable for purchase in the 
Student Union and Cafeteria meals may be 
served at the dorms for an extra charge. 

THINGS TO SEE & DO 
Those of you traveling to Baltimore for the 

show may well want to make a week of it and 
plan a vacation around ORIGINS I.There are a 
wealth of places of interest within easy driving 
distance of Baltimore. The nation's capitol is 
less than an hour away and offers such 
attractions as the Library of Congress. 
Srnithsonian Institute, National Archives, the 
Pentagon, and even Watergate. Just a bit 
further in the opposite direction is 
Philadelphia: the Bi-Centennial city with the 
Liberty Bell and Independence Hall. Historic 
battlefields abound within easy driving dis- 
tance including Valley Forge, Gettysburg, 
Antietam, Appomattox, Harper's Ferry, 
Fredericksburg, Spottsylvania and 
Chancellorsville. The U.S. Naval Academy at 
Annapolis is a convenient stop on the way to 
seaside vacations in Atlantic City and Ocean 
City just 3 hours away. Richthofen's Warfans 
might wen want to visit Flying Circus 
Aerodrome in Bealeton, VA. 

One need not go that far afield to be 
entertained however. Baltimore offers tours 
through the US Frigate Constellation and US 
Submarine Torsk, Fort McHenry and famous 
Pimlico Racetrack (home of the Preakness). 
Other local points of interest include the Shot 
Tower, Edger Allan Poe's home, Washington 
Monument, Babe Ruth's birthplace, Walters 
Art Gallery, Peale Museum, Baltimore City 
Zoo, and Port Welcome cruises. Railroad buffs 
would enjoy touring the Camden Railroad 
station and the Streetcar Museum. Aild for 
the sports minded, major league baseball is 
available with our own Baltimore Orioles at 
home vs. the World Champion Oakland A's 
on July 19, 20 and 21st. us. California on the 
22nd and 23rd, and the Cleveland Indians on 
the 28th. 29th and 30th. 

COMPETITIONS 
The starting times for the various tour- 

naments have been staggered to allow for their 
varying lengths and to allow losers in early 
rounds to enter later starting events. In- 
volvement is the only way to enjoy a con- 
vention of this type so we hope you'll get into 
as many events as time will allow. A uniform 
hexagonal wall plaque has been designed for 
1 st place winnersof all 18 events at ORIGINS I. 
Valued at $35.00, these plaques will serve as 
first place prizes for all events in addition to 
whatever else the sponsoring company 
donates to the prize pool. In addition, we hope 
to have medals for finalists in- all events, 
courtesy of TAURUS, LTD. All events will be 
single elimination except those specified 
otherwise. 
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P.W.A.-AVALON HILL 600 TOUR- 

NAMENT: The biggest prize money event at 
ORIGINS I will be the A.H. tournament co- 
sponsored by the Professional Wargamer's 
Association. Although the fees are the highest 
of anv at ORIGINS I, discounts are available for 
~ ~ ' r n e r n b e r s .   hose wishing to join P.W.A. Ttr 
may do so by sending ~reasurer ~ l l a n  Edsell a 
check for $4.00 [yearly dues) to his 2630 
Forest View Dr., Antioch, TN address. Despite 
the entrance fee the ratio of average yield to 
fee expenditure is better for this tournament 
than any otherat ORIGINS I.Over $500 in cash 
and games constitutes the prize pool of this 
event. Besides the first place plaque, the 
winner will receive $1 00.00 cash. The runner- 
up will walk away with $50 while the 3rd and 
4th place finishers will manage $35 and $25 
respectively. 5th through 8th ptace will be 
good for $10 plus an AH game of their choice. 
9th through 32nd place holders will win free 
Avalon Hill games. 

Entrance will be both by pre-registration 
and open until 10 AM, July 26th up to a 
maximum of 128 entrants. Entrants may play 
any AH game they can agree on but the judges 
may adjudicate the game for a winner anytime 
after two hours of each round. Players must 
come prepared with a list of games they'll play 
in order of preference. Players then exchange 
lists and play the firstgame mentioned on both 
Lists. All lists must include AFRiKA KORPS. 
Sides are to be determined by die roll and 
scenarios by judges. Play is single elimination 
and may start either Friday night or Saturday 
morning in a divided first round. When you 
enter this tournament be sure to check a Friday 
or Saturday starting time. There are many 
advantages to starting Friday so if you can be in 
attendance that early we advise you to d0so.A 
Friday start will leave you much fresher 
Saturday morning for the 4 rounds scheduled 
that day. and should you lose your first round it 
will enable you to stan something fresh 
Saturday morning. 

RICHTHOFEN'S WAR DEMOLITION DER- 
BY: Sponsored by IGB and judged by Randall 
Reeddesigner of the game. Entrants will be 
divided into teams of 3 and loosed on a board 
from which there is no escape against a 
similarly matched team. Only 1 team may 
survive and only those members of the team 
not shot down may move into the next round. 
Pilots will be givencredit for kills gained along 
the way and may gain ace status as they 
progress. Survivors will be put into a force pool 
from which new teams will be selected; those 
with the most credited kills being put on the 
same team. Thus, a player who flys only to 
survive rather than attack will be stacking the 
odds against himself. When the field has been 
reduced to 6 pilots a true demolition derby will 
commence with the lasr man flying proclaimed 
the winner. AH those in the final heat will be 
awarded prizes. 81.00 entry fee. Open and 
Pre-Registration. 

INDIANAPOLIS 500 RACE: Statis-Pro 
sponsors this realistic racing tournament 
using their Indianapolis 500 game with the 
new 1975 driver ratings. This is a replay type 
game where you assume the actual rated 
capabilities of a driver and carat Indianapolis. 
This game is easy to learn so you could 
probably attend a pre-race briefing and be 
ready to go in minutes with a good chance to 
win depending on the car you draw. 
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PANZER LEADER MACRO GAME: 
Sponsored by IGB, the Panzer Leader tour- 
nament is something everyone can participate 
in without monopolizing all his time. Play will 
be broken into 4 'fronts' which will begin at 
different times during the convention. Each 
front will be composed of a maximum of 24 
boards, 24 Allied and 16 German players. 
Entrants will play 1 game and be given a point 
score for their performance based on objec- 
tives gained or held considering forces at their 
disposal. They are then free to participate as 
they wish in other events or can reenter the 
tournament at a different frontand time andtry 
to better their first score. Winners will be 
determined by point totals. Prizes will be given 
to top participants in each "front" plus the 
overall winner for the con. Entrance is 81.00 
per 'front'. Be sure to specify time. Open and 
Pre-Regisrration. 

WAR IN THE EAST: The Barbarossa scenario 
of SPl's popular monster game of WWII on the 
Eastern Front. Entry is $3.00 per player or 
59.00 for a 3.player team. The event will be 
officiated by AHIKS and consist of a single 
elimination bout with a maximum of 4 games 
going on the opening day. Those who like 
Campaign Game, multi-player, subordinate 
commander games should enjoy this. Field is 
limited to 24 entrants; Pre-Registration only. 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: The fantasy 
craze sweeping the midwest is co-sponsored 
by IGB and Tactical Studies Rules. To be run by 
either (or both) Brian Blume or Gary Gygax 
(creator of D&D). This event will tK run similar 
to the PANZER LEADER Macro aames. Each 
trip into the "dungeon" will be irnited to 15 
individuals. The survivors of the group which 
claims the most booty will be considered the 
winners and each will receivea prizefromTSR 
from their line of fine miniatures rulebooks. 
One individual from that group will be selected 
as the individual winner of the plaque. You 
may take as many trips as you wish. Fantasy 
gaming is something you really need not know 
a lot about. A good imagination will carry you 
through. A g o d  event for beginners. Open & 
Pre-Registration. 

FOOTBALL STRATEGY: Sponsored by 
Avalon Hill. A seeded event with a maximum 
field of 64 players with 1 hour rounds. Among 
the participants will be Thomas Shaw, 
designer of the game, and Rich Chdnicki and 
Don Greenwood, past winners of the Avalon 
Hill Football League Super Bowl. Prizes 
awarded to the top 4 places. Pre-Registration 
only. 

BLUE & GRAY: A tournament utilizing all 4 
games of SPl's new quad system: ShiJoh. 
Antietam, Cemetery Hill, and Chickarnauga. 
Play is in single elimination rounds of ap- 
proximately 2 hours each. Officiated by AHIKS. 

-#Entry fee is $1.00. Both Open and Pre- - ,  

$ Registration. 

WOODEN SHIPS & IRON MEN: A naval 
tournament utilizing 2-4 ships per player in 
single elimination, one hour rounds. Play is 
quick and simple in this excellent game by 
Battleline Publications utilizing simultaneous 
movemant. Entry fee is 81 .OO wirh both Open 
and Pre-Registration. A $50 1st prize 
supplements the customary plaque offering. 

IMPERIALISM: Flying Buffalo, Inc. will 
conduct a tournament in IMPERIALISM, the 
game of fleets and armies, colonization and 
exploration, pirates, storms and sudden 
changes of fortune. This game simulates the 
age of sail when heros would discover new 
worlds, and exploit them for the benefit of the 
homeland. A multi-player game, as many 
rounds will be played as necessary to 
determine a winner. The champion gets frea 
game besides the 1st place plaque while 
finalists get an official Flying Buffalo T-shirt. 
Entry fee is $3.00. Open & Pre-Registration. 

ARMOR MINIATURES: This event is spon- 
sored by IGB and run by the JHU Historical 
Simulation Society. Entry will be by pre- 
registration only and be limited to 16 three 
man teams. The first round will be single 
elimination and split into twa starting times 
with heats beginning at 1 and 5 PM Saturday. 
Winners will advance to the second round to 
be held at 9 PM. The winners of this roundwill 
battle for the championship in the final round 
Sunday morning at 10 AM. Entry fee is $2.00 
per individual or 86.00 per team. Be sure to 
indicate which starting time you wish on the 
pre-registration form. 

ORIGINS OF WWLI: Sponsored by IGB in 
honor of Origins 1. Actually, a good game for a 
tournament as it is multi-player and can be 
played in 1 hour rounds. Scoring will depend 
on number of entrants. If 1 9 or less, it will use 
the point system described in Vol. 11, No. 4 of 
the GENERAL. If 20 or more, it will be single 
elimination with winners advancing into a 
game of all winners. Side determined by lot. 
$1 .OO fee. Open and Pre-Registration. 

DEALERS 
Although more dealers will probably be 

added between now and the Convention the 
following list includes all those who have paid 
the necessary fees and should be in atten- 
dance: Game Designer's Workshop, Conflict 
Games, A.H., S.P.I., Lou Zocchi Games, 
Wonderful World of Games, Battleline 
Publications, Taurus ttd., ISTC and Attack 
Waigaming Association, Flying Buffalo. Inc., 
Rand and Statis-Pro. Among those who'vs 
indicated they'll be in attendance but have not 
yet finalized financial arrangements are SDC, 
GHO and JagdPanther Publications. In ad- 
dition, there will be a Combined Exhibit booth 
where products of those unable to attend will 
be available for sale. 

DIRECTIONS 
Those arriving by plane should take the 

limousine service from the airport to 101 W. 
Fayette St., walk to Baltimore St. and from 
there a taxi or Bus No. 11 to John Hopkins. 
Greyhound Bus travelers should take Bus No. 
10 to 29th St. while those arriving on 
Continental Trailways should go to Baltimore 
$7. where they'll board Bus No. 11 to JHU. 
Train passengers should also board Bus No. 1 1 
on North Charles St. which passes JHU. 

That about sums up the convention 
rundown. We hope to see you in attendance if 
you can possibly make it. Those playing in the 
SPI, M A - A H  500, Battle Line. and Football 
Strategy events should bring theirown games. 

DIPLOMACY: Sponsored by Games *A*** 
Research, Inc. The multi-player classic game 
of all time. Open and Pre-Registration limited 
to 49 entrants. Top 7 finishers will advance to SERIES REPLAY Conrinued.from Puge 20 

final game. Diplomacy games to 2nd and 3rd 
place finis hers. Like all events with Open of is a nullity and we should congratulate Mr. lsby 
Registration, Diplomacy will accept entrants for takifig advantage of  the situation as i t  was 
until the maximum field is full or until the offered to him. 
tournament begins. In all, this game was played only moderately 

well. The best olavers or a t  least those most 
DIORMAS: Judged by Jay Hadley of the 
Military Figures Collector's Association. Fee is 
$1 .OO and the event is open to registration 
throughout the show. Actually not a diorama 
contest, judging will be on the basis of 
presentation of the best miniature army. 

This completes the list of competitions 
scheduled for ORIGINS I. In addition, therewill 

. . 
accustomed to the game system, were cast in the 
role of the Allies which i s  unfortunate. The Axis, 
especially the German player, is working on a 
strict time schedule. One missed move may never 
get a chance to be made up. Therefore, the Axis 
side should generally be played by the more 
competent players-at least until a considerable 
degree of proficiency has been reached. 

20th CENTURY TACTICAL SHOOTOUT: be open gaming, videotape, miniatures, and caRt of characters: 
SPl's tactical trilogy: Sniper, Tank and Patrol. computer game demonstrations plus a series Germany. ....................... .Lee Euler 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Same particulars as those described above for of World War II movies to fill any vacant hours. Ib ly . .  A1 Nofi 
........................ Blue & Gray. We also hope to have shows put on by the 5th Britain.. Dave Isby 

........................ MD Light Infantry and the Maryland Medieval France John Pmdoa 
SPI NAPOLEONICS: Napoleonic era event Mercenary Militia on the college grounds. Soviet Union Lennr Glynn .................. 
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Letters to the Editor ... 
G t m n  dtfmw which minimiztn thc pmpcet ofa 
sudden win through luck alone is preferable 

You guys are incredibk! Evcn whtn you win 
e ht! I refer to thc Nov.1 Dcc. Geoeral, whiih, 
t k  way, 1 received on December 31. 
The first two mniclcp. -Pi= bv Pim". and 

btcaux it will m u i  in B gam dticnnintd largely 
bv the balance oferrors on both sides. as sum in^ 
cvtn 1st ink playcrs of cqusl abilily, a ddcn; 
similar to mine wi l l  maximize the influence of 
crmrn in pughing German  charm^ loward at kagl 
a S J O  cham to win. To put it another way, the 
plnycr with the inherent didvnntapc should 
always l r ive to rumplirorc the situation so that 
the man who p l~ya thc bestgum is morc likdylo 
win. And that is why D-hyisagreatdassicgame. 
tt tencheayou how tomk'thc wrong mowat lhc 
right time." 

b@thatwithrhchighesttotalsmre;intheevtntofa 
tie,a pl~yoff would be held. 1 ~bould think that the 
winning club could be assured of having its 
triumph publicized in the GENERAL wining i t  

progrrags tht cavalry may begin attacking weak 
units which have been left unguarded. Bythii time 
the morale should bt  in your favor. I f  not, you 
might try lo send one or two fast ~aralry units 
around the Perrim flank to trv to cantwe the 

o d  Situation 13" mrc wberb: ~on~ratu la-  
They alone should have earned thin ifisw a 

arealm two thing8 thatshouldcarnit a 
UR: 

a) SOMEBODY fouled up an othtrwie 

p r ~ &  and new mcmbcrs. 1 suggestanrntraA 
fee to the tournament oiabout $15fortheteam.all baggsgc camp which hw pr&bly bcm lcft 

unuuardcd. This ia a riskv nmcedure and will of which would go l o  p&cr, which could bc cash 
or in the formof inscribed tmphiesforeachplayer. 

Plerrse do not wnd mny money until wt have 

alkntarticle by forgetting to Gll us the ~crrnmn 
I refer ur Parablitz. which would. bv the wav. pr&bly lemve you with& h u n i t ~  with whiih 

to conqucr Darius. 
5 0  what'a & o m  OF Alex3 infantry and 

Misslc unitu?" You might ask. 
Well, his miggle unit8 arc backing up hip 

phalanx in lhe~r crucial attack against the Persian 
l i r e  A& for the infantry. thcy are bafikally 
standing in e w e  to till any gap leR incither the 
phahna or the cavalry flank. 

Thc wond most common Persian lormution 
is the " w k  flmnk." I f  your opgonent u r n  this 
formation you will h v t  w changc your strategy 
somewhat. Inatead of running your phalanxdown 
t k  side or the h t r k r ~ l d  run i t  dimtly down thc 
antcr. Divlde your cavalry in halfand p i t i o n  it 
on both flank6 to protect your phalanx. Whtn 
using this strategy you must strive to achieve a 
major break in the enemy l i w  early in the game or 
suffer thc tfftcts of complete tnvelopmnt by 
enemy. foms. (Both OF t k  gtrategier allow 
maximum prticipation of the Maadonian 
phalanx, which is the m t  important factor in 
winning the game.) 

Rcgardk of what siratqy you usc you 
ahould always keep your line intact,and not Bi l to 
utilize any opening in your opponcntg line whiih 
could lead you to victory. 

I n  conclusion, 1 wollld lib to ask all game 
desianen to return to the matinn of caw-wolsv 

robably been better OK in a dijferent kg& 
, (If you arrnY a Parmrblitz freak, 16 

t is a lit* too much) 
gain a good article was spailed, by a 
error this t im. I'm gtill not quite surt 
hat happened to'% Southern Gumbit" 

s Rear ms 1 can tell, ont ofyour proofmdcrs 
h: a) keelhauled b) thrown to thelionsc) 
d) all thc abwt . . . takt your pick. 
!l this, 1 am stiU forced to commend you 
well done. You- bcttcr than aoything 

scttlcd tht details withclubs txp&ingintertst in 
the idea. Would Avalon Hill be Dremred to lend David Roberts 

Houllon. Mail# its mrne to the comptition: i k ' ~ v n 1 o n  Hill 
Ttam Champiowhip 1975'? I n t c ~ k d  club 
should inform me by June 1st so we can get the 
tournament started. And yes! The Plational 
Games Club would expM to win!. 

Nicholaa Palmer 
Lehwldwej 3. 8g 
DK - 2800 Lyngby 
Denmark 

I'm B fan of your fine gnme. Rlrhrof@n's War. 
and rcantly whik phying it, 1 had one of the 
planes rworced into a glide from suffering too many 
bib, as pcr tournament game rule V 6  (d), 
accumulated damage. 

Admittedly. it is an ad van tag^ to know ahead 
of tbme whetheryourpkne or youropponent's qU 
glide, for thin will allow you to u~ a plant with a 
Brcattr chum of e m p  against a superior plane, 
e-g.. a Fokker Dl7 or Spud 13. But howdmone 
ligurc out i f  a certain plant will glide? 

To figure this out, I devised the CoUow~ng 
lormula: 

0+24Mn-Mi)=H 
whcrc D equals damge, Ma cquals maximum 
apeed. Mi equnl~ minimum ~pccd, and H cquais 
hit% left. 

Bur what doeg ail this mcan? Simply that i f  
hall the damage factor minus the dinerem in 
spmd  equal^ a positivt number(H) thc pane will 
glidc alter D-H hhund will haw H amount of hits 
M eftom being shot down. 

To ux thc formul& take the pcrlimnt 
inrormation from the ACC or AACC, put in thc 
formula, being surt to round D+Z DOWN, and 
you will know whether or not the plnne glides. 
Ahn Carlaon 
Mpls.. Minn. 

Ed. Note: After considerable correspondence 
with Mr. Rlmer. Avalon Hill haa aartcd to 
offcially recrrgniee the winner of his event as the 
International Ttam Beardgaming Champion. 

krhapg tht Gtrman OB should have "been 
wn from a revolvinr? drum." M Q Y ~  then we'd 

m m b c d  to i&ludlude it with tihe article. The 
Ey intended Germmn force conskted o t  one 
m,thretSecurity, twoRifk,two Wagons, I 

,three Sdkfz 2341 1,aoe Stuh 42, one GW 
two Wirbkwina, onc Lynx, three 

Panther, two Heucrs and a 
Ut t k r t  in a saner way. The German 
Id be given one Recon Bn and 310 

i n k  He may choost any units he wisbea 
points, except that he is limited to the 
d in one set of counters, and only one 
For those not satisfed with the Rugsian 

bles, simply give thc Russiao player 310 
ese may be divided betwccn the 

the attack lo rn  inany way desired. 
ttnck forceenfersontbewe~ttdge of 
any turn at the Russian player's 

n. And for those who have been unablc to 
't. k t  r = a ckkwiae shi i  and I = a 
k k n k  shift where north = I1 d c h k .  
bmrd mnfiguration is: 

1 rcantly purchased a copy of Akxander r h t  
Grror, mnd can truthfully my that AH has doneit 
again. Thc game is dcfinitcly fmt rote. Thc cane of 
play, excitement level and realism, are nearly (not~simplc) pmes, whicha~eenj~~abk, Lhile'sti 

maint~ininn m hich & m e  of accuracv. Such i~ i&rnperabk. ~heshongamt lcngthi~aweleok 
rclitf from the t w d a v  monskrs which haw 
become so prevalent in- warpming circks, The 
compnentn and rulebook are a l~o  excclltnt. 

The major "kc t '  mogt garners will haw 
concerning this game is play balance. The 
Mdon , i aw  are greatly outnumbered by the 
Ptrsinn in both infsntly and cavalry. t k  lstltr 
makina ~t almost im~mib le  for the strona 

B r e  Hooke 
Marietta. Georgia 

~d-on ianphalnnx to'gain the timenece~~ry 
sucoesfulh da i rw  the Persian moralc. 

 he& in &me hope. however. for the 
multitudes of wargarners who Ihrivc on being the 
underdon. and corninz h c k  to defemt a stntistical- 

Mr. Bcymak Wov.-Dec. letter a~ lys ing the 
&Dq' beach defenses pr rmt td  in the May- 
Junt imw s~mks  acutelyb ~~vcca l  points. His 
attack apinst my Brittany dcfcn6t in mmrginally 
superior to Greenwood's in his p r a t r w p r  
phcement and in SACing Loricnt ingrtad of Brest. 

1 would prefer Beyma's Normandy attack 
against tht Sinigeglio d t f c n ~ ,  but 1 think even 
Greenword's &lais attack has a better than W% 
chanfc to win against the Sinigaglio defense, and 
certainlv better than tht k v m a  Bkay attack. 

ly superior fom. First of all, i t  is neessary lo 
realii that the key to winning ALEX with the 
Maadoniana iu in k ing ablc to fully u t i l k  thtir 
powerful phalanx. b n d l y ,  i t  is impartant to 
understand thc Persian battle formation. Thcrt 
are two basic Persian Formmtions which I call the 
"cavalry fhnk"and the "weak flank." Thc"cava1ry 
f ink"  simply involves placing m a t  of your 
cavalry on tht flanks of the Ptnian infantry and 
PersianGreek phahnx. This formation is, in my 
opinion. tht strongest ovcrsll Ptrsien pct-up. Yhc 
otherwmmon~criian~t-up.is the "weakhk." 
Thia involva minor groups of cavalry on each 
k n k  (113 per tlank) with the remaining mvalry 
either in front of. or khind t k  phmlanx. This 
formation isgenerslly tbe weakerofthe twotypm. 

To combat the Rrjian "cavmlry flmnk" a 
slightly unorlhodox proadme is wud. Mcrtly run 
your strong Mamdonian phalanx down one side 
of thc h t t k r ~ l d  with your entire cavalryfom on 
the "opcn" ilank. Granwd. this plan is not 101% 
Fml-proof. I f  your cavalry protection is broken 
prcmaturtly, the Ptrnian horde willcome rushing 
in behind the phalanx, crushing AkxandtN plam 
for world wnquegt. To h n  this probability. 
havt your phalanx attack tht flank containing the 
stronger cavalry form. I f  the Persian ravalry l&s 
to avoid your onrushing phahnx by cutting in 
Front of i t  the laws ofchance dictate that rwa of 
tht group won't makc i t  and willinstcadhc~ught 
in m me& between two op@ng juggermuis. 

Your *o'opcnm flank in tht mcantimc, will be 
having quite a time trying to defend itselfapinst 
an onslauaht el  Ptnian iavelinmtn. horn archers. 

We might also point out that the Northamow 
Situation I S  of"Beyorwl Situation 13" should be C inting W  degree^ to the left. 1.e.. Bomrd 2 ghould 
northernmost, with Route 61 running north 

Dtar Mr. Gmwood. 

I mm quite impregsed with Larry McAneny's 
'Pitas e l  Pantcrb1itz"artick. t r k s a n i c k  has. 
in my opinion, three outstanding futures: I )  a 
helpful, demiled unit analysis, 2) reader partkip- 
tion, and 3) delightful wit. Thig ~ i & ~  attack Fails more t b a n ~ ~ g d t h t t i m  

kcausc in Exchange. Sinigagliog 34-3 in Nantes 
immediately counttr-attacks Bcyma'6 remaining 
3-3-3 in La Rcchelk witha33%cham to wim the 

The unit-by-unit consideration has augment- 
td my undtrstanding of the Rnzcrblitz system 
and has ma& me a better opponent. Most helpfu1 
wcrt Larry'~ oornmenw on how specik units m y  
be used in combination to incmsc tbeir effective- 
ncw. k i ng  more a veternn of games like 
Stalingmd and Bulge, 1 had ncvcr m l y  compm 
hcnded the manifold intrbmcies of Plrnzerblirr. 

After reading half way into Larry'sanalysia.1 
h g n  tosctivcly p r t i c i p t t  with hi6 commentary. 
Before reading hi ideas, I would examine the unit 
counter. m k t  my o m  judgments. and thcn 
comparenotes. By the time I'd finished thearticle, 
1 f t l le subtkcommunion with thcauthorasd the 
units. 

And finally, Larry's wit kept the writing 
aliv-frcc from the usual "pcholarly dmg." I all 
the mdcr's attention to quips such as tht re- 
naming oF"HorniswM to Nashom, and t k  idea of 
good sportsmanship on the pn of s survivina 
victim of an overrun attack. Exquisite humor1 

Unlikt many o t k r  bobbies of the type. 
rprning has not =en a greet deal of rutained 
m compttition so far. As w a r g a m  ormnkr  
the British National Games Club. 1 should be 

o arrange a teamtournament 
give the numcrous wargam- 

a c h a w  to tent their abilities against 
r. Thia would add another inttrcgting 

=ion to the hobby, cnabk clubs te get into 
ct with others in what might be the start of 
far-reachingcooperation. and add a phsant 
of lemm rivalry W t k  usual pleasure o i  

Allied inva~ion. Cireenwood'; Biscay at& is 
marginally btttcr, auoeccding txactly 9% of the 
time. 

But Granwods Calaii attack has a 55% 
chan~e to pemncntly capture tither Caki or 
Boulogru. and even i f  every other Allied 1st 
invasion attack faiM, this would probably 
fortdoom Gcrrnmn chances to handk the 2nd 
invasion, especially with pwinvarion SAC. Thus 
Grctnwmdk c h n m  at Calais are considerably 
better than 5542, but 1 think that a Normandy 
attack is cum ktter, rrs i t  rvas historically. 

The Allies havt a IOD$b chance to hold 
Cherbourg at Norwndy, and altbough Cher- 
bourg is by no means as Fatal to Gcrman c k n c s  
as Calak andlor Boulogne, i t  mnainly wuldn'l 
help, especially i f  the Allied attackn at Cam 
andlor Baycaux sucmed 55% of the time as Mr. 
Beyma correctly ankea them. 

Against Ifit rate prb.1, I would a m  that the 
Sinigaglio defenae iapmhbly btttcrthantvtnmy 
improved dtfenst. However 1st rate pk.v is 
extremely rare, even among 1st ralcp,lqwrs. lnthc 
prtfinurt of tournament competition I wouid 
heaitate l o  my that I havt ewraccn I n  rare phy. 
Thus to me, Im rate play isnot anabsolutccrittria 
for dtttrmining the begt defense. The strictly 
pracntagt playcr mkaeg fundnmentai elements of 
the game. 

Errors of one sort or another are always 
prcssnt in tournawn1 competition. For this 
reawn in a game situation such as D-Day. n 

playing AH mmc. by mail with top-flight oppo- 
L t i .  

1 am open to sugtstions on thc organization 
o f l k  tournament but my provisionaIpmpmal L 
Ihia: Anyclub or group of playen may enter t k  

rnamtnt, provided that they can between them 
ZgsmesoIpachofthe AH games ntillcurrrnt 
playable by 2 playera by mail; thus, for 
ncc the new Anzio would bt  included. but the 
ChnreNorsviIlp would not (too difficult 

EM), nor would O~&IIU (a 5-player gamc). ( I  
mt that mmi clubs would have mo~t  of the 
games in print: any missing could bc quickly 

, inod before the tournament gtltrfed). I n  Ihc 
w e  of Panaerblire. I s u m  that "Situation 13" 

acd:inothtrpmes withdierent rmnarior thc 
ting cluh couId discuss which to w. 

ub would play ej., two of the other clubs, 
each game once with cach side, allpmes 

chariots, and cavalry. Therefore, Akx's cavalry 
shouki rlowlv fall back. buvinn t k  a l l - i m m n t  P W  extend my congratulations to Larry 

McAneny for an entertainingly informative 
prestnlation. I'd love to soc morc likt it. 

time necessaj for the phalkx. At the beginning 
of tht battk it in bat  to movt the Mmdonian 
cavalw to a ~osition one hex awav from the 
oncoming ns8ault nnd await mn atrack. O m  the 
first attack cornea. thecavalrvshould fall back two 

Jcffrty Psul loner 
Vista, CA 

hexen and rcgroub into a new line because mt the 
start of the h t t k  the atmker will haw no rrwralt 
advantage over the &lender, and falling b c k  
helps p m e m  his units: buying t im .  As thcbattk 

Ed. No*: You will! L s r r y b r m o f o u r v e r y ~ h l  
pop(@ and LP Iq)wNl, 51 rmk on onorher e x t m -  
1paRfa. 
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RWE4 BUYER'S GUIDE 

TIM: PANZER SUBJECT: Tactical Warfare on the Western 
LEADER Front; 1944-45 

PANZER LEADER is the 15th game to Completeness of Rules. Game Length rs only 
undergo analysis m the REG and managed to an average ratlng of the 20 scenarios and as 
attain the best cumulative rating (2.60) at- such shouldn't be consrdered seriously. A 
talned thus far despite failing to post the best game can range from 20 minutes to 4 hours 
rating for any of the indlvldual categories. An depending on the scenario chosen. 
across the board performance In which it reted 
no worse than 5th in  at1 but one category 
accounted for its best.wer Ease YOU' objective ratwas hawe confirmed our 

' 

Vmerstandlng category was the sole e~p=tstions that PANZER LEADER 1s among 

exception (and an understandable one con- the best new of recent years, 

slderinp the cornplex~ty level of the game). 
ranking 13th 

WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 
results can b considered like this: Anything 
under 2.00 is  pretty dam fantastic. Scores ranging 

The game proved especially strong in the from 2.3 are excellent while 3's mutt h con. 
areas of Play Balance, Excitement Level. and ridered g d .  4 through 4.5 would be wnriderad 
Overall Value where it placed second to fair, with the upper half of the 4.5 mmbinatim 
RICHTHOFEN'S WAR and PANZERBLITZ conridsrsd poor. 
respectively It would be interest~ng tosee how 
srster game PANZERBLITZ would fare In a 
follow up RBG with the more sophisticated 
players of today as opposed to those of 1972 1. 
who performed the l i rs l  REG. The Components 2. Hapbad 
ratlng probably suffered from the absence of 3, 
clips and ptastlc lray previously considered 
standard fare in  the bookcase series. Others 4' 
were probably d~sappo~nted that the aom. 5. 
ponents were not exact match-ups for linkage 6. 
with PANZERBLITZ although 80%ef the game 7- RW(~SR. 
is compatible with its predecessor. Next 
~ssue's DESIGN ANAYLSIS column will be 
dedicatd to an explanation of these changes 9. O V ~ I I  Valu 

, and improving on the already gcad rating for 10. 

@hlD%m@~ B@x 
ALEXANDER THE GREAT: 
Q. Darlus IS in  a hex w ~ t h  a Class B unit wh~ch 
IS forced to retreat but unable to due to hex 
"stacking" limltatlons. Is Darius el~minated 
along with the class B unit or can he move lo 
the fully "stackad" hex bcause he IS a class C 
unit and hence not subject to stacking l im~ts? 
A. Darlus can escape to the adjacent her. 

0. Can archers flre offens~vely during the 
Defensive Missile phase even if not attacked? 
A. Yes 

Q. Suppose an AV situation is altered by 
defensive miss~le f~ re  alter units have ad- 
vanced through the AV hex; what hawens to 
these units7 
A. This situation cannot occur. The defender 
must slate that he IS committing defensive fire 
to the hex to alter AV Odds before movement 
lolo the hex or forever hold his peace. 

Q. Which units compose the 1st Phalanx 
described on Pg 14. 3rd paragraph? 
A. Coenus and Craterous 

a. Csnthe Skirm~sher rule be reversed sothat 
frlendly unlts may mwethrough them instead 
of vice versa? 
A. Yes 

a. Supposes phalanx attacks cavalry and gets 
a melee-must thecavalrycounterettackeven 
though ~t can't hurt the phalanx-or 16 11 
eliminated? 
A. It must counterattack but all unfavorable 
results agalnst the phalanx are ignored. The 
melee must he continued until broken by a 
non-melee result with unfavorable resuln 
counting against the cavalry. 

Q. Spcb l  Units rule #J states thal opposing 
Army Cummundcn nllllil) cach othcr'hcflcc~ and 
consequently only the Firvl die roll count*. Does 
thir npply tu mornk tnblca to bc uwd also'! 

A.  No 11 permlnr to die rolls only. 

AFRIKA KORPS: 
Q. In rclcrcncc to rulch # I  nnd U 5  under 

c:bpturc: nl:ly an unckconcd supply unit mobc by 
en cncm? uncxorlcd supply unit a, longnr i t  doer 
nut hlop adjamnt 10 I? 

A. Ye.;. 

FRANCE 1940 

0.  Suppose a German 7-6 attacks two Br~tish 
1-8 units whlch are on d~fterent hexes at 7-2 
odds w ~ t h  only one Close Support A~rcraft 
Element Does the German get the benefit of 
the -2 against both hexes? 
A. Yes, and the same logic can be applied to 
attacks on rnultlple hexes where forests and 
rivers are concerned-an sddit~on or subtrsc- 
tlon necessitated by the terrainof any defend- 
Ing hex carries wer to the other defenders In 
the battle. 

0. If the German exlts oul-of-supply unlts off 
the south edge do the French match h ~ m  wlth 
equal forces or forces equivalent to their half 
strengths? 
A. Equal forces 

Q. If an Allied unit in  a fortification attacks an 
adjacent German unit with a CA result, do- 
the Allied unrt get lhe bensfit of the fort while 
defend~na? 
A. No 

Q. Do AII Land~ng units needsupplies toattack 
and move at lull strength? 
A. Mol on the first lurn of their use; yes 
thereafter. 

MIDWAY 

Q. Can anv~ l  attacks be made from the stern, 
A. No-only the bow. 

11. Can the Japanese abort R raid on Midway 
after seelng U S, fighter cover? 
A. N-although fl~ghts can be aborted over 
fleets, the append~x~squiteclear indemanding 
that launched raids on Midway be carriedout. 

a. Assume surface combat lasts longer than 
four turns. What happens to any new forces 
entering the square where the combatan~are 
held In combat7 
A. They enter the battle from the last row of 
rectanglesand maneuver from there normally 
Once in the same zone the two forcec hemmr 

Richthofen Cunlin~wd frum Pggp 11 

aftcrthcballoonquickly and nolwastcany timcas 
time is on the aide o l  the deknder who can pick 
away at the attack~ng plam sumcssfully and Ihc 
attacker cannol aflord to engage in dogfighting 
for any appreciable length of time. 

Though the Campian Gamc i a  an attraclivc 
possib~lity. the various scenarios saem to me to 
offer the mosl practical playing opportunities as 
they can be playcd in onc sitling. Thcy also offcr 
perhaps the best opportunity in any game for real 
multi-phycr play since every playcr hasa more or 
ksv equal tooting -it's not just a situation where 
olhtr players arc assigned subordinate roles. 
shulflingaroundafew piecesandgenerally gettlng 
underfoot when there's something really impr t -  
ant to bc dunc. Thcrc arc no compltx levels of 
command and the ban on discussion during play 
helps prevent lengthy delays while strategy is 
planncd and spccific tactiut dctails are hashed 
over in private. Th~aivdl thecase with othergames 
because Ihe scopc iseithertoovast or the number 
o l  piecca too grcat lo allow thc individuals any rcal 
equaluy when it comes to really being involved in 
the play of the game. A game such as the 
Campaign Game ~r jus t  aagood for a multi-player 
aitualion though much longer; howvcr, il is 
superlor lo other games when thereore more than 
a couple players and extended play h desired smce 
the rut complications and sheer numbers of 
picccs and lidctorb to bc kcpt undcrconaidcration 
ohen make 'campaign' games more cumhersome 
than thc basicphying would rtquire.Thia isnol to 
u y  thal xuch games are doomed to failurn. I only 
wish to emphasize thcvery simple ye1 challenging 
leve1oimult~-pkycr wrgamlng that can bc found 
in RICH THOFEN'S WA Rdespite the somewhat 
less popular situation which air combal seems to 
k. 

cncmy poinls cannol cover the recon!slrafing, 
bombing you'vr done. Fur thih rcason, rathe 
than tack on some sorL 01 alt too brief analysis o 
txlend lhis discussion iurlhcr (when in bct  man, 
may not care lo play Ihe Campalgn Game even i 
they enjoy the shorter play of the scenarios). 1'1 
tcrminalc my articlc hcrc with jusl n lew Cina 
words concerning the overall attitude which I'v 
acquired arter having played and looked over thi 
game for quile o number of month%. 

While l've praised the game for its short 
concise qunlily and rcry basic ycr cnjoyablc kue 
o i  play. I cannot recommend this game tc 
everyone with the same assurance that onc miph 
recommend othcn that they have enjoyed Ths 
topic is not always popular and there is the ver 
restricted range of dcciaions which many do cnjo: 
and which makes gamadillerent lrnm playing t( 
sitting. HICHTHOFEWS WAR tends to breal 
into predictable pattern5 a i k r  a rhi lc bccaur 
you'll Icarn [hat certain things do not work ant 
cannol be disguised or converted into olhe 
strategies in the way some landgamescanbtcaus 
of the number or picma and aizc 01 the boarr 
involved. acEisions in RICHTHOFEN'S W d i  
have a way of haunting you for a number of turn 
and often bringing the game to a rapid clima) 
ahcad o l  whal you might haveplanned.This tend: 
to make the game too simple on the one hanr 
bwausc [hcrc arc not [hat many things toconside 
or the really involved playing combinations, anr 
too tough on Ihc other because it is hard to saw 
youraclf Imm a muly poor move as Lhere aren' 
renervea 01 pieces to move into a breach. elc 
Because Ihegame has no'frunt'and noprcdlctabk 
defensive j offenswe dislinctionr; except as pro 
vided by the characteristics of the planes and thr 
requirements or a scrnario lor onc playcr tr 
accomplish a misslon (he an attacker) while thr 
otllerdelendu, it is harder toestablisha flow in thc 

Specific analysis of the Campaign Game seems 
to me bzttcr k l t  to somc othcr lime since there is 
morc to i t  than just balancing and tirn~ng attacks 
and kccping something in reserve. There are 
elements of combined atwcks whcrc morc than 
one mission is flown at the same lime and where 
onc must rccvaluale Allied thinking since there is 
n prolonged combat situntlon [hat ih nut ade- 
quately handled by worrying about getting a few 
points and then ucrilicing a plane becaum the 

yamt. All uithcsc Lhings sccm to makc it a game 
you either come to like or dislike -definitr 
opin~ons on t k  game seem to be the rule rathc 
than indifference. I would only hope that ptopk 
give the yamc cumt chancc IU provc cnjoyabk 
bccauue I hnvc foundthat.asthetltle oithisarticlr 
ruggsta, RICHTHOfi~EH'S WAR can vep 
definilrly k fun tu play and should bc looket 
upon aa such a game 
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GENERAL BACK ISSUES 
GENERAL h c k  issues are sslling out faatsr than we can revise the list of those still available. Tne 

following comprises fhB latust lining of past editions still In stock. They wll for $1.00 plus portage. 
After May 30th, all back issues will cost $1.60 each. 
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one and b l h  are sublect to the same chance SHIPPING ......... table die rolls from $5.01 to $7.00, add .90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Up to S1.00. add .25 from,$7.01 to $10.00, add ....... .-1.00 ......... D-DAY i r o m  $ l . O t  to $3.00, add from $10.01 to $15.W, add I25 -50 ....... ........ a. Is retreat allowed over passable mountarn 
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ORIGINS I is not the only convention taking
place this summer. The MGA Summer Con IV
will be held from Friday, June 13th to Sunday,
June 15th at the University of Detroit Student
Union Building in Detroit, MI. There will be
tournaments in BULGE, DIPLOMACY, and
STOCK MARKET. naval miniatures, etc. Ac
commodations will be available on campus.
For further information, contact Bill Somers,
1654 Chandler, Lincoln Park, MI48146 or call
313-381-7152.

This issue's cover and feature illustration
on page 3 are provided by historic aircraft artist
Joe DeMarco who specia lizes in famous World
War I aircraft. The dtawing on the cover is that
of an R.E. 8 (circa "1916) while the feature
illustration on page 3 depicts the Salmson2A2
(1917) from the AAC Chart. Mr. DeMarco has
spawned a number of such illustrations which
are lithographed on antique white coverstock
to fit 11" x 14" frames for the discriminating
aero collector. A list of prints and prices maybe
obtained by writing to WWI Airplanes, 96
Brinton Rd.. Fork, MD 21051.

John Mansfield, the Canadian editor of
SIGNAL is trying to establish a universally
accepted awards system for wargames and
wargaming magazines. To participate in the
baIloting merely send your votes for eachof the
five listed categories to: C. Sayre, 1415 Ladd
St., Silver Spring, MD 20902. Our English
readers should send their ballots to H. Patter
son, 7 Cambridge Rd., Beaconsfield, BUCKS,
UK HP9 1HW. The five categories should list 3
entries in descending order for each of the
following: Best Professional Game, Best
Amateur Game, Best Professional Magazine,
Best Amateur Magazine, and an individual for
election to a Hall of Fame.

Tom Oleson, the hyperactive devotee and·
designer of ANZIO is offering a free Errata
sheet to all Anzio players who request same
and include a stamped, self-addressed enve
lope for the reply. Interested parties can
contact Tom at his 1200 High Ridge Lane,
Santa Barbara, CA 93103 abode.

Randy Reed,contest"judge, isshown above
congratulating Jim Stahlerfor his victory in the
2nd 1GB mini-wargame tournament. Stahler
vanquished' Christopher Chyba in the 4th and
final round ofthe PANZERBLITZ event and was
awarded with an autographedcopyof PANZER
LEADER by game developer Randy Reed. The
nexk.mini-tournament will be in AFRIKA
KORPS and is slated for May 3rd in the 1GB
gameroom at 1501 Guilford Avenue in
Baltimore.

•

Infiltrator~sReport
The picture below might well be labelled

"always a bridesmaid-never a bride." In truth
however, it's perennial Super Bowl loser (and
designer of Football Strategy) Tom Shaw
congratulating Rich Chodnicki for his victory in
the Avalon Hill Football League Super Bowl II.
Chodnicki, whose Atlanta Falcon franchise
finished the regular season with only a 9-5
record came from behind to culminate a play
off sweep with a 27-20 besting of Shaw's
Colts. It marked the 2nd straight year Shaw
dropped the $100 game in the closing minutes,
despite finishing with the league's best regu lar
season record (13-1). Many ofthe league's 26
players will be participating in the ORIGINS I
single elimination tournament including both
Shaw and Chodnicki.

In the meantime, action continues at the
I.G.B. gameroom where the Basketball Strate
gy League is going strong with 10 teams
utilizing a common player draft of NBA stars.
The next wargaming tournament is an Afrika
Korps 'event scheduled for May ·3rd. All
interested in friendly competition on Satur
days between 10 and 5 should make an effort
,to attend the gameroom at 1501 Guilford Ave.
in Baltimore.

When we request that gamers send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope with their
questions we do so for a reason. Namely, after
paying an individual to answer your question
(which more often than not is answered in the
rules anyway) we feel that you should be
willing to pay the postage both ways. While
this seems insignificant on the surface,
postage costs quickly mount up when you
answer hundreds of such letters every week.
Therefore, we must request your indulgence in
honoring our request to pay the postage costs
of answering your questions. This means don't
send questions in our postage paid envelopes
or expect them to be enclosed in orders. The
people who work in themail order department
don't know how to play the games-they can't
answer your questions. They must be for
warded to the proper designer for answers and
by that time your order has long since left. In
addition, it would help greatly if your questions
were phrased into a "yes" or "no" format. This
often means including a diagram where
appropriate as our designers don't have the
time to setup virtually hundreds of situations
by grid-coordinates. Lastly; if you want faster
service be sure to mention the fact that you are
a GENERAL subscriber, as GENERAL readers
get preference over non-subscribers.
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Our agent in Hollywood, Mark Saha,
reports fresh from a recent Guild screening
that The Great Waldo Pepper with Robert
Redford looks better than Butch Cassidy and
The Sting put together. Richthofen's War
enthusiasts should make plans to see this
movie which is said to feature some un
believable flying scenes from World War I.

As is our custom, we are once again
holding our annual "Collector's Item" sale for
GENERAL subscribers. During the course of
the year, several damaged or unsalable games
were returned to us by wholesalers for credit.
These have been refurbished, made complete,
and put in new boxes, where available. We
have not offered these games for sale to local
collectors-choosing rather to offer them to
GENERAL subscribers on a first come-first
served basis. This year the list contains the
following collector's items:
24 1914 $15

1 Dispatcher $20
2 Anzio $10
1 Jutland $10
3 Management $10
6 Baseball $ 5
3 Guadalcanal " $18
1 Lemans $20
1 U-Boat $18
2 Verdict II $15

Due to the immense amount of paper work
caused by our last "Collector's Item" sale, we
must ask that you send in the required amount
for the game immediately, rather than just
stating that you're interested in it. The latter
system necessitated a lot of letter writing on
our part and caused problems when people
changed their minds and we had to hold new
drawings for a back-up winner. The first paid
bid for a game gets the game. Be sure to add a
postage coupon to cover postage. After the
games are gone, we will refund late bids with
credit slips good towards the purchase of other
Avalon Hill merchandise. These credit slips
will not be refundable for cash so bid for these
games only if you are genuinely interested.
Address your order to the attention of Christy
Shaw-"discontinued game bid."

'\

Contest NO.64 was a rather simple one. All
that was necessary was to divide combat into
four 3-1 attacks and a 1-3 soak-off. The trick is
to attack the 4th and 6th Cavalry first from
undoubled positions, leaving the 4-6-4 and
2nd Armor unsupported where they can be
attacked in doubled positions from across
rivers, enabling the survivors of any exchange
to advance into the defeated unit's hex and
adjacent to Moscow. Those winners surviving
the inevitable luck of the draw included: J.
Garrett, Blacksburg, VA; P. Siragusa,
Burlington, CT; J. Gerold, Philadelphia, PA; L.
Lingle, Harrisburg, PA; S. Zuiss, Kansas City,
MO; J. Jajicek, Grayslake, IL; D. Voyer,
Lowville, NY; G. Merritt, Worcester, MA; K.
McCausland, Virginia, IL; and J. Wirt, Chula
Vista, CA.

~---
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